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is not rebutted by respondents. Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that 

complainant has shown, by a preponderance ofthe-evidence, that the accused products practice 

this claim element. 

c. The claimed phrase "( c) filtering the fingerprint image ... " 

Complainant argued that the Fed Submit software satisfies this claim limitation through 

various function calls. (CBr at 195.) 

Respondents provided no substantive non-infringement argument with respect to this 

claim element, aside from alleging weaknesses in complainant's arguments. (See, inter alia, 

ROCFF VI.C.l.d.l, ROCFF VI.C.l.d.2 ROCFF VI.C.l.d.3, ROCFF VI.C.l.d.4, ROCFF 

VI.C.l.d.5; RBr at 149-153.) 

The staff argued that complainant has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the 

Mentalix systems infringe claim 19 of the of the '344 patent. (SBr at 57-58.) 

{ 

} Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that complainant 

has shown, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the accused products practice this claim 

element. 
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d. The claimed phrase "( d) binarizing the filtered fingerprint ima_ge __ ,, 

Complainant argued that the Fed Submit software satisfies this claim limitation through 

various function calls. (CBr at 195-96.) 

Respundents provided no :Substantive non-infringement argument with respect to this 

-claim element, aside from alleging weaknesses in complainant's arguments. (See, inter alia, 

ROCFF VLC.1.e.l, ROCFF VI.C.l.e.2; RBr at 149-153.) 

The staff argued that complainant has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the 

Mentalix systems infringe-claim 19 of the of the '344 patent. (SBr at 57-58.) 

{ 

} Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that complainant has 

shown, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the accused products practice this claim 

element. , 

e. The claimed phrase"( e) detecting a fingerprint area based on a concentration of black •· pixels in the binarized fingerprint image ... " 

{ 

} 
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{ 

} 

The parties had agreed that this claimed phrase need not be construed by the 

administrative law judge. (Respondents' Response to Complainant's Motion to Narrow Certain 

Claim Construction Issues for Trial at 4; CBr at 126; RBr at 93-96 (relating this claimed phrase 

to element c of asserted claim 1); SRBr at 14-15, fu. 2 (pointing out that respondents' argument 

that their construction for element c) of asserted claim 1 applies to this claim element is made 

for the first time in respondents' brief); see also, generally, CRBr at 85-100; SBr at 25-35.) The 

administrative law judge finds that the plain language is sufficiently clear that a separate 

construction is unnecessary. 

{ , 

} 
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{ 14 

.. 

} 

14 Respondents represented in RRCFF VI.C.2 that their expert Jones provided a non-
infringement opinion on element e) of claim 19, but the administrative law judge has reviewed 
the testimony on which they rely and has not found any clear reference to element e) of claim 19. 
Respondents' expert does testify that the accused products do not determine "individual 
fingerprint areas and shapes," but he then relates that specific testimony to only element f) of 
claim 19. (Tr. at 1566.) 
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{ 

} Fingerprints are generally oval shaped. (CFF YI.B. l.h.2 

(undisputed in relevant part).) Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that 

the accused products practice this claim element. 
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{ 

} 

f. The claimed phrase "(f) detecting a fingerprint shape based on an arrangement of the 
concentrated black pixels in an oval-like shape in the binarized fingerprint image; and ... " 

Complainant argued that this element is practiced by the Fed Submit software for the 

same reasons given for element e) of asserted claim 19, supra. ( CBr at 197.) 

{ 

} 

Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that complainant has shown, by a 

preponderance of the evidence, that element f) of asserted claim 19 is practiced by the accused 
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. g. The claimed phrase "(g) determining wE:ether the detected fingerprint area and shape are 
of an acceptable quality." 

{ 

} 

The staff argued that it is of the view that Gemplainant has shown-by a preponderanGe of 

the evidence that the use of the accused Mentalix systems 19 of the '344 patent. 

The administrative law judge has found, supra, that "acceptable quality" as used in the 

asserted claims is construed as "capable or worthy of being generally approved and further 

dependent on a customer's requirement." { 

} Based 

on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that complainant has shown, by a 

preponderance of the evidence, that element g) is practiced by the accused products. 
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h. Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that complainant has shown, 

by a preponderance of the evidence, that accused RealScan-10 and RealScan-D, which also 

includes the RealScan-IOF and RealScan-DF, when used with the Fed Submit software, infringe 

asserted claim 19 of the •344 patent.15 

5. Independent claim 41 

a. The claimed phrase "a comparator that compares the .captured fingerprint image to a 
previously obtained acceptable fingerprint image ... " 

The administrative law judge finds that said claimed phrase is substantially similar to 

element e) of asserted independent claim 1, and the adi:ninistrative law judge has found, supra, 

that complainant has not shown that said element e) of asserted claim I by the 

accused products. Thus, the administrative law judge finds that complainant has not shown that 

the claimed phrase ••a comparator that compares the captured fingerprint image to a p.reviously 

obtained acceptable fingerprint image ... " from asserted claim 41 is practiced by the accused 

products . 

.- 15 Itis undisputed that each of the RealScan-10, RealScan-D, RealScan-F, RealScan-G2, 
and RealScan-G 10 systems have been imported. (See Order Nos. 11, 18 (stipulations regarding 
importation).) It is further undisputed that the Fed Submit software supports the RealScan-10 
and RealScan-D devices. (CFF VII.B.2.a.44 (undisputed).) Complainant has not shown, 
however, that the RealScan-G2 and RealScan-GlO have been used with the Fed Submit software. 
(CBr at 210 (alleging the RealScan-10 and RealScan-D have been incorporated into Mentalix' 
Fed Submit software but specifically not alleging the same with respect to the RealScan-G2 and 

. RealScan-GlO); JX-44 at 6 (testimony that the RealScan-G2 and RealScan-GIO are not ready for 
testing/integrating); JX-42 at 36-37 (testimony that the systems were not demonstrated in the 
US).) Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that the only accused products 
which complainant has shown infringe asserted claim 19 of the •344 patent, when used with the 
Fed Submit software, are the RealScan-10 and RealScan-D, which also include.s the RealScan-
10F and RealScan-DF, as those products have been found to be substantially similar. 
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Based on the foregoing, tlie administrative law-judge finds that complainant has not 

shown that asserted claim 4lis practiced by-any of the accused products. 

6. Dependent claims 42, 43, andA5 

The administrative law judge has found, supra, that complainant has not shown that 

asserted independent claim 41 of the is infringed by the accused products. As each 

of claims 42, 43, and 45 depend from said claim 41, the administrative law judge finds that 

complainant has not shown, bya preponderance of the evidence, that asserted claims 42, 43, and 

45 are practiced by the accused products. 
I 

D. Infringement By Third Parties, Contributory Infringement, and Inducementto Infringe 

Complainant has accused various third parties of infringement of certain asserted claims 

of the '562 and/or '344 asserted patents. (CBr at 209-214.) Said accusations depend on software 

written by said third parties that use the Suprema SDK, that complainant represents is 

substantially the same as the functions accused of infringement against respondents. QQJ The 

administrative law judge has found, supr;;, that complainant has not shown infringement of the 

'562 patent, and has further not shown infringement 0-fthe asserted claims of the '344 patent, 

with the 'exception of asserted claim 19. As complainant has made no allegations of 
.· 

infringement by third parties of claim 19 of the '344 patent, each of complainant's accusations 

against third parties fail for the same analysis, supra, as for direct infringement by respondents 

of the various claims in issue. 

As complainant has not shown in:fri.Iigement by any third parties, the administrative law 

judge finds that complainant has also shown neither contributory infringement nor inducement 

to infringe by respondents. 
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E. . Other Arguments 

Respondents argued that the Suprema SDKs cannot directly infringe because each offue_. 

asserted claims requires ''the use of executable software ... running on a separate computer in 

order to operate the scanners sold by that the RealScan SDKs· comprise a collection 

of software routines and utilities used to help third party prQgrammers write an application;. that 

the SD Ks are incapable of performing the steps of any asserted claims and therefore cannot form 

the basis of a direct infringement claim. (RBr at 5 9.) Respondents furi.her argued1hat the 

sample code provided with its scanners is distributed as source code and is not executable,-and 

therefore cannot be used to infringe. (RBr at 59-60.) { 

} 

Complainant argued that its' expert testified as to how the sample code and the 

demonstration program infringes the '562 patent; that its expert pointed to file names and line 

numbers in his analysis; and that in fact that testimony was unrebutted by respondents. (Tr. at 

74-75.) Specifically, complainant argued that Suprema directly infringed the asserted claims of 

patent by using the demonstration program; that Mentalix directly infringed the asserted 

'562 patent by using its Fed Submit software in conjunction with the RealScan products, 

including the RealScan-10, RealScan-D, RealScan-GlO and Rea1Scan-G2. (CRBr at 77-79.) 

More specifically, it is undisputed that the Fed Submit software supports the RealScan-10 and 
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RealScan-D-accusecldevices, and that respondent Mentalix has sold said scanners as a system 

with-its Fed Submit software. (CFF VII.B.2.a.8 (undisputed in relevant part); RRCFF 

VILB.2.a.8 ("Mentalix purchased RealScan-10 scanners from suprema, and sold them as a 

system with-its FedSubmit software."); CFF VII.B.2.a.44 (undisputed).) 

The staff argued that complainant has shown that respondents infringe the asserted 

method and-system claims of the '344 patent, as Suprema and Mentalix have demonstrated or 

tested the systems in the US. (SRBr at 36-38.) 

The administrati:.ve law judge has found, supra, that the only asserted method claim that 

is infrin,ged is claim 19 of the '344 patent Complainant alleged infringement of claim 19 of the 

'344 patent against only certain RealScan products running the Fed Submit software, i.e. 

RealScan-10, RealScan-D, Rea1Scan-G2, and RealScan-GlO. Thus, the administrative law 

judge finds respondents' arguments with respect to the asserted '5 62 patent and with respect to 

asserted claims 1, 7, 41, 42, 43, and 45 of the asserted '344 patent, suprg, moot. 

X. · Invalidity 

A. Prior Art 

Respondents argued that asserted independent claim 10 and asserted depen.dent claims 

15 and 18 of the '993 patent would have been obvious considering U.S. Patent No. 3,619,060 

(the '060 patent) (RX-31) in combination with U.S. Patent No. 2,445,594 (the '594 patent) (RX-

25). (RBr at 211-218.) Respondents further argued that independent claim 10 and asserted 

dependent claims 11, 12, 15, 17 and 18 of the '993 patent would have been obvious considering 

the '060 patent in combination with U.S. Patent No. 5,615,051 (the '051 patent)(RX-7). (RBr at 

218-224.) Regarding the '344 patent, respondents argued that asserted claims 1, 7, 19, 41, 42, 
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43, and 45 are-rendered obvious by-U.S. Patent No. 5,073,949 (the '949 patent) (RX-12) alone 

or in combination with U.S. PatentNo. 5,963,656 (the '656 patentt(RX-4). (RBr at 164-181.) 

Regarding the '562 patent, respondents argued thatasserted independent claim 1 is anticipated 

by U.S. Patent Application Publication No. US 2007/0014440 (the '440 application) (RX-41); 

and that dependent-claims 5, 6, 7, and 12 and:independent claim 30 are rendered obvious by the 

'440 application. (RBr at 65-7-4-.)-

Complainant argued that respondents have not shown by clear and convincing evidence 

that any of the asserted claims of the '993, '344,-and- '562 patents are anticipated or obvious in 

view of any of:the prior art asserted.-(CBr at 59-76, 121-125, 197-203.) Complainant also 

argued that secondary indicia of non-obviousness based on copying and willful infringement 

show that the asserted-claims are not obvious. (CBr at 203--206.) 

The staff argued that respondents have not established by clear and convincing evidence 

that any of the asserted claims are invalid as anticipated or obvious. (SBr at 69-86.) 

An issued patent is presumed valid, see 35 U.S.C. § and a party challenging a 

patent's validity must overcome this presumption by clear and convincing evidence. See Pfizer, 

Inc. v. Apotex, Inc., 480 F.3d 1348, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Respondents have the burden to 

overcome the presumption that the asserted claims are valid. Tech. Licensing Corp. v. Videotek. 

Inc., 545 F.3d 1316 (2008). The burden of persuasion never shifts to complainant. Id. Rather, 

the risk of "decisional uncertainty" remains on the party or parties asserting invalidity. Id. Thus, 

it is respondents' burden to prove by clear and convincing evidence that any of the alleged prior 

art references anticipate or render obvious any asserted claims. See PharmaStem Therapeutics, 

Inc. v. ViaCell, Inc., 491 F.3d 1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (stating, "the burden falls on the 
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patent challenger to show by clear and convincing evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the 

art would have had reason to attempt to make the composition or device, or carry out the 

claimed process, and would have had a reasonable expectation of success in doing so."). Failure 

to do so means that respondents lose on this point. Tech. Licensing, 545 F.3d at 1327. 

1. Asserted Prior Art 

The '060 patent is titled "Identification Device" and was issued on November 9, 1971 

(JX-31.) 

The '594 patent is titled "Telecentric Projection Lens" and was issued on July 20, 1948. 

The '051 patent is titled "Bright Triplet" and was issued ori March 25, 1-997 from an 

application filed on October 7, 1994 and claiming priority to a Japanese application filed 

on October 8, 1993. 

The '949 patent is titled "Personal Verification Apparatus" and· was issued on December 

17, 1991. 

The '656 patent is titled "System and Method For Determining The Quality of 

Fingerprint Images" and was issued on October 5, 1999. 

The '440 application (Lo (U.S. Patent Application Publication No. US 2007/0014440)) 

is titled "Automatic Fingerprint Identification System And Method," was published on January 

18, 2007 and filed on December 18, 2002. 

2_ Anticipation 

A patent claim is invalid as anticipated if it "was known or used by others in this 

country, or patented or described in a printed publication" before the claimed invention, or it 

was "patented or described in a printed publication ... more than one year prior" to the filing 
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date. 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(a) and (b). Additionally, a claim is anticipated if"the invention was 

describediu a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States 

before theinventionihereofby the applicant for-patent." 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). For anticipation, 

"aj.l of the elements and limitations-of the claim must be shown in a single prior art reference, 

-arranged as in the claim." Karsten Mfg. Corp. v. Cleveland Golf Co., 242 F.3d 1376, 1383 

(Fed. Cir. 2001). Further, where a prior art reference does not expressly disclose an element or 

limitation of the claim in issue, extrinsic evidence may be used to prove said element or 

limitat-i<;m is inherently present in the prior art. See Continental Can Co. USA, Inc. v. Monsanto 

Co., 948 F.2d 1204,.1268 (Fed. Cir. 1991). However, "[s]uch evidence must make clear the 

missi:ng_descriptiv.e matter is necessarily present in the thing described in the reference, and that 

it would be so recognized by persons of ordinary skill." Id. Anticipation is a question of fact, 

including whether or not an element is inherent in the prior art. In re Schreiber, 128 F.3d 1473, 

1477 (Fed.-Cir. 1997). 

a. The '562 Patent 

Respondents argued that the '440 application discloses each element of claim 1 of the 

'562 patent, and thus, the '440 application renders claim 1 of the '562 patent invalid as 

anticipated. (RBr at 65-73.) 

Complainant argued that the '440 application does not anticipate claim 1 of the '562 

patent because the '440 application does not teach checking print quality before capture occurs 

as required by element (f) of claim 1, and that the patent examiner reached the same conclusion 

during prosecution of the '562 patent. (CBr at 123.) 
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The staff argued that the '440 application does not anticipate-claim I of the '562 patent 

because the "'440 application discloses that 'capture' occurs and then a quality check is 

performed," and thus, the '440 application does not meet element (f) of claim 1 of the '562 

patent. (SBr at 71-72.) 

The '440 application discloses an automatic fingerprintidentificaiionsJstem and method 

and the only dispute among the parties regarding whether the '440 application anticipates claim 

1 of the '562 patent centers on element (f) of said claim, which states, "determining whether the 

scanned image is ready for capture based on an expected number of_ prints detected in step ( e) 

and the quality of the print images determined in step (d)." (See RBr at 72; CBr.at 123; SBrat 

71-72.) Thus, element (f) requires that the number of prints is detected and the quality of print 

images is determined before the image is captured. 

The '440 application discloses the use of a scanner or camera-to capture prints, which 

are loaded into a microprocessor for processing. (See RX-41 at [0015].) The '440 application 

also includes a flow diagram at Figure 3 "illustrating the improved matched system in 

accordance with the present invention," and including steps 200 and 21-0. (RX-41 at [0012}, Fig. 

3.) Regarding said steps 200 and 210, the '440 application states: 

In FIG. 3, the present invention is illustrated as followed 
[sic]. Prints are captured from a person or source, including 
preferably ten prints and slap prints, in step 200 as described 
above. The captured print records are reviewed for quality in step 
210 using a quality algorithm, such as a preferred recs algorithm 
as described later. Prints that exhibit a predetermined threshold 
quality (step 205) are emolled in the database as records in 
step 220. 

(RX-41 at [0020].) Thus, the '440 application discloses capturing prints as a first step and then 
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determining the quality of the captured prints. Further, in allowing the '562 patent, the 

Examiner distinguished the '440 application for the same reason, stating: 

The closest prior art found-as a result of the aforementioned 
search is as follows. Lo (U.S. Publication Number 2007/0014440) 
discloses a system and method which scans and captures and then 
determines as part ofthe quality check whether or not the 
appropriate number of prints are present, or whether some prints 
have been duplicated. swapped, or whether or not a person is an 
amputee based on the comparison of their individual prints to 
their slap print. If an error is discovered then the prints are not 
emolled in the system ahd a new scan and capture is done. Lo 
specifically discloses analyzing the prints post-capture and there is 
no obvious reason to modify Lo. The other prior art that is 
considered to be pertinent is Ohba (U.S. Patent Number 
7,174,036) which di1)closes acquiring fingerprints in a specific 
sequence but does not determine whether or not to capture the 
fingerprints based on how many fingerprints were detected. It is 
for these reasons that the case is considered to be in condition for 
allowance. 

(JX-6 at CMT006044 (emphasis added).) Respondents "agree with the [E]xaminer's reasons 

for distinguishing the cited reference." (RRBr at 47.) Based on the foregoing, the administrative 

law judge finds that capturing prints as a first step and then making a quality determination as in 

the '440 application does not anticipate element (f) of claim 1 of the '562 patent because claim 1 

of the '562 patent requires a quality determination before capture. Hence, the administrative 
I 

law judge finds that respondents have not established, by clear and convincing evidence, that 

claim 1 of the '562 patent is anticipated by the '440 application. 

3. Obviousness 

Included within the presumption of validity is a presumption of non-obviousness. 

Structural Rubber Prods. Co. v. Park Rubber Co., 749 F.2d 707, 714 (Fed. Cir. 1984). 

Regarding non-obviousness, the patent statute dictates that a person is not entitled to a patent if 
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the differences between-the claimed invention and the prior art "are such-that the subject matter 

as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having 

ordinary skill in the art." 35 U.S.C. §103; see also Net Moneyfr>.J, Inc. v. VeriSign, Inc., 545 F.3d 

1359, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (stating, "differences between the prior art-reference and adaimed 

invention, however slight, invoke the question of obviousness, not-anticipation."). 

The ultimate determination of whether arr invention would have been obvious is a legal 

conclusiorrbased on underlying findings of fact. .In re Dembiczak, 175 F.3d 994, 998 (Fed. Cir. 

1999). The underlying factual inquiries relating to non-obviousness include: 1) the-scope and 

content of the prior art; 2) the level of ordinary skill in the art; 3) the differences between the 

claimed invention and the prior art; and, 4) secondary considerations of non-obviousness, such 

as long-felt need, commercial-success, and the failure of others. See-Graham v. John Deere Co., 

383 U.S. 1, 17 (1966). 

The first step in an obviousness analysis requires a determination of the scope and 

content of the prior art, and only analogous art can be considered prior art. In re Clay? 966 F .2d 

656, 658 Cir. 1992). Whether art is analogous is a question of fact and "[t]wo criteria 

have evolved for determining whether prior art is analogous: (1) whether the art is from the 

same field of endeavor, regardless of the problem addresse4 and (2) if the reference is not 

within the field of the inventor's endeavor, whether the reference still is reasonably pertinent to 

the particular problem with which the inventor is involved." Id. at 658-659. 

Obviousness may be based on any one of the alleged prior art references or a 

combination of the same, and what a person of ordinary skill in the art would understand based 
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on his knowledge and said references. If all of the elements of an invention are found, then: 

[A] proper analysis under § 103 requires, inter alia, consideration 
of two factors: (1) whether the prior art w.0uld hav:e suggested to 
those of ordinary skill in the art that they should make the-claimed 
composition or device, or carry out the claimed process; and (2) 
whether the prior art would also have revealed that in so making 
or carrying out, those of ordinary ski-1-1-would have a reasonable 
expectation of success. Both the suggestion and the reasonable 
expectation of success must be founded in the prior art, not in the 
applicant's disclosure. 

Velander v. Garner, 348 F.3d 1359, 1363 (Fed. -cir. 2003) (emphasis added) 'Eintemal citations 

omitted). Further, the critical inquiry in determining the differences between the claimed 

invention and the prior art is whether there is a reason to combine the prior art references. See 

C.R. Bard v. M3 Sys., 157 F.3d 1340, 1352 (Fed. Cir. 1998). For example: 

[A] patent composed of several elements is not proved obvious 
merely by demonstrating that each of its elements was, 
independently, known in the prior art. Although common sense 
directs one to look with care at a patent application that claims as 
innovation the combination of two known devices according to 
their established functions, it can be important to identify a reason 
that would have prompted a person of ordinary skill in the 
relevant field to combine the elements in the way the claimed new 
invention does. This is so because inventions in most, if not alL 
instances rely upon building blocks long since uncovered, and 
claimed discoveries almost of necessity will be combinations of 
what, in some sense, is already known. 

KSR Int'l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 418-19 (2007) (emphasis added}(KSR). 

However, the Supreme Court has rejected a "rigid approach," regarding a patent challenger's 

obligation to demonstrate a "teaching, suggestion, or motivation to combine" in the prior art. Id. 

at 419-22. The Court stated that: 

When a work is available in one field of endeavor, design 
incentives and other market forces can prompt variations of it, 
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either in the same field or a different one. If a person of ordinary 
skill can implement a predictable variation, § 103 likely bars its 
patentability. For the same reason, if a technique has been used to 
improve one device, and a-person of ordinary skill in the art would 
recognize that it would improve similar devices in the same way, 
using the technique is obvious unless its actual application is 
beyondhis er-her skill. Sakraida and Anderson's-Black Rock are 

court must ask whether the improvement is more 
.::than the predictable use of prior art elements according to their 
established function. 

Following these principles may be more difficult in other cases 
than it is here because the claimed subject matter may involve 
more than the simple substitution of one known element for 
ane;ther or the mere application of a known technique to a piece of 
prior.art ready for the improvement. Often, it will be necessary 
for a court to l0ok to interrelated teachings of multiple patents; the 
effects of demands known to the design community or present in 
the marketplace; and the background knowiedge possessed by a 
person having ordinary skill in the art, all in order to determine 
whether there was an apparent reason to combine the known 
elements irrthe fashion claimed by the patent at issue. To 
facilitate review, this analysis should be made explicitly. See In. 
re Kahn, 44-1 F.3d 977, 988 (CA Fed. 2006) ("[R]ejections on 
obviousness grounds cannot be sustained by mere conclusory 
statements; instead, there must be some articulated reasoning with 
some rational underpinning to support the legal conclusions of 
obviousness"). As our precedents make clear, however, the 
analysis need not seek out precise teachings directed to the 
specific subject matter of the challenged claim, for a court can 
take account of the inferences and creative steps that a person of 
ordinary skill in the art would employ. 

Id. at 417-18 (emphasis added). Further, a suggestion to combine may come from the prior art, 

as filtered through the knowledge of one skilled in the art. See Certain Lens-Fitted Film Pkgs., 

Inv. No. 337-TA-406, Order No. 141 at 6 (May 24, 2005). "[I]n many cases a person of 

ordinary skill will be able to fit the teachings of multiple patents together like pieces of a 

puzzle." KSR, 550 U.S. at 420-21. 
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a. The '993-Patent 

Respondents argued that the '060 patent discloses an optical system having an optical 

axis, as in the preamble of claim 10 of tlie '993 patent; a prism as in element a) of claim 1 O; an 

aperture stop as in element b) of claim 1 O; and a lens forming a telecentric entrance pupil as in 

element c) of claim 10. (RBr at 218. ): further argued that the triplet lens from 

eitherthe '594 patent or the '051 patent could be-substituted into the device of the '060 patent to 

render asserted claim 10 of the '99-3 patent obvious and-invalid. (RBr at211, 218.) 

Complainant argued that tlie.'060 patent in c0mbination with either the '594 patent or 

the '051 patent fails to disclose elements c) and e) of claim lO of the '993 -patent._ (CBr at 62.) 

Complainant further argued that the '060 patent, the '594-patent, and the _patent teach away 

from the invention of the '993 patent-and there is no motivation or suggestion to combine the 

references. @. at 63.) 

The staff argued that the '060 patent does not disclose elements-c ), d), and e) of claim 10 

of the '993 patent and that the '060 patent in combination with either the '594 patent or the '051 

patent does not teach all of the elements of claim 10. (SBr at 76.) The staff further argued that 

"[r]espondents have not shown that the proposed combinations would have been obvious to try 

or that there would have been a reasonable expectation or success." (SBr-at 76-77.) 

r. The '060 Patent In Combination With The '594 Patent 

The '060 patent discloses "a device which employs optical apparatus for comparing an 

object to be identified with a preselected image." (RX-31 at 1 :4-5.) Figure 1 of the '060 patent 
, 

depicts "the optic portion of the apparatus of [the] invention" of the '060 patent, which is an 

optical system with an optical axis. (RX-31 at 2:53-54.) Said optic portion includes a light 
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source -12, a lens 14 for deflecting light beams, a prism 18 with a surface 22 oriented at an angle 

greater than the angle of total internal reflection, another lens 28, and a diaphragm 30, which is 

an aperture stop. (RX-31 at Fig. I; 3:1-20, 39-40, 38-40.) 

Elements c) through e) of claim 10 of the '993 patent require: 

c) a first lens unit having a positive power between the aperture 
stop and the prism for forming a telecentric entrance pupil; 

d) a second lens unit having a positive power for forming a real 
image of the object, said second lens unit being on the image side 
of the first lens unit; and 

e) a third lens unit for correcting the field curvature of the image 
contributed by the first and second lens units. 

(JX-1 at 10:26-34.) Regarding the two lens elements 14 and 28 of the '060 patent, lens 14 is 

located between the light source 12 and the prism 18 and "deflect[s] the light beams 16 into 

parallel relationship with respect to another." (RX-31at3:1-3, Fig. 1.) Thus, lens 14 of the 

device of the '060 patent, and not lens 28 of the '060 patent, creates a telecentric condition on 

the illumination side of prism 18. See Order No. 29 Joint Stipulation Regarding Technology In 

Issue at 5 ("In a telecentric system, the chief the center ray) of every light ray bundle is 

parallel to the axis on the object side, image side, or both"). With respect to lens 28, the '060 

patent states that, "[t]he reflected light comes out through face 24 of the prism and is focused 

with an achromatic lens 28 through a diaphragm 30 onto an included focal plane 32." (RX-31 at 

38-40.) Thus, lens 28 is located between the prism 18 and the aperture stop 30. (See RX-31 at 

Fig. 1.) The '060 patent does not disclose whether lens 14 or lens 28 have a positive power or a 

negative power. Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that the '060 patent 

does not disclose a first lens unit as required by element c) of independent claim 10 of the '993 
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patent, a second-lens unit as required by element d) of independent claim 10 of the '993 patent, 

or a third lens unit as required by element e)-of independent claim 10 of the '993 patent because 

the '060 patent only discloses two lens units. Moreover, he further finds that said first lens 14 

of the '060 patent, which creates a.telecentric condition, is not disclosed as having positive 

power and is not -located between the prism and the aperture stop as required by element c) of 

said claim IO;- and said second lens 28 of the '060 patent is not disclosed as having a positive 

power as required by element b) of said claim 10. 

Regarding respondents' argument that the triplet lens from the '594 patent could be 

substituted into the device ofthe-'060patentto render asserted claims 10, 15, and 18 of the '993 

patent-obvious, the '594 patent does disclose a "telecentric objective" with three lens 

components, the first and tliird lenses having a positive power and the middle lens having a 

negative power. (RX-25 at 4:28:..32, Figure.) With respect to distortion correction and field 

curvature correction, the '594-patent also states: 

It is of further advantage in correcting the distortion, and 
als0 helpful in correcting the curvature of field. to make the 
negative meniscus element of at least one of the positive . 
components and preferably of both positive components, of a 
glass with refractive index greater than 1.63. According to 
another preferred feature of the invention, the negative component 
consists of a single negative element whose refractive index is less 
than 1.55. Since it is the negatiye component principallv which 
corrects the distortion, it is advantageous to make the curves of 
this lens stronger, and this may be done without making the power 
of the lens greater by making this lens of low refractive index. 

While the distortion can be corrected to a satisfactory 
degree by any of these features, a combination of all of them 
corrects the distortion without making any of the components 
extremely strong in curvature and thus makes them more 
economical to construct. Furthermore, the zonal distortion is less 
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noticeable if all the features are combined. 

(RX-25 at 2:30-52 (emphasis added).) Thus, regarding correcting field curvature and distortion 

correction, the '594 patent discloses that distortion and field curvature can be at least partially 

corrected by including a particular negative meniscus element on one or both of the positive 

components; that the negative component is the principal component for correcting distortion; 

and that the combination of negative elements on the positive components and the curvature of 

the negative component can correct distortion without introducing "strong" field curvature. 

However, as seen from the foregoing (RX-25 at 2:30-52), the administrative lawjudge finds that 

the '594 patent does not disclose that the third lens component, i.e. the negative component, is 

included "for correcting the field curvature of the image contributed by the first and second-lens 

units" as required by element e) of claim 10 of the '993 patent. 

Regarding any motivation or reason for substituting the lens system of the '594 patent 

into the optical system of the '060 patent, respondents' expert Sasian testified: 

Q. Dr. Sasian, if a person of ordinary skill in the art was sitting in his 
or her office back at the time of the invention, what would they 
need -- what would they need to do or, excuse me, what 
adjustments to the '060 patent would be necessary to form a 
fingerprint detection device? 

A. Well, if I want to make a fingerprint detection device, as a person 
of ordinary skill, I would be familiar with the prior art. I would be 
familiar with the '060 patent and I would see that it is calling for 
an achromatic lens 28, and it would be a telecentric lens, so I 
would be also aware of a triplet lens such as in the '594 patent that 
is telecentric. 

And they are two references that I can combine because I 
need to solve the problem of finding out what is lens element 28 
that is called as an achromatic lens in the '060, there are no 
construction of that, so I have that need to find out a lens that I 
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can insert there. 

Tn addition, the WO intematfonal application 896 teaches 
that one can combine a prism with a triplet lens. So I have a 
motivation to make a fingerprint device, I have some prior 
teachings, so I obviously naturally will combine such references. 

(Tr. at 1270-1271 (emphasis added).) Thus, Sasian testified that one of ordinary skill in the art 

would have known that the telecentric lens of '594 patent would be a suitable substitute for lens 

28 of the '060 patent. However, Sasian did not explain why one of ordinary skill would have 

chosen to substitute a telecentric lens system for lens28 in the device of the '060 patent where 

the telecentric condition of said device is created by a different lens, viz. lens 14, located on the 

illumination side of the prism. Further, complainant's expert Mc Williams testified that one of 

ordinary skill would not have been motivated to combine the asserted -prior art: 

Q. Okay. Before we get there, Professor, do you have an opinion as 
to whether one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to 
combine these two references to achieve the invention of the '993 
patent? 

A. 1 can't see why somebody would want to combine them. 

Q. Would they be motivated to combine them in the sense that they 
were trying to come up with an invention in the '993 patent? 
Would they be motivated to combine these two references and to 
come up with the '993 patent? 

A. No. If you were looking at the '060 patent, you are not going to be 
seeing things in play that are going to make you think of the '993. 
You have solved the telecentric problem on the illumination side. 
There is no need to have anything on the detection side at all for 
dealing with that. 

* * * 
Q. Okay. Would one of ordinary skill in.the art, Professor, be 

motivated to combine the '594 patent and the '060 patent? 
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A. I wouldn't see a reason to combine the two. 

Q. Why is that? 

A. This is teaching some chromatic corrections and c01Tecting a field 
curvature in this proiection lens, dealing with color projection, 
and the 1060 is dealing with fingerprint images where field 
curvature doesn't matter in the slightest, in creating-transparencies 
from it. 

(Tr. at 1849, 1852 (emphasis added).) 

Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that respondents have not 

established, by clear and convincing evidence, that the combin<;ttion of the '060 patent and the 

'594 patent discloses a third lens unit as required by element e) of claim I 0 of the '993 patent 

for correcting the field curvature of the image contributed by the first and second Tens unit. He 

further finds that respondents have not established, by clear and-convincing evidence, why a 

person of ordinary skill in the art would have combined the '060patentwith the '594 patent 

because the '594 patent is correcting field curvature in a projection lens while the '060 patent is 

dealing with fingerprint imaging. 

on the foregoing, the administrative_ law judge finds that- respondents have not 

prove:i, by clear and convincing evidence, that claim 10 of the '993 patent is invalid as obvious 

in view of the '060 patent in combination with the '594 patent. 

Regarding lens 28 in the '060 patent, respondents argued that said lens forms a 

telecentric entrance pupil because the aperture stop is located at the focal point of the lens and 

"[i]t is textbook science that if an aperture stop is located at the focal point of a lens, the lens 

forms a telecentric entrance pupil.". (See RRCFF IV.D.3.a.10.A-D.) However, contrary to 

respondents' assertion, the '060 patent discloses that the light "is focused with an achromatic 
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lens 28 through a diaphragm 30 onto an inclined focal plane 32," which does not disclose 

placing the aperture stop at the focal point oflens 28. (RX-31at3:38-40 (emphasis added).) 

Further, as found the '060 patent discloses creating a telecentric condition with-lens 14, 

which "deflect[s] the light beams 16 into parallel relationship one with respect to another." (RX-

31at3:1-3; See Order 29, Joint Stipulation at 5 ("In a telecentric system, the chiefray ... of ev:ecy-

light ray bundle is parallel to the axis on the object side, image side, or both").) 

Respondents further argued that the combination of the '060 patent and the '594 patent 

discloses a third lens unit according to element e) of claim I 0 of the '993 patent. In support of 

said argument, respondents rely on the testimony of their expert Sasian, who testified: 

So this lens, it is, indeed, a telecentric lens with the entrance pupil 
at infinity. Furthermore, the '594 discloses on column 1, line 6, 7, 
that this objective is reasonably well corrected for distortion and 
curvature of the field. 

So there is correction for field curvature, and this is accomplished 
with the negative field curvature of the third negative element that 
corrects the field curvature of the positive component, 
components, the front component and the rear component that I 
have described before. 

* * * 
Q. Thank you, Doctor. Let's move on to RDX-5-46, which relates to 

claim limitation I OE. 

Dr. Sasian, do you have an opinion regarding whether the '060 
patent and '594 patent disclose this limitation? 

A. Yes, because as I testified before, the triplet of the '594 patent has a 
third component, which is a third unit that corrects for field 
curvature. So this claim element IOE will also be met. It will be 
correcting the field curvature contributed by the positive front 
component and the positive rear component, which are a first and 
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second -lens units having positive-power, contributing positive field 
curvattrre that would be corrected by the third component, which is 
the.negative middle element t...li.at wilLbe -- that is a third lens unit. 

(Tr. at 1248-1249, 1268-1269.) However, as found the '594 patent does not disclose that 

the negative component is introduced "for correcting the field cmvature of the image contributed 

by the-first-and second lens units" as required by element e) of claim 10 of the '993 patent 

Rather,_as found- supra, the specification of the patent only describes the use of negative 

elements Qll the positive components .as correcting field curvature and the negative component is 

only described in the specification ofthe '594 patent as correcting distortion. 

Regarcful:g asserted dependent claims 11, 12, 15, 17, and 18 of the '993 patent, 

respondents argued-that .claims 15 and 18 are obvious in view of the '060 patent in combination , 

withthe '594 patent. (R:Brat117-218.) As found-supra, claim 10 of the '993 patent would not 

have been obvious in ¥iew ofthe asserted combination, and thus, the administrative law judge 

further finds that the-asserted dependent claims are not obvious in view of the '060 patent in 

combination with the '594 patent. 

11. Tue '060 Patent In-C0mbination With The '051 Patent 

As found supra, the '060 patent does not disclose a first lens unit, a second lens unit, or a 

third lens unit according to elements c), d), and e) of claim 10 of the '993 patent, and the '060 

patent discloses creating the telecentric condition in a lens 14 on the illumination side of the 

prism and not in a lens located between the prism and the aperture stop as required by element c) 

of claim 10 of the '993 patent. 

Regarding respondents' argument that the triplet lens from the '051 patent could be 

substituted into the device of the '060 patent to render asserted claims 10, 11, 12, 15, 17 and 18 
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obvious, the '051 patent discloses a "bright triplet and, more particularly, to a behind-the-stop 

type triplet that has a wide field angle_and so that it is well-suited for use on 

photographic cameras." (RX-7 at 1 :5-7 _) Significantly, the parties do not dispute thatthe '051 

patent does not disclose a telecentric lens system. (See CRFF 1150.5 ("The '051 patent does not 

disclose a telecentric entrance pupil as recited in claim 1.0"; RRCFF IV.D.3.a.67.-A_("The patent 

simply does not expressly teach forming a telecentric entrance_ pupil"); -SBr at 7 6-("The T akatO' 

'051 patent does not expresslJ disclose a telecentiic system").) As found supra,-the-device of the 

'060 patent does not disclose "a first lens unit havirrg_a.positive power between the aperture stop 

and the prism for forming a telecentric entrance pupil" as in .. e}ement c) of claim 10-ofthe '993 

patent because the telecentric condition in the '060 patent is created by lens 14 and--notlens 28. 

Thus, the administrative law judge finds that substitution of the tripletlens system of the '051 

patent into the device of the '060 patent would not-disclose a frrst lens unit as in element c) of 

claim 10 of the '993 patent. 

Further, regarding any motivation or reason-for substituting the lens system of the '051 

patent into the optical system of the '060 patent; respondents' expert Sasiantestified: 

Q. Dr. Sasian, if a person of ordinary skill in the art was sitting in their 
office with the 1060 patent and the '051 patent at the time of the 
invention, what steps would they need to take to make a fingerprint 
detection device? 

A. Well, what they have to do is combine the -- both references, and 
replace lens 28 with the triplet of the '051 patent, following the 
indication of the '060 patent. 

Q. Why would they be motivated to do so? 

A. Because of the need to, to create a fingerprint system. The 1060 
patent doesn1t disclose the constructional data for the achromatic 
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lens 28. So a person of ordinary skill would.have the need to find 
what that achromatic lens that could be the triplet of the '051 
patent. 

Q. Can.you explain for me why the lens 28 would need to be replaced 
in the '060 patent? 

A. Because, again. the '060 patent does not disclose the construction 
of that, so a person needs to put a lens and then that person could 
very well use the triplet of the '051 patent, because they are 
well-known lenses. 

(Tr. at 1280-1281.) Thus, Sasian testified that one of ordinary skill in the art would have known 

to substitute the-lens system of the '051 patent in the device of the '060 patent because the '060 

patent does not describe the construction oflens 28 and because the triplet of the '051 patent was 

well known. However, the administrative law judge finds that the '051 patent includes a lens 

system that is ''well suited for use on photographic cameras" (RX-7 at 1 :7-8.) He finds nothing 

in the record to indicate why one of ordinary skill in the art would have substituted a lens system 

for a camera into a fingerprint detection device. 

Based on the forgoing, the administrative law judge finds that respondents have failed to 

prove, by clear and convincing evidence, that the device of the '060 patent in combination with 

the '051 patent discloses every element of claim 10 of the '993 patent or that one of ordinary skill ,. 

in the art would have been motivated to combine the asserted references. 

Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that respondents have not 

established, by clear and convincing evidence, that claim 10 of the '993 patent is obvious in view 

of the '060 patent in combination with the '051 patent. 

Regarding asserted dependent claims 11, 12, 15, 17, and 18 of the '993 patent, 

respondents argued that each of said asserted dependent claims are obvious in view of the '060 
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patent in combination withe.the '051 patent. (RBr at 221-224.) As found supra, claim 10 of the 

'993 patent would not have ·been obvious in-vew of the asserted combination, and-thus, the 

administrative law judge further finds that-The asserted dependent c1aims are not obvious in view 

of the '060 patent in combination with the '594 patent. 

-b. Tue-'344 Patent 

Respondents argued regarding the '344 patent that asserted independent claim 1, Claim 7 

dependent on claiin 1, inde_pendent claim 19, independent -claim 41, and each of claims 4 2, 4 3, 

and 45, which are de_pendent on claim 41, are invalid as obvious in view of the '949 patent alone 

or in combination with the '656 patent. Regarding independent claims 1 and 41 of the '344 

patent, respondents argued that the '949-patent teaches every element of said independent claims 

except for three levels- of quality classification, viz. acceptable, possibly acceptable, or 

unacceptable. However, it is further argued th?tt the '949 patent teaches two levels of quality 

classification and that implementing a third level of quality classification would have been 

obvious: (RBr at 169-180.) Regarding independent cfaim 19, respondents argued that said claim 

19-is obvious in view of the '949 patent alone because the '949 patent teaches all of the 

limitations of said claim 19. (RBr at 178-180.) Respondents also argued that the '656 patent .· 
discloses three levels ofquality cla-ssification and thus, that the combination of the '949 patent 

and the '656 patent would render claims I, 7, 41, 42, 43, and 45 of the '344 patent obvious. (RBr 

at 181.) 

Complainant argued that none of the asserted claims of the '344 patent are rendered 

obvious by the '949 patent alone or in combination with the '656 patent. Specifically regarding 

independent claims 1and41 of the '344 patent, complainant argued that the '949 patent does not 
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teach quality classification and only determines whether two prints are the same; that the '949 

patent does not disclose "determining whether the processed combined image is of a good 

quality;" and that the '646 patent does not "cure the deficiencies" of the '949 patent. (CBr at 198-

202.) Regarding independent claim 19 of the '344 patent, complainant argued that the '949 

patent does not disclose elements (d) and (g) of claim 19. (CBr at 201-202.) 

The staff argued that respondents have not proven by clear convincing evidence that 

the asserted claims of the '344 patent are invalid as obvious. Regarding claims 1, 7, 41, 42, 43, 

and 45 of the '344 patent, the staff argued that the combination of the '949 patent with the '656 

patent does not teach quality classification of three levels based on a comparison with a prior 

image. (SBr at 80-81.) Regarding independent claim 19 of the '344 patent, the-staff argued that 

the '949 patent does not disclose binarization as the term is used in the '344 patent; that the '949 

patent does not determine quality based on area and shape; and that "[r]espondents have not 

proposed any reason why the ['949 patent] would have been modified to match these limitations 

of the '344 patent." (SBr at 79-80.) 

i. Claim 1 

Regarding respondents' argument that claim 1 of the '344 patent is obvious in view of the 

'949 patent alone, the '949 patent discloses a personal verification apparatus at Figure 3, which is 

described to include: 

A finger table 11 consists of, e.g., a transparent prism. A 
person to be verified places, e.g., two fingers Fa and Fb on the 
finger table 11 when finger image data is input. When light is 
emitted from a light source 12 disposed below the finger table 11 
through the finger table 11, the image data of the fingers Fa and Fb 
placed on the finger table 11 is read by a camera 13 as a reflection 
optical image. 
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(RX-12 at4:14-22.) Said apparatus also includes "separating means for separating the image 

data of the plurality of fingers input by the input means into image data for the respective 

fingers." (RX-12 at 46-49.) 

Regarding element(c) of claim 1 of the '344 patent, which requires "using concentrations 

of black pixels arranged in oval-like shapes in the combined image to determine individual 

fingerprint areas and shapes," the administrative law judge construed said element supra to mean 

"identifyi:Qg concentrations of black pixels, which have oval-like shapes, to determine individual 

fingerprint areas and shapes." The '949 patent discloses taking an "image pattern" as represented 

in Fi_g. 4A, finding a "sum signal Xab" as represented in Fig. 4B, finding a "y coordinate 

(separating point) yt which separates the two fingers Fa and Fb," and then generating "feature 

data" for each of the two fingers as represented in Figs. 4C and 4D. (RX-12 at 5:26-65, Figs. 4A-

4D.) Further regarding said "feature data," the '949 patent discloses: 

These feature data Aa(y) and Ab(y) respectively have minimum 
peaks (minimum values) at positions of the lateral wrinkles 
corresponding to the joint portions of the fingers, and these 
minimum peaks serve as parameters (individuality) to verify the 
person himself. 

(RX-12 at 5:66-6:2.) Thus, the '949 patent discloses finding a separating point yt between two ,. 

fingers and hence, the individual fingerprint areas are determined from the separating point yt. 

However, after the individual fingerprint areas are determined, the '949 patent only identifies 

minimum peaks corresponding to individual fingerprint images to verify a person's identity, and 

the '949 patent does not disclose determining the individual fmgerprint shapes. Based on the 

foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that the '949 patent does not teach element (c) of 

claim 1 of the '344 patent insofar as the '949 patent does not disclose determining individual 
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fingerprint shapes. 

Respondents argued that the '949 patent discloses a histogram analysis tlmt teaches 

element (c) of claim 1 of the '344 patent. (See RFF 863-807.)_ In support of said argument, 

respondents relied on the testimony of their expert Jones, who testified: 

Q-. All right. Thank you. 

Let's go on to the next slide, RDX-6C-67. 

A. Yes. 

Q. What does this show? 

A. This is addressing element C of claim l. And under Complainant's 
construction, actually, as I will mention in a moment, and it refers 
to a different diagram in the Takeda, figures 4A, 4B, and 4D. 

The claim element says using concentrations of black pixels 
arranged in oval-like shapes in the combined image to-determine 
individual fingerprint areas and shapes. So that- 4A is a 
representation of a filtered and binarized image of two fingers. 

And you can see-that the fingertips themselves are oval-like 
shapes. What is happening here is X and Yprojections of the 
image, the X projection is in figure 4B and figures 4C and D show 
the Y projections. 

The key points that are being indicated there in these 
curves, you can see clearly show the space between the fingers in 
4B and the joint locations in 4C. so those concentrations of black 
pixels are being used to determine where those individual 
fingerprint areas and shapes are. 

And the reason that I say under Complainant's construction, 
note that there is no need here, there is no processing to determine 
ovality or shapes or anything, so even under their construction, I 
believe this claim element is met. 

(Tr. at 1608-1610 (emphasis added).) However, while the specification of the '949 patent, cited 
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supra, discloses finding a separating point for the combined image and then finding minimum 

peaks for individual fingers, said separating point and minimum values are notused to determine 

the shapes of the individual fingerprints. 

Regarding element ( e) of claim 1 of the '344 patent, which requires "comparing each of 

the separated individual fingerprint images to a corresponding previously captured acceptable 

fingerprint image," the administrative law judge construed said element, supra, to mean 

"comparing each of the separated fingerprint images to historical data corresponding to an 

acceptable fmgerprint image." The parties do not dispute that the '949 patent discloses a 

comparison between separated individual fingerprint images and a corresponding previously 

captured fingerprint image. (RFF 871 (undisputed in relevant part).) Thus, the parties only 

dispute whether the previously captured fingerprint image was "acceptable" as reqliired by 

element (e) ofclaim 1 of the '344 patent Further, respondents acknowledged that the '949 

patent does not disclose a quality determination with respect to said previously captured 

fingerprint image, but respondents argued that "[t]he previously registered fingerprint data is 

inherently an 'acceptable' fmgerprint image, since otherwise it could not be used for :fingerprint 

matching." (RBr at 175.) However, respondents did not cite to any evidence in the record to .. 
support said inherency argument. Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that 

the '949 patent does not teach element (e) of claim 1 of the '344 patent insofar as the '949 patent 

does not disclose a comparison with a "previously captured acceptable :fingerprint image." (JX-1 

at 18:1-3 (emphasis added).) 

Regarding element (f) of claim 1 of the '344 patent, said element requrres "classifying the 

separated individual fingerprint images as being either acceptable, possibly acceptable, or 
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unacceptable according to _the comparing step" (JX-2 at 18:4-6}-and the--administrative law judge 

has construed the term "quality" supra-to mean "a measure G-f acceptability." As found supra, the 

'949 patent discloses comparing individual fingerprint images with previously captured 

fingerprint images to "determine whether the person to be verified is the person himself or 

another person." (R.,"X-12 at 7:38-40.) As part oHhe veri:ficatien process, the '949 patent 

discloses making a determination of"coincidence" or "noncoincidence" for a first finger fa and 

then for a second finger fb (See RX-12 at 7:4.0-64-}, which the administrative law judge finds are 

two measures of-acceptability corresponding to the ''acceptable" and "unacceptable" levels 

included in element (f) of claim 1 of the '344 patent. However, the '949 patent does not disclose 

a third level of quality corresponding to the «possibly-acceptable" level of quality as required in 

element (f) of claim 1 of the '344 patent. 

Regarding-whether it would hav::e been obvious to include a third le:vel of quality, viz. a 

"possibly acceptable" level, in the method of the '949 patent, respondents expert Jones testified: 

Q. All right. Let's have RDX-6C-70 up, please. What does this show, 
Dr.Jones? 

J;_. So this is showing the -- first shows the claim element lF of the 
'344, which reads "quality classifying the separated individual 
fingerprint images as being.either acceptable, possibly acceptable, 
or unacceptable according to the comparing step." 

And there are a couple of sections here simply because 
there is text in between in the patent to explain these equations. 
But what these equations are doing is expressing mathematically 
those comparisons that are going on. 

And what I want to emphasize is that there are two 
particular comparisons of quantities that are referred to as S sub B 
and, I believe, S sub A. It is difficult for me to read at the moment. 
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What is happening here is those two quantities are being 
computed on each of the stored image and the new image. And 
then comparisons are being made OIL those two measi.lres between 
the stored image and the new-image. So two comparisons are 
made. 

And what I am trying to demonstrate here, the _computation 
at the bottom is merely a sum of those twoJhings weig_hted. So 
you would be able to see three different types of correspondence. 
That is, neither of the fingers matched. Recall what we're doing 
here is we're comparing two fingers to two- stored fingers. Neither 
of the fingers matched- that would be the lowest level. Both 
:fingers matched -- that would be highest lever. 

And then only one of the fingers matched --_and that would 
be a middle level. So to-me that's a natural demonstration of 
unacceptable, where neither matched; acceptable, where both 
matched; and then if onlv one finger matched, then that would be 
possibly acceptable. 

So I believe that this satisfies claim element IF, which calls-
for those three named levels of acceptability. And, fi.tlall;y, that 
entire discussion I gave also applies to the classifier element of 
claim 41 of the '344. 

* * * 
Q. All right. Very well. 

Let's go to the next slide, please, RDX-6C-71. What is 
shown on this slide? 

A. This is merely more of the calculations, and I believe we have 
probably covered this point, so I really have nothing more to say to 
this. This was just more of the calculations that lead to that 

. determination of one or both fingers. 

(Tr. at 1612-1614, 1618-1619 (emphasis added).) While the '949 patent does disclose 

verification of individual fingerprints, contrary to the testimony of Jones, the '949 patent does 

not disclose a third level of classification where one fingerprint is verified and the other is not. 
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Thus, with respect to Fig. 6;-the '949 patent discloses: 

In_accordance with the collation result obtained for the 
forefinger Fa and the middle finger Fb, it is finally determined 
whether the person to be verified is the person himself (steps 61 
.anct-63). -in this case, only when the person himself is determined 
for both the fingers Fa and Fb _ (step 61 ), the person to be verified is 
determined -as_ the person himself. Unless the person himself is 
determined for both the fingers Fa and Fb (step 63), the person to 
be verified is not determined as the person himself. However. when 
the security control is not so important, in order to improve passing 
efficiency ancf to achieve a smooth operation, the person to be 
verified may be determined as the person himself if the person 
himself is determined for onlv one finger. 

(RX-12 at 8:1-14 (emphasis added).) Thus, in the situation where coincidence is determined for 

one finger and noncoincidence is determined for the other finger, the '949 patent discloses that 

one of two-outcomes are possible, viz. the person is determined to be someone else or the person 

is verified as himself There is nothing in the record to indicate how or why the implementation 

of third level of quality classification would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art 

based on the '949 patent alone. 

Regarding element (h) of claim 1 of the '344 patent, said element requires "determining 

whether the processed combined image is of a good quality." As found supr§:. the '949 patent 

disclo"ses making a coincidence determination for each individual fingerprint image and verifying 

a user's identity based on said coincidence determinations. Thus, the device and method of the 

'949 patent treat the individual fingerprint images separately in verifying a user's identity, the 

final verification is based on assessment of the individual fingerprint images, the combined 

image is not used to determine coincidence or verification, and the '949 patent does not disclose 

any assessment of the combined image as required by element(h) of claim 1 of the '344 patent. 
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(See RX-12 at Fig. 6.) 

Respondents argued that the '949 patent teaches-element (h) of claim 1 of the '344 patent 

because "a fingerprint that is deemed acceptable by the c0llation process would be considered to 

have a measure of acceptability that· is adequate and the fingerprint's attributes would be 

registered in the dictionary-section." (RFF 883.) fa-support, respondents relied on Figure 5 ·of the 

'949 patent and the testimony of their-expert Jones,. who testified: 

Q. Okay. Let's go to the nextstide,_please,..RDX..:6C-73. What does 
this show-Z 

A. ·So this is addressing claim element lH. And here I-am specifically 
discussing Complainant's This is determining 
whether the processed combined image is ·ofa good quality. 

And so this refers to figure 5 of RX-12. Ana if you look at 
those-bl eeks, the second:block generates the sum signal of pixel 
density in.X direction and the third block-computes the Y 
coordinates for separating the finger image, and then the fourth 
block generates the pixel density in the Y direction for the four 
finger and then for the middle finger. 

What is happening hereJ.s sizes and dimensfons -- I 
shouldn't say sizes. What is being computed here are-dimensions 
of the boxes. s·o -- and there is some area-deterrni.iJ.ation here as 
well. 

So if we adopt Complainant's construction of detennining 
good quality that it could be related to just area and overall things 
like height and width, then this clearly meets detennining whether 
it is of a good quality. 

And I would like to point out the final decision here is 
registering in the dictionary section. So a determination is being 
made of what is the -- what are these attributes of the image. 

(Tr. at 1620.,.1621 (emphasis added).) However, Figure 5 of the '949 patent relates only to the 

registration of data for use in the "dictionary section," which corresponds to a previously 
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captured fingerprint image and not the combined image referred to in element (h). of claim I of 

the '344 patent. There is no indication in the record regarding how or why any quality 

determination related to registration of fingerprint data in the "dictionary section" would teach or 

make obvious a quality determination related to the "combined image" as in element (h) of claim 

1 of the '344 patent. 

Regarding respondents' argument that claim 1 of the '344 patent is obvious in view of the 

'949 patent in combination with the '656 patent, respondents have argued that element (:f) of 

claim 1 of the '344 patent would have been obvious in view of the combination of the '949 

patent with the disclosure of three levels of quality classification in the '656 patent. The '656 

patent "discloses a system and method for determining the quality of fingerprint images based on 

a ratio of weighted sums of qualities of blocks of pixels" (CFF VJ.D.2.5 (undisputed)), and the 

parties do not dispute that the '656 patent discloses qualit'j classification into three levels 

corresponding to acceptable, possibly acceptable, or unacceptable. (RFF 908 (undisputed in 

relevant part).) Further, regarding the motivation to combine the '949 patent with the quality 

classification scheme in the '656 patent, Jones testified: 

Q. And what reason, if any, would a person of ordinary skill in the art 
back in the time these patents were applied for, would use, would 
have to combine these two references? 

A. Well, both patents are in the same field. Both patents are related to 
systems that acquire and process fingerprint images. 

Both patents were in existence at the time in the same :field 
of art and would be readily accessible. And it would be an obvious 
conclusion. 

(Tr. at 1630-1631 (emphasis added).) Respondents' expert Jones, however, did not provide any 

reason regarding why a person of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to 
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implement a quality classification scheme-as in the '656 patent in the method and device of the 

'949 patent or how such- a combination could have been implemented. 

Based-on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that respondents have not 

-established, by-clear-and convincing evidence, that claim 1 of the '344 patent would have been 

obvious to one-0f ordinary skill in the art in view of the '949 patent alone or in combination with 

the '656 patent. 

-11; Claim 7 

Claim 7 of the '344 _patent depends from claim 1 and adds the limitation "determining 

whetlier the combined image is captured from a left.or a right hand.'' As found claim 1 

would not have been obvious in view of the '949 patent alone or in combination with the '656 

patent, and lience, he further finds that claim 7 would not have been obvious in view C?f the 

asserted combinations. 

m. Claim 1-9 

Regarding claim 19 of the '344 patent, respondents argued that the invalidity analysis for 

claim 1 elements (a) and (b) apply to elements (a) and (b) of claim 19; that the analysis for claim 

1 element (c) applies to elements (e) and (f) of claim 19; and that claim 19 includes three 

limitations not present in claim 1, viz. elements (c), (d) and (g) of claim 19. (RBr at 178-179.) 

As found supra. the '949 patent does not disclose or make obvious element (c) of claim 1 of the 

'344 patent because it does not determine individual fingerprint shapes, and thus he further finds 

that the '949 patent does not teach element (f) of claim 19 of the '344 patent, which requires 

"detecting a fmgerprint shape based on an arrangement of the concentrated black pixels in an 

oval-like shape in the binarized fingerprint image." The administrative law judge also finds that 
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the '949 patent does not teach or make obvious element (g) of claim-19-e>fthe '344 patent, which 

requires "determining whether the detected fingerprint area and shape are of an acceptable 

quality," because the '949 patent does not disclose detecting the fingerprint shape. 

Regarding element ( c) of claim 19 of the '344 patent, which requires "filtering the 

fingerprint images," respondents' expert Jones testified: 

Q. All right. Let's have the next slide, please, RDX-6C-7 4. What is 
your opinion here? 

A. So this is referring to claim 19 now, but it is element C, which 
specifically calls out filtering the fingerprint image. And I have 
gone back to those image drawings, if you will, and if you recall, 
that image on the left is clearly a processed image. 

The way the pixel densities are being generated in the X 
and Y direction mandate that the image has been filtered in order to 
create those projections. So I believe that the processing here 
satisfies limitation C. 

* * * 
Q. What is your opinion, Dr. Jones, as to whether or not this is 

inherent? 

A., Well, I may have used the wrong word. I said it is mandated. It is 
clear that filtering took place in order to do this processing, and so 
I believe that would be inherent. I'm sorry if I used the wrong 
word. 

(Tr. at 1621-1623 (emphasis).) Based on said testimony, respondents asserted that the '949 

patent inherently discloses filtering images. (RFF 890.) However, the administrative law judge 

finds that Jones did not provide any·explanation regarding why generating p:brnl densities in the 

X and Y direction indicates that the '949 patent inherently discloses filtering images as required 

by element ( c) of claim 19 of the '344 patent. 
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Regarding element ( d) of the '344 patent, which requires "binarizing the filtered 

fingerprint image," respondents expert Jones testified: 

Q. Okay. And let's have the next. slide, please, RDX -

A. Yes. So this refers to element 19D. 

Q. 6C-75. Wait. I'm sorry. RDX-6C-75. Yes, please. 

A. Yes, I'm sorry. This is element 19D of the '949, which refers to 
binarizing the filtered fingerprint image. And it is clear from the 
description in the '949 that the input video image goes through an 
A-to-D converter to generate, and for convenience, I have merely 
put up figure 4 A again. And the issue is that for that image to be 
generated, that the video signal passed through an A-to-D 
converter, which converted the analog signal into binary 
representation, creating binary data. 

And so I believe that that satisfies element 19D. And that 
would be the same-as 42. 

(Tr. at 1627 (emphasis added).) Thus, Jones testified that the a.rialog to digital conversion of the 

fingerprint image in the '949 patent meets element (d) of claim 19 of the '344 patent. However, 

regarding the analog to digital conversion compared to binarizing, complainant's expert 

Mc Williams testified: 

But that analog-to-digital conversion is by no means the 
binarizing process described that we have been addressing all week 
in these patents. This is a way of representing the time dependent 
amplitude of a signal when you do an A-to-D conversion and 
putting it into digital signal format. 

As opposed to that, the binarization we're speaking about 
for finge:r;print images here is taking pixels in the image and 
deciding whether they are white or black. The A-to-D conversion 
that is spoken about here has a vastly larger number of choices than 
just 0 or 1 or white or black. 

(Tr. at 1810-1811 '(emphasis added).) Further, the specification of the '344 patent describes the 
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binarization process. Thus, it-states: 

In step 706, a binarization process is_performed. The.binarization· 
process can remo:ve all of the gray areas and replace them with 
either black er white pixels based on a black and white threshold 
point_ In one embodiment, the binarizati0nprocess begins by 
talcing an average gray scale value·ofthe filtered image. In this 
instance, the average gray-scale value.is the blaek and white 
threshold point. In this embodiment, all of the· pixel values above 
the average value are replaced :vvith white pixels and all-the pixel 
values equal to and below the average value are replaced with 
black pixels. The-resulting-image is comprised of all black and 
white pixels. 

(JX-2 at 15:32-43 (emphasis added).) Based on the-foregoing, the administrative law judge finds 

that the '949 patent does not teach binarizing the filtered fingerprint image as-required by 

element ( d) of claim 19 of the '344 patent. 

Based on the foregoing,_the.:.administrativefaw judge finds that respondents have failed to 

establish by clear and convincing evidence that claim 19 of the '344 patent would have been 

obvious in view of the '949 patent. 

iv. Claims 41, 42, 43, and 45 

Regarding independent claim 41 and claims 42, 43, and 45, which are dependent on claim 

41, respondents argued that the '949 patent discloses the elements of these claims based upon 

their obviousness arguments related to independent claim 1, dependent claim 7, and independent 

claim 19. (RBr at 180-181.) As found fil!l2ffi, the asserted prior art does not render independent 

claim 1, dependent claim 7, or independent claim 19 obvious, and thus, the administrative law 

judge finds that respondents have failed to establish, by clear and convincing evidence, that 

independent claim 41 and each of claims 42, 43, and 45, which are dependent on claim 41, would 

have been obvious in view of the '949 patent alone or in combination with the '656 patent. 
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c. The '562 Patent 

1. The '440 Application 

Respondents argued that dependent claims 5, 6, 7, and 12 and indep_endent claim 30 are 

in view of the '440 application. 16 (RBr at 73-74.) SpecificaUy, with respect to claims 5, 

6, and 7 of the '562 patent, respondents argued that the "'440 Application-also discloses scamring 

to obtain a subsequent (second) scanned image as recited in claim 5 of the '562 patent ... [and] 

using timeout periods would be obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art."-(RBr at 73.) 

Regarding claim 12, respondents argued that "using predetermined capture delay time period 

would be obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art." (RBr at 73-74.) With respect to claim 

3-0, respondents argued that "functionality that implements claims 1 and 12 would also 

implement claim 30 ... [and] [fJor the reasons stated above for claims 1 and 12, thelo '440 

Application renders obvious claim 30." (RBr at 74.) 

Complainant argued that the '440 application does not disclose or make obvious all of the 

elements of dependent claims 5, 6, 7, and 12 and independent claim 30. (CBr at 123-125.) 

Complainant also argued that respondents' expert Jones did not provide any substantive 

testimony regarding whether the '440 application renders the asserted claims of the '562 patent .. 
obvious.®· at 124-125.) 

The staff argued that while respondents assert that dependent claims 5, 6, 7, and 12, and 

independent claim 30 would have been obvious in view of the '440 application, the '440 

application does not "satisfy the limitation of both independent claims requiring that the system 

16 As found supra, the '440 application does not anticipate claim 1 of the '562 patent 
application, and respondents have not argued that claim 1 would have been obvious in view of 
the '440 application. 
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determine·whetherthe image is 'ready-for capture';" that "[r]espondents' obviousness arguments 

do not address this limitation;" and that "[r]espondents have presented no evidence that it would 

have been obvious to modify the Lo '440 application to perform the quality checks before 

capture:2
' (SRBr at 50.) 

As found sunra, the-'440 application does not teach element (f) of claim 1 ofthe.'562 

patent because the '.21-40 application discloses capturing a print image and then performing a 

quality determination while element (f) of claim 1 of the '562 patent requires a quality 

determinafron before eapture. Further, respondents have not argued that said element (f) of claim 

1 of the '562 patent would have been obvious in view of the '440 application. Thus, the 

administrative law judge .finds that respondents have failed to establish by clear and convincing 

evidence that claims 5, 6, 7, and 12 of the '562 patent, which depend from claim 1, would have 

been obvious incview of the '440 application. 

Regarding claim 30· of the '562 patent, element ( f) of claim 3 0 requires "determining 

whether the scanned image is ready fur capture based on an expected number of prints detected 

in step (e),and the quality of the print images determined in step (d)." (JX-3 at 14:52-55.) As 

found supra, the '440 application discloses capturing prints as a first step and then determining 

the quality of the captured prints, and thus does not disclose determining quality of the print 

images before capture. Respondents have not presented any evidence to show that it would have 

been obvious to modify the '440 application to perform quality checks before capture. Hence, 

the administrative law judge finds that respondents have failed to establish, by clear and 

convincing evidence, that claim 30 of the '562 patent would have been obvious in view of the 
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'440 application. 17 

B. 3-5 U.S.C. § -I 12, Second And Sixth Paragraphs 

Respondents argued that"[s]everal of the asserted claims of the '344 fail to 'particularly -

point D out and distinctly claim TI the subject matter w1iich-the applicant regards-as his 

invention,' rendering those claimsinvalidunderthe-enablement requirement 35 U.S.C. §1T2 if 

2.'' (RBr at 164-5.) In support, it is argued that complainant's "proposed constructions of 

'quality' and 'good quality' would prevent one skilled in the art from understanding the proper 

scope of claims 1, 7, 19, and 41;" that complainant has prop0sed that be construed as a 

"measure of acceptability," and "good quality" as "measure of acceptability thatis adequate;" 

and that one skilled in the art cannot possibly understand the-bounds of the limitations. "measure 

of acceptability_,.,. or "measure of acceptability that is adequate."-(RBr at 165.)18 It is further 

argued that the phrase "either acceptable, possibly acceptable, or unacceptable" in claims 1 and 

41 of the '344 patent are indefinite under complainant's proposed non-construction, .that 

complainant has asserted that this term be given its plan.and ordinary meaning; that-within the 

context of the biometrics industry, these words are no more objectively meaningful than in the 

world at'large; and that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not understand the phrase 

"acceptable, possibly acceptable, or unacceptable" to have a particular meaning outside of the 

17 In view of the fmdings of the administrative law judge, supra, that respondents have 
failed to establish, by clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted claims of the '993, '344, 
and '562 patents are anticipated or obvious, complainant's arguments with respect to secondary 
considerations have been mooted. 

18 The administrative law judge in the claim construction section has found that a person 
of ordinary skill in the art would interpret the claim term "quality" as a "measure of 
acceptability" and the claim term "good quality" as "a measure of acceptability that is adequate". 
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context of the '344 patent. (RBr at 167.)19 Respondents further argued that the construction of 

the term "quality" in claims 1, 5, 7, and 30 of the '562 renders all ofthe asserted claims ofthe 

'562 patent invalid for failure to comply with the definiteness requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, 

second paragraph. (RBr at 65.) Respondents also argued with respect to the asserted claims of 

the '344 patent that the terms (claim 41 ), comparator (claim 41 ), image quality 

determining device (claim 41 ), and area determining device ( 4 3-) have no corresponding structure 

disclosed in the specification; and that as these terms fail to comply with statutory requirements 

under 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph, these claims 41and43 (and claims 42 and 45, which 

depend on 41) are invalid. (RBr at 168'.) 

The staff argued that while respondents contended that various claims are invalid for 

indefiniteness; that the limitations of both the '344 and '562 patents concerning "quality" are 

invalid under complainant's construction; that the limitations of the '344 patent calling for 

"acceptable, possibly acceptable, and unacceptable" quality classifications are invalid under 

complainant's construction; and that various alleged "means-plus-function" limitations of the 

'344 patent are invalid for failure to disclose a corresponding structure, the staff is of the view 

that none of the claims at issue are invalid for indefiniteness. (SRBr at 51.) The staff further 

argued that while respondents argued that the phrases "separator," "comparator," "image quality 

determining device," and "area determining device" from the '344 patent are indefinite because 

they lack a corresponding structure in the specification, these limitations are not subject to 35 

U.S.C. § 112, 6, and respondents' argument is therefore not applicable; that even assuming that 

19 The administrative law judge in the claim construction section has found that a person 
or ordinary skill in the art would construe the claim term "acceptable quality" as "capable or 
worthy of being generally approved and further dependent on a customer's requirement." 
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said limitations are written in "means-plus-function'' format, the limitations are still not 

indefinite because the specification discloses a corresponding structure for each. (JX-2 at Fig. 6 

7:58:6l, 14:17-18 (separator), 14:29-33, 15-:50-57 (comparator), Fig. 6, 14:56-62 (image quality 

determining device), Fig. 7, determining device)). (SRBr at 51-2.) 

Complainant argued that respondents have not met their burden of establishiiig, by clear 

and convincing evidence, that any-asserted claims of the '344 patent or of the '562 patent are 

invalid for indefiniteness. (CRBr at 81, 138.) 

Section 112 paragraph.2 of the Patent Act requires that a patent specification conclude 

with one or more-claims "particularlyp-ointing out and distinctly claiming subject matter which 

the applicant ms invention." 35 U.S.C. § 112, if 2. The Federal Circuit has stated that 

the standardfor-assessing whether a patent claim is sufficiently definite to satisfy the statutory 

requirement is as follows: If one skilled in the art would understand the bounds of the claim 

when read in light of the specification, then the claim satisfies section 112 Miles 

Labs .. Inc. v. Shand.on, Inc., 997 F.2d 870, 8-75 (Fed.Cir.1993). 

Sixty years :ago the Supreme Court explained the reason underlying the indefiniteness 

doctrine in United Carbon Co. v. Binney & Smith Co., 317 U.S. 228, 236, 232 (1942): 

A zone of uncertainty which enterprise and experimentation may 
enter only at the risk of infringement claims would discourage 
invention only a little less than unequivocal foreclosure of the 
field. Moreover, the claims must be reasonably clear-cut to enable 
courts to determine whether novelty and invention are genuine. 

In determining whether what the Supreme Court has stated is met, i.e., whether "the claims at 

issue [are] sufficiently precise to permit a potential competitor to determine whether or not he is 

infringing," see Morton Int'l, Inc. v. Cardinal Chem. Co., 5 F.3d 1464, 1470, (Fed.Cir.1993), 
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significantly the Federal Circuit has not held that a claim is indefinite merely because it poses a 

difficult issue of claim construction. To the contrary, the Federal Circuit engages in claim 

construction every day, and cases frequently present close questions of claim construction on 

which expert witnesses, trial courts, and even judges may disagree. Under a broad concept of 

indefiniteness, all but the clearest claim construction issues could be regarded as giving rise to 

invalidating indefiniteness in the claims at issue. Moreover the Federal Circuit has not insisted 

that claims be plain on their face in order to avoid condemnation for indefiniteness. Rather, what 

the Federal Circuit has asked is that the claims be amenable to construction, however difficult 

that task-may be. If a claim is insolubly ambiguous, and no narrowing construction can properly 

be adopted, it has held the claim indefinite. However if the meaning of the claim is discernible, 

even though the task may be formidable and the conclusion may be one over which reasonable. 

persons will disagree, it has held the claim sufficiently clear to avoid invalidi1y on indefiniteness 

grounds. See, Q,&., Modine Mfg. Co. v. U.S. Int'l Trade Comm'n, 75 F.3d 1545, 1557, 

(Fed.Cir.1996). In Modine the intervenors argued that the claims are invalid for indefiniteness if 

-"relatively small" is construed as larger than exactly 0.040 inch. The Federal Circuit indicated 

that techlrical terms are not per se indefinite when expressed in qualitative terms without 

numerical limits. Thus it stated: 

When claims are amenable to more than one constrnction, they 
should when reasonably possible be interpreted so as to preserve 
their validity. Whittaker Corp. by its Technibilt Div. v. UNR 
Indus., Inc., 911F.2d709. 711. 15 USPQ2d 1742, 1744 
(Fed.Cir.1990); ACS Hosp. Sys., Inc. v. Montefiore Hosp., 732 
F.2d 1572, 1577, 221USPQ929. 932 (Fed.Cir.1984). In this case 
the specification itself used the terms "relatively small," and "about 
0.015-0.040," and the construction required to preserve the claims' 
validity was simply that "relatively small" and ''about 0.015-0.040" 
not include invalidating prior art. It was eVident from the 
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prnsecution history that the patentability of claims 9 and I 0 did not 
require an exact numerical limit of the hydraulic diameter. 
Mathematical precision should not be imposed for its own sake; a 
patentee has the right to claim the inventionm terms that would be 
understood by persons of skill in the field of the invention. See 
Shatte:r:proof Glass Co:r:p. v. Libbey-Owens Ford Co., 758 F.2d 613, 
624. 225 USPQ 634, 641 cert. dismissed, 474 U.S. 976, 
106 S.Ct. 340, 88 L.Ed.2d 326 (1985) ("if the language is as 
precise as the subject matter permits, the courts can demand no 
more"). 

By finding claims indefinite only if reasonable efforts at claim construction prove futile, the 

Federal Circuit accords respect to the statutory presumption of patent validity, see N. Am. 

Vaccine. Inc. v. Am. Cyanamid Co., 7 F.3d 1571, 1579, 28USPQ2d 1333, 1339 (Fed.Cir.1993), 

and protects the inventive contribution of patentees, even when the drafting of their patents has 

been less than ideal. 

Respondents argued that multiple elements of claim 1 ofthe '562 patent would allegedly 

be redundant under complainant's construction of "quality." (RPost at 38.) Specifically, 

respondents asserted that under complainant's construction, elements (e) and (f}of claim 1 are 

redundant of element (d). (RPost at 38.) However only element (d) recites "determining print 

quality": -Element (f) merelyrefers back to the quality.ofthe print images determined in step (d). 

Respendents argued that "measure of acceptability" is ''wholly subjective" and does not "define 

the boundaries of the claims' scope." (RPost at 37-38.) However implementing an invention 

based on to-be-determined requirements does not render a claim indefinite. In Orthokinetics. Inc. 

v. Safety Travel Chairs, Inc., the Federal Circuit determined that a claim reciting "so 

dimensioned" is not indefinite even though the corresponding dimensions would change. 806 

F.2d 1565, 1575-76 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (evaluating the limitation "wherein said front leg portion is 

so dimensioned as to be insertable through the space between the doorframe of an automobile 
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and one of the seats thereof'). According to the Federal Circuit, the-claim was sufficiently 

definite because one of ordinary skill would have determined the app.rnpriate dimensions for each 

specific application. With respect to both the '562 patent and the '344 patent, the adw..inistrative 

law judge finds that one ofordinary skill would understand that she or.he can select the 

appropriate methods for determining quality based on the relevant application. The 

administrative law judge finds that respondents have not come-close-to-meeting theifburden to-

establish, by clear and convincing evidence, that the claim is "insoluably ambiguous." Datamize. 

LLC v. Plumtree Software, Inc., 417 F.3dl342, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2005-)(citing Nove Indus., L.P. v. 

Micro Molds Corp., 350 F.3d 1348, 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2003)). 

Respondents argued that complainant's expert Mc Williams offered-no testimony as to 

how one of skill in the art would understand 'quality' in the 1562 patenL(RPost at 36.) However 

Mc Williams testified that one of ordinary skill in the art world understand quality to be a 

"measure of acceptability." (Tr. at 615-17.) Respondents contended that "Mc Williams-declined 

to answer" when asked how a person of ordinary skill in the-art would understand "quality of 

print images." (RPost at 36.) However Mc Williams testified that the phrase "quality of print 

images" ·aoes not need to be construed, because the terms "quality" and "print images" had 

already been construed. Further, Mc Williams testified that "[t]he quality of the print images can 

be determined by any of a number of standards .... " (Tr. at 617-18.) 

Based on the foregoing, and referring to the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112 the 

administrative law judge finds that respondents have not established, by clear and convincing 

evidence, that any of the asserted claims of the '344 and '562 patents are invalid for 

indefiniteness. (35 U.S.C. §112, Second Paragraph). Moreover for the reasons set forth in 
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Section Vill. B. 7 the administrative law judge finds that respondents have not established-

that certain limitations of asserted claims:of the '344 patent are in "means-plus-function" format 

pursuant to the sixth paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112. 

XI. Domestic Industry 

As a prerequisite to finding a violation of Section 337, complainant must establish that 

"an industry in the United States, relating to the articles protected by the patent ... concerned, 

exists or is in the process of being established." 19 U.S.C. § 133-7(a)(2). The domestic industry 

requirement of section 33 7 consists of two prongs: the technical prong and the economic prong. 20 

Certain Variable Speed Wind Turbines and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337.:TA.:376, USITC 

Pub. 3003, Comm'n Opinion at 14-17 (1996). 

For purposes of satisfying the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement, the 

· test for claim coverage is the same as the test for claim coverage used in patent infringement 

determinations. See Certain Ink Jet Print Cartridges and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-

446, Comm'n Op. at 6, (May 2, 2002). Thus, the patent claims are construed, then the 

complainant's products are compared against the construed claims to determine whether it 

practices each and every claim limitation. See id. at 6-9. To satisfy the technical prong of the 

domestic industry requirement, complainant need only establish that it practices at least one 

claim of each of the asserted patents. Id. at 5 n.3. 

20 Order No. 24, which issued on February 16, 2011 granted complainant's Motion No. 
720-26 that it satisfies the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. The 
Commission non-reviewed Order No. 24 on March 11, 2011. 
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A. The '993 Patent 

Complainant argued_that the ID500.device practices claim 10, 12,. 15, and 18 of the '993 

patent. (CBr at 217.) 

Respondents argued tliat complainant has failed to meet its burden to show that the ID 

500 device practices any claim ofthe '993 patent because complainant's expert's testimony did 

not provide "evidence-showing that the first lens unit forms a telecentric entrance pupil," and 

"[ c ]omplainant has presented:no evidence tbat shows the third lens unit in the ID-500 corrects 

the field Gurvature contributed by the first and second lens· units." (RBr at 241.) 

The staff argued that complainant has shown.by a preponderance of the evidence that it 

practices one or more claims of the '993patent. 

The parties do not dispute that complainant's ID500 device practices the preamble and 

elements a), b), and d) of claim 10 of the '993 patent. (CFF VIII.C.l.a.2, CFF VIILC.l .a.15, CFF 

VIII.C. l .a.17, CFF VIII.C. l .a.24, CFF VIII.C.1.a.27 (all undisputed in relevant part).) 

Regarding element c) of claim 10 of the '993 patent, which requires "a first lens unit 

having a positive power between the aperture stop and the prism for forming a telecentric 

entrance'pupil," respondents' only dispute that complainant's expert Mc Williams did not provide 

testimony that the first lens unit forms a telecentric entrance pupil. (See RBr at 241.) Regarding 

the first lens unit of the ID500 device, Mc Williams testified: 

Q. Okay. Let's go to CDX-lC.127, identifying the first lens unit as 
the next limitation. 

A. Again, the first lens unit is on the left photo here on JPX-43, I am 
holding it in my hand. In the ID-500 they actually have two of 
these systems acting side by side, so I'm going to take my analysis 
down through one of the systems. 
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{ 
} The.-e.xcerpts on the_ri_ght 

are from Cross Match drawings. 

Q. For the record the excerpts are CX-235C and 226C and this is slide 

And is it your 0pinion that this first lens-unit has a positive 
power located between the aperture stop andlhe prism. for forining 
a telecentric entrance pupil? 

A. Yes, it does. 

(Tr. at 594-595 (emphasis added).) Thus, Mc Williams confirmed the focal length of the first lens-

unit and concluded that said lens unit was used for forming a telecentric entrance pupil as in 

element c) of claim 1 of the '993 patent. Respondents have not cited to any evidence in the 

record to rebut the opinion of Mc Williams regarding said first lens unit oftheJD500 device. 

Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that complainant-has shown -by a 

preponderance of the evidence that the ID500 includes a first lens unit according to element c) of 

claim 10 of the '993 patent. 

Regarding element e) of claim 10 of the '993 patent, which requires "a third lens unit for 

correcting the field curvature of the image contributed by the first and second lens units," 

complainant's expert Mc Williams testified: 

Q. And with respect to the drawings, on the left is an excerpt from 
CX-230C, and on right again another picture from JPX-43. 

Let's go to the third lens unit. 

A. The third lens unit is shown in blue on that drawing, CDX-1 C.131. 
And on CDX-1 C.132 I show a photograph identifying it by the red 
arrow on the left. And you can see the properties of the geometry 
as shown in the Cross Match drawing on the right. 

Q. For the record, the drawing is 233C. 
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Professor. is it your opinion that based on the elements you 
have identified in the ID-500. that each and every limitation of -
claim 10 is met by that product? 

A. Yes, it is. 

at 59§-596 (emphasis added).) Thus, Mc Williams identified a third lens element in the 

ID500 and the properties of said third lens element and concluded that the ID500 meets every 

element of claim 10 of the '993 patent. Respondents have not cited to any evidence in the record 

to rebut the opinion of Mc Williams regarding said third lens unit. Based on the foregoing, the 

administrative law judge finds that complainant has shown by a preponderance of the evidence 

that the 1D500 includes a third lens unit according to element e) of claim 10 of the '993 patent. 

Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that complainant has 

established by a preponderance of the evidence that the ID500 practices every element of claim 

10 of the '993 patent, and thus, that complainant has satisfied the technical prong of the domestic 

industry requirement with respect to the '993 patent. 

B. The '344 Patent 

Complainant argued that Guardian and SEEK devices utilizing the L SCAN Essentials 

and Fast'SDK software practice claims 1, 7, 41, and 45 of the '344 patent. (CBr at 229-238.) 

Respondents argued that complainant did not present evidence to show that the domestic 

industry products practiced any element of claims 1, 7, 41, or 45 of the '344 patent. (RBr at 232-

236.) Respondents also argued that complainant "has not provided any evidence that any 

customers utilize the sample code provided with" the L SCAN Essentials SDK, and that 

complainant's expert Mc Williams' testimony is incomplete because it was "limited to identifying 

the function and asserting his conclusion that it performs a certain task." (RBr at 231.) 
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The_staff argued that complainant-has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that 

complainant practices one or more claims of the '344 patent. (SBr-67-68.) 

Regarding the-'344 patent, complainant's-expert Mc Williams testified that software 

operating on complainant's L Scan-Guardian and· SEEK devices practices-at least one claim of 

this patent: 

Q. Let's turn to CDX-lC.401. Professor, do you have an-opinion as to 
whether tlie -Cross Match L Scan Guardian and SEEK when 
operated with L Scan-Essentials-practice any claim of the '344 
patent? 

A. Yes. These devices.practice the claims of.the '344 patent. 

* * * 
Q. What primarily did you rely on in reaching your conclusions? 

A. I looked at the source code operating on.the devices as shown on 
the next slide. 

* * * 
Q. Thank you,. Professor. 

Did-you just focus-on one version of this software? 

A. I focused on one version, but I understand that there are variations 
on this that also do the same L Scan Essentials functions. 

Q. What about with respect to certain functions, did you rely on 
specific functions? 

A. On the next slide I show that I used this integration sample, for 
example. 

Q. For the record, which is CDX-lC.404. 

A. 'So I used the integration sample and I understand that these 
function calls with the same names in other versions ofL Scan 
Essentials occurs as well. 
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Q. What is integration sample, Professor? 

A . That1s a program you can run to operate the devices and use the 
software. 

(Tr. at 847-849 (emphasis added).) Regarding the preamble of claim 1 of the '344 patent, which 

states "a method for capturing and quality classifying fmgerprint images," Mc Williams testified: 

{ . 

} 

(Tr. at 849.) Regarding element (a) of claim 1, which requires "scanning a plurality of fingers 

substantially simultaneously," Mc Williams testified: 

Q. What about with respect to limitation A of the '344 patent, do you 
have an opinion as to whether that is met by the domestic industry 
products practicing L Scan Essentials, again, the L Scan Guardian 
and SEEK? 

A. Yes, I found the domestic industry practicing claim lA, using the 
software in the way I show in the next slides. 

Q. Turn to CDX-lC.408. 

{ , 

} 

Q. Please tum to CDX-lC.409. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 850 (emphasis added).) Regarding element (b) of claim 1, which requires "capturing data 

representing a combined image of a corresponding plurality of fingerprints," Mc Williams 

testified: 
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A. Capturing data representing a combined image is practiced by the 
products as slio'Wnin the next couple of slides where the software 
does this. 

Q. Let's please turn to the next slide, CDX-lC.411.· 

{ 

} 

Q. For the record, that's CDX-lC.412. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 851 (emphasis added).) Regarding element (c) of claim 1 of the '344 patent, which 

requires "using concentrations of black pixels arranged in oval-like shapes in the combined 

image to determine individual fingerprint areas and shapes," Mc Williams testified: 

-A. This is using concentrations of black pixels in the combined image 
to determine individual fingerprint areas and shapes. and that is 
practiced in the software as I show in the next slides. 

Q.. Let's turn to CDX-lC.414. 

{ 

} 

Q. For the record now we have moved to CDX-lC.415. 

{ 

} 
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Q. For the record, we're at CDX-lC.416. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 852-853 (emphasis added).) Regarding element (d) of claim 1 of the '344 patent, which 

requires "separating the combined image into individual :fingerprint images," Mc Williams 

testified: 

Q. Let's please turn to the next limitation of the '344 patent, 
CDX-lC.417. 

Do you have an opinion as to whether the domestic industry 
products meet this limitation D of the '344 patent, claim 1? 

A. Yes. The routines I am describing. separate the combined image 
into individual fingerprint images, ifl can highlight where in the 
code, and the reasoning in the following slides. 

Q. The next slide is CDX-1 C.418. 

{ 

} 

Q.. For the record this is CDX-IC.419. 

} 

(Tr. at 853-854 (emphasis added).) Regarding element (e) of claim 1, which reqllires "comparing 

each of the separated individual :fingerprint images to a corresponding previously captured 

acceptable fingerprint image," Mc Williams testified: 

A.· Yes. the domestic industry products compare each of the separated 
:fingerprint images to a corresponding previously captured 
acceptable image. 

Q. And what did you rely on for that, Professor, to reach that 
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conclusion? 

A. The reasoning for that can be found in the source code, which I 
show on the next pages. 

Q. Please ttrrn to CDX-lC.421. 

{ 

} 

Q. For the record this is CDX-lC.422. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 854-855 (emphasis added).) Regarding element {f) of claim 1 of the '344 patent, which 

requires "quality classifying the separated individual fingerprint images as being either 

acceptable, possibly acceptable, or unacceptable according to the comparing step (e)," 

Mc Williams testified: 

A. Yes. there is quality classifying of the separated images into levels 
of possibly acceptable or unacceptable, according to 
the reasoning shown in the next slides about the software. 

Q. Please tum to the next slide, CDX-lC.424. 

{ 
} 

Q. Next slide is CDX-lC.425. 

{ 

} 
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{ 

{ 

{ 

} 

} 

} 

Q. For the now wetre at CDX-1 C.426. 

{ 

} 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 855-857 (emphasis added).) Regarding element (g) of claim 1 of the '344 patent, which 

requires "indicating the quality classification of each of the individual fingerprint images based 

on the quality classifying step (f)," Mc Williams testified: 

. ··A. 

Q. 

{ 

Yes, there is an indication of the quality classification of each of 
the prints. It is shown in the -- the support for it is shown looking 
at the software as I outline on the next pages. 

Let's please turn to CDX-lC.429. 

} 
On the visual display, there is a screen shot shown on this slide 
which has a highlighted yellow area where the quality will be 
displayed. 

On the next slide --
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Q. For the record this is CDX-lC.430. 

{ 

} 

{ 

} 

Q. For the record, this is CDX-lC.431. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 857-859 (emphasis added).) Regarding element (h) of claim 1, which requires 

"determining whether the processed combined image is of a good quality," Mc Williams testified: 

k yes. They practice determining whether the processed comofued 
image is of good quality. 

Q. How do they do that, Professor? 
/ 

A. That is done in the following -- in the software. 

Q. What software, in particular? 

{ 
} 

Q. . For the record this is CDX-lC.433. 

A. The next slide shows the software call. 
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-Q. This is-CDX:-lC.434. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 859-860 ( Thus, Mc Williams testified that every element of claim 1 of 

the '344 patent is practiced by the Cross Match L Scan. Guardian and SEEK when operated with 

the L Scan Essentials software. Respondents have not cited to any evidence in the record to rebut 

the opinions of JVfcWilliams regarding claim I of the '344 patent with respect to the technical 

prong of the d0mestic industry requirement. Based on the foregoing, the administrative law 

judge finds that complainant has established, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the 

domestic industry products practice at least one claim ofthe '344 patent, and thus, he further 

finds the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement has been satisfied with respect to 

the '344 patent. 

C. The '562 Patent 

Complainant argued-that Guardian and SEEK devices utilizing the L SCAN Essentials 

and Fast SDK software practice claims of the '562 patent including claims 1, 7, 12 and 30. (CBr 

at 220-228.) 

Respondents argued that complainant did not present evidence to show that the domestic 

industry products practice any element of the asserted claims of the '562 patent. (RBr at 236-

240.) 

The staff argued that complainant has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that 

complainant practices one or more claims of the '562 patent. (SBr 68-69.) 
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Regarding the '562. patent, complainant's expert-Mc-Williams testified that the domestic 

industry products practice claims 1-, 7, 12, and 30 of-this patent: 

Q. CDX-lC.23_6, please. -professor Mc Williams, to tum 
to the Cross Match Technologies' domestic indl:lstry products. 

Can you please explain-what you have on this -slide? 

A. Again, but for the Cross ·Match.Technologies, .there is the L Scan 
Guardian and the SEEK units. I examined these units-by running 
them and then examined solirce code software_ fillsociated With this 
.operation as well. 

Q. And let's go to CDX-lC.237. Are the-se the claims.from the '562-
patent. claim l, claim 7, claim 12. and claim 30 that you concluded 
practice -- are practiced by these products, the L Scan Guardian 
and the SEEK? 

A. Yes. 

(Tr. at 676-677 (emphasis added).) Regarding the-preamble of claim I of-the '562 patent, which 

states "a method for reliably capturing print images," Mc Williams testified: 

Q. Let's tum to CDX-IC.240 where you have highlighted the 
preamble of claim 1 of the '562 patent. And-I am going to mo-veto 
CDX-1 C.241. you have got the preamble at the top of your 
slide and some source code below. 

{ 

In support, can you please explain what you have on this 
slide, Professor? 

} 

(Tr. at 680 (emphasis added.) Regarding element (a) of claim 1 of the '562 patent, which 

requires "initiating camera operation within a scanner," Mc Williams testified: 

Lefs go to CDX-lC.242, highlighted the second element 
here, initiating camera operation with the scanner. I am going to 
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move to CDX-lC.243. 

Under this limitation can you please explal.n what you have 
identified here in support? 

} 

Q. Turning to the source code, CDX-lC.244, same limitation, up at 
the top, initiating a camera operation with the scanner. 

Go ahead, Professor. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 680-681 (emphasis added).) Regarding element (b) of claim I of the '562 patent, which 

requires "scanning a biometric object to obtain a scanned image," Mc Williams testified: 

{ , 

Turning to CDX-lC.245, let's move to limitation B of the 
'562 patent. And then to CDX-lC.246, with the source code you 
have identified here. Please explain this source code. 

} 

(Tr. at 681-682.) Regarding element (c) of claim 1 of the '562 patent, which requires 

"processing the scanned image," Mc Williams testified: 

Q. Thank you. The next limitation is in CDX-lC.247, limitation C. 
And at CDX-1 C.248, you have got some explanations. 

{ 

} 
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Q. Thank you, Professor. Turning to the-source code at CDX-1 C.249 
for thisJimitatiun C. 

{ 

} 

Q. For-the record you now moved to CDX-lC.250. Go ahead, 
Professor. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 682-6-83 (emphasis added).} With respect to element (d)-of claim 1 of the '562 patent, 

which require!ir''detemiiriing print quality of individual print images in the scanned image," 

McWilliams testified: 

Let's-tum to the next limitation. D, highlighted on 
CDX-IC.251, determining print quality of individual print images 
in the scanned image, and now move to CDX-IC.252 for this 
limitation. 

} 

{ }determination also does image size, 
contrast. but as well location of the print images. 

Q. Thank you, Professor. 

Let's turn to the source code starting at CDX-IC.253 for 
this limitation. · 

{ 

} 
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{ 

} 

And then back in the process image the function 
CheckResults is called. 

Q. Let me tell you, you have moved to CDX-1 C.254. Please continue 
your testimony. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 683-684 (emphasis added).) Regarding element ( e) of claim 1, which requires "detecting 

prints in the scanned image," Mc Williams testified: 

Q. Thank you. This is CDX-lC.255. The next limitation. E. 
detecting prints in the scanned image. Let's go to CBX-lC.256 for 
this limitation. 

Go ahead, Professor. 

{ r 

} 

Q. Thank you. Let's turn to the source code starting at CDX-lC.257 
for this limitation E. 

{ 

} 

(Tr. at 684-685 (emphasis added).) Regarding element (f) of claim 1 of the '562 patent, which 
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requires "determining whether the scanned image is ready for capture based on an expected 

number of prints detected in step (e) and the quality of the print images determined in step (d)," 

Mc Williams testified: 

{ 

Turning to CDX-IC.258, the last limitation, limitation F of 
claim 1, let's go to CDX-lC.259 for this limitation. Go ahead, 
Professor. -

} 

Q. Thank you, Professor. 

Let's turn to the source code again at CDX-lC.260 for step 
F. 

{ 

} 

Q. Thankyou, Professor. 

{ 

Let's move to CDX-lC.261 in this series. Go ahead. 

} 

Then the scanned image is ready for capture if and only if 
both of those conditions are met. 
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{ 

} 

(Tr. at 685-687 (emphasis added).) Thus, Mc Williams testified that-every element of .claim 1 of 

the '562 patent-is-practiced by the Cross Match L-Scan Guardian and SEEK when O.IJerated with 

the L Scan Essentials software. Respondents have not cited to any evidence in the-record to rebut 

the opinions of Mc Williams regarding claim I of the '562 patent with respect to the technical 

prong of the domestic industry requirement. Based on the foregoing, the administrative law 

judge finds that complainant has established, by: a preponderance-of the that the 

domestic industry products practice at least one claim of the '5-62 patent, and thus, he further 

finds the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement has been satisfied with respect to 

the '562 patent. 

XII. Remedy 

Complainant argued that a limited exclusion order directed against all infringing devices 

and sofuvare is appropriate under section 337(d)(l); and that as it relates to the importation.of 

infringing sofuvare, such an exclusion order must extend not only to the importation of software 

on fixed media (such as disks, CD-ROMs, magnetic memory, and semiconductor devices) but 

also to the electronic transmission of infringing software by means of, for example, the internet, 

email, or other telephonic or electronic media. (CBr at 241.) 

As for any cease and desist order, complainant argued that respondents admit that at least 

sixteen (16) units of accused Suprema products are held in inventory by Mentalix in the United 

States; that Mentalix's current inventory may hold a commercially significant value as high as 

$196,680.16; that a cease and desist order must include a prohibition against the electronic 
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transmission of the infringing software so as to prevent respondents Suprema and Mentalix-from 

simply transmitting the software electronically to a U.S. customer, who could then copy it onto a 

diskette or other tangible medium for use with an infringing system; and that the Commission's 

cease and desist order should extend to respondent Suprema as well as its U.S . ..:based distributor 

Mentalix. (CBr at 243.) 

Respondents argued that the only appropriate form of relief against Suprema would be a 

limited exclusion order without bond and directed solely to further importation of specific 

products found to be infringing; and that no exclusion order can issue against Mentalix's accused 

software product FedSubmit because the product is developed entirely domestically. (RBr at 242, 

244.) As for any cease and desist order, it was argued that complainant has made no showing of 

a commercially significant-inventory of the accused products in the United States by either 

Mentalix or-Suprema. (RBr at 245.) 

The staff argued that, in the event the Commission finds a violation, a limited exclusion 

order without the additional provisions requested by the private parties but with a certification 

provision for complainant with respect to the '993 patent would be the proper remedy. (SBr at 

88, 91.) ·As for any cease and desist order, the staff argued that the evidence supports issuance of 

a cease and desist order to domestic respondent Mentalix, but not to foreign respondent Suprema. 

The Commission has broad discretion in selecting the form, scope, and extent of a 

remedy in Section 337 proceedings. Certain Integrated Circuit Telecommunication Chips, Inv. 

No. 337-TA-337, Comm'n Op. at 21(August3, 1993). Pursuant to its statutory authority found 

at 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (d), the Commission may exclude from importation goods and products that 

form the basis for a finding of a violation of Section 33 7 which includes products that have been 
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found to infringe the_ patents-in-issue directly,_contributorily or by inducement after importation 

has occurred. 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d); Certain Flash Memory Circuits, Inv. Nu. 337-TA-382, 

Comm'n Op. at 26 (June 26, 1997) ("The Commission has the authority to enter an exclusion 

order, a cease and desiSt order, or both.") Indeed, absent special circumstances, the statute 

requires such exclusion: 

If the Commission determines ... that there i-s a violation of this 
section, it shall direct that the articles concerned ... be excluded 
from entry into the United States, unless, after considering the 
public health and welfare, competitive conditions in the United 
States economy, the production oflike or directly competitive 
articles in the United_States, and-United States consumers, it finds 
that such articles should not be excluded from entry. 

19 U.S.C. § 1337(d). Hence, aTemedy excluding respondents infringing products from entry is 

mandatory if a violation.-ofSection 337 is found, unless the Commission finds that public interest 

factors militate against such remedy. 

Section 337(f) also permits the-Commission to issue, in lieu of, or in addition to, an 

exclusion-order, a cease and· desist order directing persons found to have violated Section 337 to 

cease and.desist from engaging in the unfair methods or acts involved. 19 U.S.C. § 1337(f). 
/ 

Cease arid desist orders are warranted with respect to respondents that maintain commercially 

significant U.S. inventories of the infringing product. Certain Crystalline Cefadroxil 

Monohydrate, Inv. No. 337-TA-293, USITC Pub. 2391 at 37-42 (June 1991). The Commission 

has the authority to issue cease and desist orders where a respondent has a sufficient inventory of 

infringing goods in the United States. Certain NAND Flash Memory Circuits, Inv. No. 

337-TA-526, 2005 ITC Lexis 859, Init. Determ. at *255 (Oct. 19, 2005) (citing Certain Plastic 

Encapsulated Integrated Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA-315, U.S.I.T.C. Pub. No. 2574, Comm'n Op. 
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at 37 (N0vember 1992)). 

Cease and desist orders are directed at a specific respondent in order to prevent the sale, 

distribution and other use of products that hav_e already been imported into the United States 

prior to the entry and implementation of any exclusion order. Certa1n Curable Fluoroelastome:i: 

Compositions, Inv. No. 337-TA-364, Notice of Issuance ofLimited Exclusion Order and-Cease 

and Desist Order, 1995 WL 1049682 (Mar. 16, 1995). Cease anddesist-=orders can preclude any 

activity "reasonably related to the importation of infringing products." Gertain Hardware Logic 

Emulation Systems, Inv. No. 337-TA-383, Comm'n. Op. on Remedy, the Public Interest_, and 

Bonding, 1998 WL 307240 (Feb. 28, 1998). Typical cease and desist orders erijoin a respondent 

from selling, marketing, distributing and advertising its infringing products,-as well- as any 

solicitation of U.S. agents and distributors for the purpose of selling, marketing, distributing, and 

advertising infringing products. See Certain Electrical Connectors and Products Containing 

Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-374, Comm'n Cease and Desist Order, 1996 WL 1056313 (May 3, 

1996). 

In the event a violation is found, the administrative law judge recommends the issuance 

of a limited exclusion order prohibiting the importation into the United States of infringing 

articles, regardless of brand name, "that are manufactured abroad or imported by or on behalf of 

[the respondents], or any of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other related 

business entities, or their successors or assigns." Moreover, he recommends that said order 

should not be limited to specifically-identified products, but rather extend to all infringing 

products. However as to any infringing software, he recommends any exclusion order extend 

only to the importation of software on fixed media. 
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The administrative law judge finds that the additional provisions in the exclusion order 

requested by the private parties ar.e contrary to Commission precedent. Thus complainants' 

argument that any exclusion order should direct Customs to block the electronic transmission of 

s0ftware into the United States has been considered by the Commission in previous 

investigations and bas been rejected as impractical. See, e.g., Hardware Logic, Commission 

Opinion at 19-20 (refusing to bar electronic transmissions out of deference to Customs); Certain 

Systems for Detecting and Removing Viruses or Wonns. Components Thereof, and Products 

Containing the_Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-510 Commission Opinion at 4-5 (Aug. 8, 2005) ("Viruses 

or Worms") (same). Similarly, respondents' argument that the exclusion order should be limited 

to specific products has also been repeatedly considered and rejected by the Commission. See, 

Integrated Repeaters, Switches, Transceivers and Products Containing Same, Inv. 

No. 337-TA-435, Commission Opinion at 22-23, USITC Pub. 3547 (Oct. 2002); Certain Laser 

Bar Code Scanners and Scan Engines, Components Thereof, and Products Containing Same, Inv_ 

No. 337-TA-551, Commission Opinion at 23, USITC Pub. 4006 (May 2008) ("Laser Bar Code 

Scanners"} 

However, if a violation of Section 337 is found with respect to the '993 patent, the 

administrative law judge recommends issuance of an exclusion order that contains a reporting 

requirement for complainant. { 

} Hence the administrative law 

judge believes that complainant should be required to periodically certify that it is continuing to 
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exploit the '993 patent. See, Certain Variable Speed Wind Turbines and Components 

Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-376, Commission Opinion at 18, USITC Pub. 3003 (Nov. 1996); 

Certain Wire Electrical Discharge Machining Apparatus and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 

337-TA-2-90, Commission-Opinion at 20 (March-16, 1990); Certain Caulking Guns, Inv. No. 

Commission Opinion at3, USI+C Pub. 1507 {March 1984). 

With respect tu issuance of any cease-and desist order, if-a violation is found the 

administrative law judge rec0mmends issuance of a cease and desist order to domestic 

respondent Mentalix. { 

} 

XIII. Bond 

Complainant initially argued that the price differential between products is 179% and that 

the appropriate level of bond is therefore at least 100% during the Presidential review period. 

(CBr at 244-48.) However it later argued that a bond-of 179% should be set. (CRBr at 169.) 

Respundents argued that no bond should be required because complainant has failed to 

present sufficient evidence, despite evidence being available toit. (RRBr at 203.) 

The staff argued that if an exclusion order or cease and desist order is issued, then the 

appropriate Presidential review period bond be in the amount of 100% of entered value. (SRBr at 

56.) 

Section 337(j)(3) provides for the entry of infringing articles upon the payment of a bond 

during the sixty-day Presidential review period. 19 U.S.C. § 13370)(3). Any bond is to be set at 

a level sufficient to "offset any competitive advantage resulting from the unfair method of 
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competition or unfair act enjoyed by persons benefiting from the importation." Certain Dynamic 

Random Access Memories, Components Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 

337-TA-242, Commission Opinion on Violation, Remedy, Bonding and the Public Interest, 

USITC Pub. No. 2034, 1987 WL 450856 (U.S.I.T.C.) at 38 (1987). When reliable price 

information is available, the Commission has set a bond by eliminating the price differential 

between the domestic and the imported infringing product. Certain Digital Satellite System 

CDSS) Receivers and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-392, Final Initial and 

Recommended Determination on Remedy and Bonding, U.S.I.T.C. Pub. No. 3418, 2001 WL 

535427 (U.S.I.T.C.) at 336 (April 2001). the price differential may be based on a 

weighted average that reliably reflects the range of prices for sales and the volume of sales at 

each price for each product, and a bond greater than 100% may be set to completely offset any 

competitive advantage. Certain Two-Handle Centerset Faucets and Escutcheons. and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-422, Commission Opinion at 9-11(July21, 2000) 

(setting a bond of 264% based on a weighted average and finding pricing information "reliable 

because itis supplied by [respondent] and it is accepted by [complainant] and the [staff] as 

well"). Where reliable price information is not available, Commission precedent establishes that 

the bond should be set at 100%. Certain Semiconductor Memory Devices and Products 

Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-414, Recommended Determination on Remedy and Bonding, 

1999 WL 1267282 (U.S.I.T.C.) at 6 (December 13, 1999) (Semiconductor Memory Devices); see 

als.o Certain Digital Multi.meters. and Products With Multimeter Functionality, Inv. No. 337-TA-

588, Commission Opinion at 12-13 (June 3, 2008) (setting a bond of 100% where pricing 

information was unclear and price comparisons would be complicated and difficult) °(]2igital 
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Multimeters ). On the other hand, if a complainant fails to provide evidence concerning the 

appropriate bond, lhen the Commission may decline to impose any bond. See, Certain 

-Silicon Microphone Packages and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-629, 

Commission Opinion at 20 (Aug. 21, 2009). 

-Complainant argued that a bond of 1 79% should be set so as to be sufficient to protect 

complainant from injury. ( CRBr at 169.) Complainant's request for a bond of 1 79% uses a 

weighted average based on actual sales of only one product of complainant, viz. the Cross Match 

Guardian, and-only one accused product, viz_ the RealScan-10. (CBr at 246-247.) However, 

complainant's domestic industry products include at least the Guardian, SEEK, and ID500 

products, and-the accused products include Suprema's RealScan-10/lOF, RealScan-D/DF, 

RealScan-F, RealScan-G2 and RealScan-GlO scanners, as well as Suprema's RealScan Basic and 

Extended SDK software, and Mentalix's Fed Submifsoftwar:e. See supra. The most recent "list" 

price for complainant's Guardian product (with auto capture and finger rolls) is { .} 

(CX-5I 7C, at i.) The most recent "list" price for complainant's SEEK product is { } @.at 

23). The ID500, when sold as a bundled system, has a price of { } (CX-597C.) { 

} { 

} Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds 

that the exact pricing information for said products is unclear and determining a meaningful price 

differential would be complicated and difficult. See Digital Multimeters, Comm'n Op. at 12-13. 

Thus, the administrative law judge recommends that the appropriate Presidential review period 
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bond should be 100% of entered value, based on Commission precedent. See Semiconductor 

Memory Devices. 
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XIV. Additional Findings 

1. Complainant Cross Match Technologies, Inc. (CMT) is a Delaware corporation having a 

principal place of business in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida. (SFF 1 (undisputed).) 

2. CMT is in the business of manufacturing, servicing, and supplying livescan products, 

document readers, and software solutions, among other things. ((SFF 2 (undisputed).) 

3. CMT's livescan products include fingerprint scanners, as well as software or other 

accessories and services to implement that solution. (SFF 3 (undisputed).) 

4. Respondent Suprema, Inc. (Suprema) is a Korean corporation located in Gyeonggi, 

Korea. (SFF 4 (undisputed).) 

5. Suprema is engaged in making various types of biometric devices, includinglivescan 

devices, and related software. (SFF 5 (undisputed).) 

6. Respondent Mentalix, Inc. (Mentalix) is a Texas corporation, with a principal place of 

business in Plano, Texas. (SFF 6 (undisputed).) 

7. Mentalix sells identity management systems, including livescan devices, for capturing 

fingerprints, palm prints, mug shots, and demographic data. (SFF 7 (undisputed).) 
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CONCLUSIONB-OF LAW 

1. The Commission has in personam, in rem and subject matter jurisdiction. 

2. There has been an importation of accused biometric scanning devices, components 

thereof, associated software and products containing the same into the United States 

which are the subj_ect of the unfair trade allegations. 

3. It has not been-established that the asserted claims of any of the '993, '344, or '562 

patents are invalid. 

4. Complainant-has established that the RealSGa..-ri-10 and Rea:lScan-lOF accused products 

infringe asserted claims 10, 12, and 15 of the '993 patent. 

5. Complainant has not estaolished that-any accused products infringe asserted 

claims 18 of the '993 patent. 

6. Complainant has not established that asserted claims of the '562 patent are 

infringed by any of the accused products. 

7. Complaina.11t has established that asserted claim 19 of the '344 patent is infringed by the 

RealScan-10, RealScan-lOF, RealScan-D, and RealScan-DF accused products, when used 

With Mentalix' Fed Submit software. 

8. Complainant has not established that asserted claims 1, 7, 41, 42, 43, and 45 of the '344 

patent are infringed by any of the accused products. 

9. Complainant has established a domestic industry. 

10. Tue evidence establishes that there is a violation of section 337. 

11. In the event a violation of section 337 is found, a limited exclusion order and an 

appropriate cease and desist order are recommended. Also a bond of 100% of entered 
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value during the Presidential Reviewperiod-is recommended. 

ORDER 

Based on the foregoing, and the record as a whole, it is the adrriinistrative law judge's 

Final Initial Determination that there is a violation of section 337 in the-importation -into the 

United States, sale for importation, and sale within the United States afterimportation of certain 

biometric scanning components thereof, associated software and products-containing the 

same. It is also the administrative law judge's recomn1endation, should a violati-0n be found, that 

a limited exclusion order issue barring entry into the United States of infringing biometric 

scanning devices, components thereat: associated-software and products_ containing the same and 

that an appropriate cease and desist order_ should also issue. The administrative law judge further 

recommends a bond of I 00% of entered value during Presidential review period should a 

violation be found. 

The administrative law judge hereby CERTIFIES to the Commission his Final Initial and 

Recommended Determinations. The briefs of the parties, filed with the Secretary, are not 

certified, since they are already in the Commission's possession in accordance with Commission 

rules. 

Further it is ORDERED that: 

I. In accordance with Commission rule 210.39, all material heretofore marked in 

camera because of business, financial and marketing data found by the administrative law judge 

to be cognizable as confidential business information under Commission rule 201.6(a), is to be 

given in camera treatment continuing aftei; the date this investigation is terminated. 
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2. Counsel for the parties shall have in the hands of the administrative law judge 

_those portions of the final initial and recommended determinations which contain bracketed 

confidential business information to be deleted from any public version of said determinations, 

no laterthan June 30, 2011. Any such bracketed version shall not be served via facsimile on the 

administrative law judge.- If no such bracketed version is received from a party, it will mean that 

the party.has no objection to removing the confidential status, in its entirety, from these initial 

and-recommended determinations. 

3. - The initial-determination portion of the Final Initial and Recommended 

Determinations, issued pursuant to rules 210.42(a) and 210.42-46, shall become the 

determinati-on of the Commission, unless the Commission, shall have ordered its review of 

certain issues therein orby order has changed the effective date of the initial deternrination 

portion. The recommended determination portion, issued pursuant to Commission rule 

21 Q.42( a)(l )(ii), will be considered by the Commission in reaching a determination on remedy 

. pursuant to Commission rule 210.SO(a). 

Chief Administrative Law Judge 

· Issued: June 17, 2011 

! : 
.• t,) \j 
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CERTAIN BIOMETRIC SCANNJNG DEVICES, COlVIPONENTS-
THEREOF, ASSOCIATED" SOFTW ARE;-AND PRODUCTS 
CONTAINING THE SAME 

337-TA-720 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVIeE 

I, James R. Holbein, hereby certify that the attached Public Version""Final Initial and 
Recommended Deter-minations has been served by hand upon the Commissi0n Investigative 
Attorney, David 0. Lloyd, -Esq,,-and-the following parties-:as indicated, on 

July t8, 2('J-ll 

J3j;{.es R. Holbein, Secretary 
U.S. International Trade Commission 
500 E Street, -sw 
Washil}gton, nc 20436 

On .Behalf of Complainant Cross Match Technologies, Inc.: 

Maximilian A. Grant, Esq. 
Latham & Watkins LLP 
555 11th Street, NW, Suite 1000 
Washington, DC 20004 
P-202-637-2200 

Res.pondents Suprema, Inc. and Mentalix,-lnc.: 

V. Jam.es Adduci, IL 
Adduci, Mastriani & Schaumberg, L.L.P. 
1200 Seventeenth Street, NW, Fifth Floor 
Washington, DC 20036 
P-202-467-6300 
F-202-466-2006 

JUL 19 2011 

( ) Yia Hand Delivery 
Overnight Mail 

( ) Via First Class Mail 
( ) Other. ---

( ) Via Hand Delivery 
€'() Via Overnight Mail 
( ) Via First Class Mail 
( ) Other: __ _ 
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
 Washington, D.C.  

In the Matter of        

CERTAIN BIOMETRIC SCANNING 
DEVICES, COMPONENTS THEREOF, 
ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE, AND 
PRODUCTS CONTAINING THE SAME 

Investigation No. 337-TA-720 

NOTICE OF COMMISSION DECISION TO REVIEW-IN-PART A FINAL INITIAL 
DETERMINATION FINDING A VIOLATION OF SECTION 337; REQUEST FOR 

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS REGARDING THE ISSUES UNDER REVIEW AND 
REMEDY, BONDING, AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST

AGENCY:  U.S. International Trade Commission. 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY:  Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Commission has 
determined to review-in-part a final initial determination (AID@) of the presiding administrative law 
judge (AALJ@) finding a violation of section 337 in the above-captioned investigation, and is 
requesting written submissions regarding the issues under review and remedy, bonding, and the 
public interest.  

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Clint Gerdine, Esq., Office of the General 
Counsel, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20436, 
telephone (202) 708-2310.  Copies of non-confidential documents filed in connection with this 
investigation are or will be available for inspection during official business hours (8:45 a.m. to 
5:15 p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20436, telephone (202) 205-2000.  General information concerning the 
Commission may also be obtained by accessing its Internet server at http://www.usitc.gov.  The 
public record for this investigation may be viewed on the Commission's electronic docket (EDIS) 
at http://edis.usitc.gov.  Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter can 
be obtained by contacting the Commission=s TDD terminal on (202) 205-1810. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:  The Commission instituted this investigation on June 
17, 2010 based on a complaint filed on May 11, 2010, by Cross Match Technologies, Inc. (ACross
Match@) of Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.  75 Fed. Reg. 34482-83.  The complaint, as amended 
on May 26, 2010, alleges violations of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 
U.S.C. ' 1337, in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, and the sale 
within the United States after importation of certain biometric scanning devices, components 
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thereof, associated software, and products containing the same by reason of infringement of 
certain claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 5,900,993 (Athe =993 patent@); 7,203,344 (Athe =344 patent@);
7,277,562 (Athe =562 patent@); and 6,483,932 (Athe =932 patent@).  The complaint further alleges 
that an industry in the United States exists as required by subsection (a)(2) of section 337, and 
names two respondents, Suprema, Inc. (ASuprema@) of Korea and Mentalix, Inc. of Plano, Texas. 

On November 10, 2010, the Commission issued notice of its determination not to review 
the ALJ=s ID granting Cross Match=s motion to amend the complaint by adding allegations of 
infringement as to claims 5-6, 12, and 30 of the =562 patent, and claims 7, 15, 19, and 45 of the =344
patent.  On December 27, 2010, the Commission issued notice of its determination not to review 
the ALJ=s ID granting Cross Match=s motion to terminate the investigation as to claims 6-8, 13-15, 
and 19-21 of the `932 patent (eliminating this patent from the investigation); claims 13 and 16 of 
the ̀ 993 patent; claims 4, 15, 30, 32, and 44 of the ̀ 344 patent; and claim 2 of the ̀ 562 patent based 
on withdrawal of these claims from the complaint.  On March 18, 2011, the Commission issued 
notice of its determination not to review the ALJ=s ID granting Cross Match=s motion for summary 
determination that it satisfies the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement.   

On June 17, 2011, the ALJ issued his final ID finding a violation of section 337 by 
Suprema by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 10, 12, and 15 of the =993 patent.  
The ALJ also found a violation of section 337 by reason of infringement of claim 19 of the =344
patent.  The ALJ found no violation of section 337 with respect to the =932 patent.  He also issued 
his recommendation on remedy and bonding during the period of Presidential review.  On July 5, 
2011, Cross Match, respondents, and the Commission investigative attorney (AIA@) each filed a 
petition for review of the final ID; and on July 13, 2011, each filed a response to the other party=s
opposing petition.  

Upon considering the parties= filings, the Commission has determined to review-in-part the 
ID.  Specifically, the Commission has determined to review the ALJ=s finding of a violation of 
section 337 based on infringement of claim 19 of the =344 patent.  The Commission has 
determined not to review the remainder of the ID.    

On review, with respect to violation, the parties are requested to submit briefing limited to 
the following issues:  

(1)  Who infringes claim 19 of the =344 patent and what type of infringement has 
occurred?  Please consider direct, contributory, and induced infringement.  

(2) Is there is a sufficient nexus between the infringer=s unfair acts and importation to 
find a violation of section 337?  See, e.g., Dynamic Random Access Memories, 
Components Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-242, 
Comm=n Op. (Sept. 21, 1987); Certain Cardiac Pacemakers and Components 
Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-162, 1984 WL 273827, Order No. 37 (March 21, 1984).   
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In addressing these issues, the parties are requested to make specific reference to the 
evidentiary record and to cite relevant authority.   

In connection with the final disposition of this investigation, the Commission may issue an 
order that results in the exclusion of the subject articles from entry into the United States.  
Accordingly, the Commission is interested in receiving written submissions that address the form 
of remedy, if any, that should be ordered.  If a party seeks exclusion of an article from entry into 
the United States for purposes other than entry for consumption, the party should so indicate and 
provide information establishing that activities involving other types of entry either are adversely 
affecting it or likely to do so.  For background, see In the Matter of Certain Devices for 
Connecting Computers via Telephone Lines, Inv. No. 337-TA-360, USITC Pub. No. 2843 
(December 1994) (Commission Opinion).  

When the Commission contemplates some form of remedy, it must consider the effects of 
that remedy upon the public interest.  The factors the Commission will consider include the effect 
that an exclusion order and/or cease and desist orders would have on (1) the public health and 
welfare, (2) competitive conditions in the U.S. economy, (3) U.S. production of articles that are 
like or directly competitive with those that are subject to investigation, and (4) U.S. consumers.  
The Commission is therefore interested in receiving written submissions that address the 
aforementioned public interest factors in the context of this investigation. 

When the Commission orders some form of remedy, the U.S. Trade Representative, as 
delegated by the President, has 60 days to approve or disapprove the Commission=s action.  See
section 337(j), 19 U.S.C. ' 1337(j) and the Presidential Memorandum of July 21, 2005.  70 Fed.
Reg. 43251 (July 26, 2005).  During this period, the subject articles would be entitled to enter the 
United States under bond, in an amount determined by the Commission.  The Commission is 
therefore interested in receiving submissions concerning the amount of the bond that should be 
imposed if a remedy is ordered.  

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS:  The parties to the investigation are requested to file written 
submissions on the issues under review that specifically address the Commission=s questions set 
forth in this notice.  The submissions should be concise and thoroughly referenced to the record in 
this investigation. Parties to the investigation, interested government agencies, and any other 
interested parties are encouraged to file written submissions on the issues of remedy, the public 
interest, and bonding, and such submissions should address the recommended determination by 
the ALJ on remedy and bonding.  The complainant and the IA are also requested to submit 
proposed remedial orders for the Commission=s consideration.  Complainant is also requested to 
state the dates that the patents at issue expire and the HTSUS numbers under which the accused 
articles are imported.  The written submissions and proposed remedial orders must be filed no 
later than close of business on August 30, 2011.  Reply submissions must be filed no later than the 
close of business on September 8.  No further submissions on these issues will be permitted 
unless otherwise ordered by the Commission. 

Persons filing written submissions must file the original document and 12 true copies 
thereof on or before the deadlines stated above with the Office of the Secretary.  Any person 
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desiring to submit a document to the Commission in confidence must request confidential 
treatment unless the information has already been granted such treatment during the proceedings.  
All such requests should be directed to the Secretary of the Commission and must include a full 
statement of the reasons why the Commission should grant such treatment.  See 19 C.F.R. 
'B210.6.  Documents for which confidential treatment by the Commission is sought will be 
treated accordingly.  All nonconfidential written submissions will be available for public 
inspection at the Office of the Secretary. 

The authority for the Commission=s determination is contained in section 337 of the Tariff 
Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. ' 1337, and in sections 210.42-46 of the Commission=s Rules 
of Practice and Procedure, 19 C.F.R. '' 210.42-46. 

By order of the Commission. 

      /s/ 
James R. Holbein 
Secretary to the Commission 

Issued: August 18, 2011
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
 Washington, D.C.  

In the Matter of        

CERTAIN BIOMETRIC SCANNING 
DEVICES, COMPONENTS THEREOF, 
ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE, AND 
PRODUCTS CONTAINING THE SAME 

Investigation No. 337-TA-720 

NOTICE OF COMMISSION DECISION TO MODIFY A FINAL INITIAL 
DETERMINATION FINDING A VIOLATION OF SECTION 337; ISSUANCE OF A 

LIMITED EXCLUSION AND A CEASE AND DESIST ORDER; AND TERMINATION 
OF THE INVESTIGATION

AGENCY:  U.S. International Trade Commission. 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Commission has 
determined to modify a final initial determination (AID@) of the presiding administrative law judge 
(AALJ@) finding a violation of section 337 by respondents in the above-captioned investigation, 
and has issued a limited exclusion order directed against products of respondents Suprema, Inc. 
(ASuprema@) of Gyeonggi, Korea and Mentalix, Inc. (AMentalix@) of Plano, Texas, and a cease and 
desist order directed against Mentalix. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Clint Gerdine, Esq., Office of the General 
Counsel, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20436, 
telephone (202) 708-2310.  Copies of non-confidential documents filed in connection with this 
investigation are or will be available for inspection during official business hours (8:45 a.m. to 
5:15 p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20436, telephone (202) 205-2000.  General information concerning the 
Commission may also be obtained by accessing its Internet server at http://www.usitc.gov.  The 
public record for this investigation may be viewed on the Commission's electronic docket (EDIS) 
at http://edis.usitc.gov.  Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter can 
be obtained by contacting the Commission=s TDD terminal on (202) 205-1810. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:   The Commission instituted this investigation on 
June 17, 2010 based on a complaint filed on May 11, 2010, by Cross Match Technologies, Inc. 
(ACross Match@) of Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.  75 Fed. Reg. 34482-83.  The complaint, as 
amended on May 26, 2010, alleges violations of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 
19 U.S.C. ' 1337, in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, and the sale 
within the United States after importation of certain biometric scanning devices, components 
thereof, associated software, and products containing the same by reason of infringement of 
certain claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 5,900,993 (Athe =993 patent@); 7,203,344 (Athe =344 patent@);
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7,277,562 (Athe =562 patent@); and 6,483,932 (Athe =932 patent@).  The complaint further alleges 
that an industry in the United States exists as required by subsection (a)(2) of section 337, and 
names two respondents, Suprema and Mentalix. 

On November 10, 2010, the Commission issued notice of its determination not to review 
the ALJ=s ID granting Cross Match=s motion to amend the complaint by adding allegations of 
infringement as to claims 5-6, 12, and 30 of the =562 patent, and claims 7, 15, 19, and 45 of the =344
patent.  On December 27, 2010, the Commission issued notice of its determination not to review 
the ALJ=s ID granting Cross Match=s motion to terminate the investigation as to claims 6-8, 13-15, 
and 19-21 of the =932 patent (eliminating this patent from the investigation); claims 13 and 16 of 
the =993 patent; claims 4, 15, 30, 32, and 44 of the =344 patent; and claim 2 of the =562 patent based 
on withdrawal of these claims from the complaint.  On March 18, 2011, the Commission issued 
notice of its determination not to review the ALJ=s ID granting Cross Match=s motion for summary 
determination that it satisfies the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement.   

On June 17, 2011, the ALJ issued his final ID finding a violation of section 337 by reason 
of infringement of one or more of claims 10, 12, and 15 of the =993 patent by the imported devices.  
The ALJ also found a violation of section 337 by reason of infringement of claim 19 of the =344
patent.  The ALJ found no violation of section 337 with respect to the =562 patent.  He also issued 
his recommendation on remedy and bonding during the period of Presidential review.  On July 5, 
2011, Cross Match, respondents, and the Commission investigative attorney (AIA@) each filed a 
petition for review of the final ID; and on July 13, 2011, each filed a response to the opposing 
petitions.

On August 18, 2011, the Commission determined to review the ALJ=s finding of a violation 
of section 337 based on infringement of claim 19 of the =344 patent.  The determinations made in 
the final ID that were not reviewed became final determinations of the Commission by operation 
of rule.  See 19 U.S.C. ' 210.42(h).  

The Commission requested briefing on certain questions concerning the issues under 
review and requested written submissions on the issues of remedy, the public interest, and bonding 
from the parties and interested non-parties.  76 Fed. Reg. 52970-71 (August 24, 2011). 

On August 30 and September 8, 2011, respectively, complainant Cross Match, 
respondents, and the IA each filed a brief and a reply brief on the issues for which the Commission 
requested written submissions.   

Having reviewed the record in this investigation, including the final ID and the parties=
written submissions, the Commission has determined to:  (1) modify-in-part the final ID and issue 
an Opinion supplementing the ID=s analysis concerning its finding that the accused scanners 
infringe claim 19 of the =344 patent; and (2) affirm all other findings of the ID underlying the issue 
under review.  Specifically, the Commission has determined that respondent Mentalix directly 
infringes claim 19 of the =344 patent, and that respondent Suprema indirectly infringes claim 19, 
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via induced infringement, but does not infringe claim 19 via contributory infringement.  These 
actions result in a finding of a violation of section 337 with respect to claim 19 of the =344 patent.    

Further, the Commission has made its determination on the issues of remedy, the public 
interest, and bonding.  The Commission has determined that the appropriate form of relief is both:  
(1) a limited exclusion order prohibiting the unlicensed entry of biometric scanning devices, 
components thereof, associated software, and products containing the same that infringe one or 
more of claims 10, 12, and 15 of the =993 patent and claim 19 of the =344 patent where the 
infringing scanning devices are manufactured abroad by or on behalf of, or are imported by or on 
behalf of, Suprema or Mentalix, or any of their affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, 
licensees, contractors, or other related business entities, or successors or assigns; and (2) a cease 
and desist order prohibiting Mentalix, Inc. from conducting any of the following activities in the 
United States:  importing, selling, marketing, advertising, distributing, offering for sale, 
transferring (except for exportation), and soliciting U.S. agents or distributors for, biometric 
scanning devices, components thereof, associated software, and products containing the same that 
infringe one or more of claims 10, 12, and 15 of the =993 patent and claim 19 of the =344 patent. 

The Commission further determined that the public interest factors enumerated in sections 
337(d)(1), (f)(1) (19 U.S.C. '' 1337(d)(1), (f)(1)) do not preclude issuance of the limited exclusion 
or cease and desist order.  Finally, the Commission determined that a bond of 100 percent of the 
entered value of the covered products is required to permit temporary importation during the 
period of Presidential review (19 U.S.C. 'B1337(j)).  The Commission=s orders and opinion were 
delivered to the President and to the United States Trade Representative on the day of their 
issuance.

The Commission has terminated this investigation.  The authority for the Commission=s
determination is contained in section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. '
1337), and in sections 210.42, 210.45, and 210.50 of the Commission=s Rules of Practice and 
Procedure (19 C.F.R. '' 210.42, 210.45, 210.50). 

By order of the Commission. 

            /s/ 
James R. Holbein 
Secretary to the Commission 

Issued:  October 24, 2011
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PUBLIC VERSION 

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Washington, D.C. 

In the Matter of 

CERTAIN BIOMETRIC SCANNING 
DEVICES, COMPONENTS THEREOF, 
ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE, AND 
PRODUCTS CONTAINING THE SAME 

Investigation No. 337-TA-720 

COMMISSION OPINION 

I. SUMMARY 

On June 17, 2011, the presiding administrative law judge ("ALJ") issued his final initial 

determination ("ID") in the above-captioned investigation, finding a violation of section 33 7 of 

the Tariff Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, as amended ("section 337"), with respect to U.S. Patent 

Nos. 5,900,993 ("the '993 patent") and 7,203,344 ("the '344 patent"). The Commission 

determined to review the ALJ's finding of a violation of section 33 7 based on infringement of 

claim 19 of the '344 patent. On review, the Commission modifies in part the ALJ's finding on 

infringement of claim 19 and terminates the investigation with a finding of a violation of section 

337 with respect to both patents. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The Commission instituted this investigation on June 17, 2010 based on a complaint filed 

on May 11, 2010, by Cross Match Technologies, Inc. ("Cross Match") of Palm Beach Gardens, 

Florida. 75 Fed. Reg. 34482-83. The complaint, as amended on May 26, 2010, alleges 

violations of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, in the 

importation into the United States, the sale for importation, and the sale within the United States 
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after importation of certain biometric scanning devices, components thereof, associated software, 

and products containing the same by reason of infringement of certain claims of the '993 and 

'344 patents, and U.S. Patent Nos. 7,277,562 ("the '562 patent") and 6,483,932 ("the '932 patent"). 

The complaint further alleges that an industry in the United States exists as required by 

subsection (a)(2) of section 337, and names two respondents, Suprema, Inc. ("Suprema") of 

Gyeonggi, Korea, and Mentalix, Inc. ("Mentalix") of Plano, Texas. 

On June 1 7, 2011, the ALJ issued his final ID finding a violation of section 3 3 7 by reason 

of infringement of one or more of claims 10, 12, and 15 of the '993 patent by the imported 

devices. He also found a violation of section 337 by reason of infringement of claim 19 of the 

'344 patent, but found no violation with respect to the '562 patent. He also issued his 

recommendation on remedy and bonding during the period of Presidential review. On July 5, 

2011, Cross Match, respondents, and the Commission investigative attorney ("IA") each filed a 

petition for review of the fmal ID; and on July 13, 201 1, each filed a response to the opposing 

petitions. 

On August 18, 2011, the Commission determined to review the ALJ's finding of 

infringement of claim 19 of the '344 patent.1 The Commission requested briefing on certain 

questions concerning the issues under review and requested written submissions on the issues of 

remedy, the public interest, and bonding from the parties and interested non-parties. 76 Fed. 

Reg. 52970-71 (August 24, 2011 ). On August 30 and September 8, 2011 , respectively, 

1 The determinations made in the final ID that were not reviewed became final 
determinations of the Commission by operation of rule. See 19 U.S.C. § 210.42(h). 

2 
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complainant Cross Match, respondents, and the IA each filed a brief and a reply brief on the 

issues for which the Commission requested written submissions.2 

After considering the written submissions, the Commission has determined to modify the 

ALJ's final ID by supplementing his analysis regarding infringement of claim 19 of the '344 

patent. The Commission has determined that Mentalix directly infringes claim 19 of the '344 

patent and that Suprema indirectly infringes claim 19, via induced infringement, but does not 

contributorily infringe claim 19. 

Patent and Products at Issue 

The asserted claims of the '344 patent pertain to a method used by a conventional optical 

scanning system for forming and detecting up to four simultaneous fingerprint images by 

comparing the scanned images with previously scanned images in accordance with an acceptable 

quality threshold. Suprema manufactures and imports hardware and software for scanning 

fingerprints. Mentalix directly imports Suprema's scanners for integration with Mentalix's 

software in the United S41tes. ID at 2 (citing Order No. 11). Mentalix's accused software can 

be used with fingerprint scanners sold by other companies as well as Suprema. Cross Match 

contends that the asserted system and method claims of the '344 patent for fingerprint imaging 

2 See Brief and Reply Brief of the Office of Unfair Import Investigations on the Issues 
Under Review, and on Remedy, the Public Interest, and Bonding (August 30 and September 8, 
2011) ("IA's Submission," "IA's Reply"); Complainant Cross Match Technologies, Inc.'s 
Response to Commission Questions and Submission Regarding Appropriate Remedies and Bond 
(August 30, 2011) ("Cross Match's Submission"); Complainant Cross Match Technologies, Inc.'s 
Reply to Respondents' and Staffs Response to the Commission's August 18, 2011 Notice 
(September 8, 2011) ("Cross Match's Reply"); Respondents Suprema, Inc. and Mentalix, Inc.'s 
Written Submission Regarding the Issues Under Review and Remedy, Bonding, and the Public 
Interest (August 30, 2011) ("Respondents' Submission"); Respondents Suprema, Inc. and 
Mentalix, Inc.'s Reply to Complainant's and Staff's Response to Commission Questions and 
Submission Regarding Appropriate Remedies and Bond (September 8, 2011) ("Respondents' 
Reply"). 

3 
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are infringed by Suprema's hardware when used with either respondent's software. Suprema's 

accused scanners use optical systems, including a light source and a sensor, to obtain images of 

fingerprints, and a platen for capturing fingerprints. The accused scanners use a series of 

optical light-focusing elements to obtain an image of the fingerprint and a camera to scan the 

fingerprint image. Suprema provides software development kits ("SD Ks") that allow customers 

to create their own software to operate the scanner. The SDKs include manuals as well as 

dynamic link libraries ("dlls") that include functions that operate various features of the accused 

fingerprint scanners. Suprema is accused of infringing all the asserted patents by reason of the 

sale and importation of its scanners with the SD Ks. Mentalix is accused of infringing the 

asserted '344 patent when it integrates its FedSubmit software with Suprema's scanners. 

ID. DISCUSSION 

For the reasons set forth below, the Commission has determined to modify the final ID's 

infringement findings which are under review, and find a violation of section 337 by the accused 

Suprema scanners integrated with Mentalix's· software with respect to claim 19 of the '344 patent. 

We find that claim 19 is directly infringed by Mentalix, and that Suprema induces infringement 

of, but does not contributorily infringe, claim 19. We adopt the ALJ's findings in his final ID 

that are not inconsistent with our determinations and opinion. 

The '344 Patent - Identity of the Infringer and Theory of Infringement 

We determined to review the ALJ's finding of infringement by the accused scanners in 

combination with the FedSubmit software. See ID at 97, 168. our review 

concerned who infringes claim 19 of the '344 patent, under what theory of infringement, and 

whether there is a sufficient nexus between the infringer's unfair acts and importation to find a 

violation of section 337. 

4 
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1. Relevant law 

After properly construing the claims, a factual inquiry is conducted to compare the 

asserted claims with the accused device or process to determine infringement. See MBO Labs., 

Inc. v. Becton Dickinson & Co., 474 F.3d 1323, 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2007). The patentee bears the 

burden of demonstrating infringement by a preponderance of the evidence. Cross Med. Prods., 

Inc. v. Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., 424 F.3d 1293, 1310 (Fed. Cir. 2005). To prove literal 

infringement, the patentee must show that an accused product contains every limitation in the 

asserted claims. WMS Gaming Inc. v. Int1 Game Tech., 184 F.3d 1339, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 1999) 

("To infringe a method claim, a person must have practiced all steps of the claimed method."); 

Lucent Technologies, Inc. v. Gateway, Inc., 580 F.3d 1301, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 2009). 

Infringement may be indirect as "(w]hoever actively infringement of a patent 

shall be liable as an infringer." See 35 U.S.C. § 271(b). Also, "(w]hoever . .. imports into the 

United States a component of a patented machine, manufacture, combination ... or a material or 

apparatus for use in practicing a patented process, constituting a material part of the invention, 

knowing the same to be especially made ... for use in (patent infringement], and not a staple 

article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use, shall be liable as a 

contributory infringer." See 35 U.S.C. § 271(c). However, there can be no indirect 

infringement unless there is direct infringement. Glenayre Elecs. , Inc. v. Jackson, 443 F.3d 851, 

858 (Fed. Cir. 2006). 

"To establish liability under section 271(b), a patent holder must prove that once the 

defendants knew of the patent, they "actively and knowingly aid[ed] and abett[ed] another's 

direct infringement." DSU Med. Corp. v. JMS Co., 471 F.3d 1293, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en 

bane) (citations omitted). However, "knowledge of the acts alleged to constitute infringement" 

5 
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is not enough. Id A high level of specific intent and action to induce infringement must be 

proven, as mere knowledge of possible infringement by others does not amount to inducement. 

Id; see also Cross Med Prods., 424 F.3d at 1312 ("In order to succeed on a claim of inducement, 

the patentee must show, frrst that there has been direct infringement, and second, that the alleged 

infringer knowingly induced infringement and possessed specific intent to encourage another's 

infringement."). The intent element can be satisfied by the patentee showing that the 

"infringer's actions induced infringing acts and that he knew or should have known his actions 

would induce actual infringements." DSU, 471 F.3d at 1306. Induced infringement may be 

established by circumstantial evidence. See Golden Blount, Inc. v. Robert M Peterson, Inc., 

438 F.3d 1354, 1362-63 (Fed. Cir. 2006). 

A seller of a component of an infringing product can be held liable for contributory 

infringement if: (1) there is an act of direct infringement by another person; (2) the accused 

contributory infringer knows its component is included in a combination that is both patented 

and infringing; and (3) there are no substantial nonin.fringing uses for the accused component, 

i.e., the component is not a staple article of commerce. Carborundum Co. v. Molten Equip. 

Innovations, Inc., 72 F.3d 872, 876 (Fed. Cir. 1995). 

The knowledge requirement for indirect infringement may be satisfied by actual 

knowledge or the doctrine of "willful blindness." See Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 

131 S. Ct. 2060, 2071-72 (2011) ("a willfully blind defendant is one who takes deliberate actions 

to avoid confirming a high probability of wrongdoing and who can almost be said to have 

actually known the critical facts;" "merely a 'known risk' that the induced acts are infringing" is 

insufficient to establish knowledge of infringement). 

The Commission's remedial authority to issue exclusion orders extends to violations of 

6 
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section 337 based on indirect infringement. See Certain Optoelectronic Devices, Components 

Thereof, and Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-669, Comm'n Notice (July 12, 

2010) (finding a violation of section 337 based on contributory and induced infringement by 

respondent, and issuing limited exclusion and cease and desist orders directed against the 

products of the indirectly infringing respondent). 

2. ALJ'slD 

Claim 19 (a method claim) of the '344 patent reads: 

A method for capturing and processing a fingerprint image, the method comprising: 

(a) scanning one or more fingers; 

(b) capturing data representing a corresponding :fingerprint image; 

( c) filtering the fingerprint image; 

( d) binarizing the filtered fingerprint image; 

( e) detecting a :fingerprint area based on a concentration of black pixels in the 
binarized fingerprint image; 

(f) detecting a :fingerprint shape based on an arrangement of the concentrated black 
pixels in an oval-like shape in the binarized fingerprint image; and 

(g) determining whether the detected fingerprint area and shape are of an 
acceptable quality. 

'344 patent (JX-2), col 19:24-37. 

The ALJ found that Suprema's accused RealScan-10, RealScan-lOF, RealScan-D, and 

RealScan-DF products infringe claim 19 when integrated with Mentalix's FedSubmit software, 

but did not name the infringer or state whether infringement was direct and/or indirect. See ID at 

88-97, 100. 
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3. Identity of Infringer and Theory of Infringement 

a. Parties' arguments 

Cross Match and the IA both submit that the record evidence establishes that Mentalix 

directly infringes claim 19 of the '344 patent. Cross Match's Submission at 2-4; IA's Submission 

at 6. [[ 

]]. Cross Match's Submission at 2-4 (citing JX-44C (Remmers -

Chief Technology Officer and Corporate Vice President (VP) ofMentalix) at 19, 40-41). Cross 

Match submits that Mentalix then integrated its own proprietary FedSubmit software with the 

Suprema scanner units and software, and repeatedly tested the integrated scanner products in the 

United States, thereby infringing claim 19 by practicing all steps of the claimed method during 

testing. Id. (citing JX-44C at 19, 48-51, 57-68, 122-23); see Lucent Technologies, 580 F.3d at 

1317. 

8 
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Regarding direct infringement, respondents do not dispute that Mentalix has used the 

FedSubmit software in conjunction with the imported scanners to directly infringe claim 19 of the 

'344 patent, but, as discussed infra, they contend that there is no nexus between importation of 

Suprema's scanners and respondents' unfair acts to support finding a violation of section 337. 

Respondents' Submission at 18-31. 

Regarding indirect infringement, both Cross Match and the IA submit that Suprema 

indirectly infringes claim 19 of the '344 patent via induced infringement, where Mentalix is the 

direct infringer. Cross Match's Submission at 4-7; !A's Submission at 6-7; see Glenayre, 443 

F .3d at 858. . Regarding induced infringement, Cross Match contends that the record evidence 

establishes that Suprema "knowingly induced infringement and possessed specific intent to 

encourage another's infringement." Id at 6 (citing MEMC Elec. Materials, Inc. v. Mitsubishi 

Materials Silicon Corp., 420 F.3d 1369, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2005)). Cross Match submits that [[ 

]]. Cross Match's Reply at 3-7 (citing JX-40C (Song Dep.) at 

129-30, 182-87, 1360; CX-395C at SPA0235176 at CMT-T-000582; JX-42C (Moon Dep. 

(Suprema's Vice-President)) at 148, 154, 361; CX-393C at SPA0089763 at 5, 45; CX-158C at 

SPA0061499 at 2; Song, Tr. at 1143-46; CX-387C at SPA0242635 at 2, 8; CX-544C (Lee Dep.) 

(Suprema's Chief Research Engineer) at 9-13, 42-43; CX-152C at SPA0168465 at 2, 5). Cross 

Match further argues that Suprema intended its scanners to be used for the autocapture, image 

9 
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quality checking, and automatic segmentation processes that are covered by the '344 patent. 

Cross Match's Submission at 5 (citing JX-29C at 120544-45; CX-383). 

The IA asserts that [[ 

]]. !A's Submission at 6-7 (citing Song (Supreroa's 

Executive Vice-President (VP) of Research and Development), Tr. at 1138-39). The IA argues 

that Supreroa's failure to obtain an opinion of counsel, or otherwise try to avoid infringement, is 

further evidence of intent to induce. IA's Reply at 6 (citing Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm Inc. , 

543 F.3d 683, 698-701 (Fed. Cir. 2008)). 

Cross Match also asserts that Suprema indirectly infringes via contributory infringement. 

Cross Match's Submission at 4-7. Cross Match contends that the infringing functionalities of 

Mentalix's FedSubmit software originate in functions from the Suprema SDK.s provided to 

Mentalix by Suprema and created specifically to be used with Suprema RealScan fingerprint 

scanners. Id. at 6-7 (citing JX-29 at§ 1.3); Cross Match's Reply at 9-13. Cross Match submits 

that the functions in the Suprema SD Ks are designed to permit use of the capabilities of the 

Suprema biometric scanners and serve no other purpose. Cross Match's Submission at 6 (citing 

Ricoh Co., Ltd. v. Quanta Computer Inc. , 550 F.3d 1325, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2008) ("A component, 

specially adapted for use in the patented process and with no substantial non-infringing use, would 

plainly be good for nothing else but infringement of the patented process.")). Cross Match cites [[ 

]], and submits that Suprema's scanner is especially adapted to work 

only with the FedSubmit software and lacks any substantial noninfringing uses. Cross Match's 

Reply at 9-13 (citing Remmers, Tr. at 1070-74; CX-502C; JX-44C at 2, 17-19, 30, 124). 

10 
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Regarding indirect infringement, respondents argue that there is no record evidence 

showing that Suprema indirectly infringed claim 19, either via contributory or induced 

infringement. Id. at 6-18. Regarding induced infringement, respondents contend that Suprema 

lacks both: (1) knowledge that its products could be used to infringe, and (2) intent to cause 

infringement, showings which are necessary to support a finding of induced infringement. Id. [[ 

]). Id. at 6-18. Respondents also submit that these 

circumstances do not constitute "willful blindness" of the '344 patent, which is an exception to the 

knowledge requirement for inducement. Id. (citing Global-Tech Appliances, 131 S. Ct. at 

2071-72). Respondents also submit that there is nothing in the record to show Suprema's intent to 

induce infringement, but only its intent to cause the acts which are alleged to constitute 

infringement. Id. (citing DSU, 471 F.3d at 1305) (emphasis added). 

Regarding contributory infringement, respondents contend that Suprema does not satisfy 

the statutory requirements of35 U.S.C. § 271(c), i.e., that Suprema does not provide a "material or 

apparatus for use in practicing a patented process," with knowledge that it is "especially adapted 

for use in an infringement of such patent, and not a staple article or commodity of commerce 

suitable for substantial infringing use." Id. at 7-14; Respondents' Reply at 15-25. Respondents 

argue that Suprema's RealScan scanners are capable of substantial non-infringing uses. 

Respondents' Submission at 7-14. They submit that Suprema's scanners can be used with 

Suprema's own software and with a wide array of third-party software, including software 

developed by its customers DNA Lifeprint, M2Sys, Fingerprint Solutions, and others. Id. (citing 

11 
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JX-51C at 51, 104-05, 110-12; JX-56C at 62, 66, 72-74; JX-55C at 21-23; JX-54C at 46-48, 54). 

They also note that the ALJ found that none of these third party customers infringed any claim of 

the asserted patents (and the Commission did not review his findings). Id (citing ID at 98). 

b. Analysis 

The Commission finds that the record evidence is sufficient to support a finding of direct 

infringement of claim 19 of the '344 patent by Mentalix, and a finding of induced infringement 

by Suprema. However, we do not find that the record evidence supports a finding of 

contributory infringement by Suprema. 

Direct/Induced infringement 

The record evidence shows, and Mentalix itself does not dispute, that it integrates its 

FedSubmit software with the imported Suprema scanners and SDK software to produce a 

resulting scanner system that practices claim 19, and that Mentalix directly infringed claim 19 by 

[[ 

]]. See JX-44C at 19, 48-51, 57-68, 122-23; Mentalix's Submission at 18. 

Accordingly, Mentalix is a direct infringer and has violated section 337 if a nexus is found 

between the importation of the Suprema scanners and SDK and the unfair act of infringement. 

19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(l)(B). As described infra, we find that the same record evidence that 

shows induced infringement by Suprema also shows the requisite nexus between importation and 

the unfair acts to find a violation of section 337 by both respondents. 

The record evidence shows that Suprema is liable for induced infringement under section 

271(b). [[ ]], then "willfully 

blinded" itself to the infringing nature of Mentalix's activities which it had actively encouraged. 

See DSU, 471 F.3d at 1305; Global-Tech Appliances, 131 S. Ct. at 2070-71 (the knowledge 
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requirement for inducement may be satisfied by the doctrine of "willful blindness" where the 

inducer "takes deliberate actions to avoid confirming a high probability of wrongdoing" and 

therefore "can almost be said to have actually known the critical facts."). The doctrine of 

"willful blindness" requires that: (1) the alleged infringer must subjectively believe that there is a 

high probability that a fact exists; and (2) the defendant must take deliberate actions to avoid 

learning that fact. Global-Tech, 131 S.Ct. at 2070. 

[[3 

]]. Ultimately, Suprema succeeded in developing into its scanners 

the autocapture, image quality checking, and automatic segmentation processes that are covered 

by the '344 patent. See JX-29 (RealScan Basic SDK Reference Manual) at 120544-45; CX 383 

(RealScan-10 product brochure); CX-544C at 9-13, 42-43 [[ 

]]. In the "Cross-Reference to Related Applications" section at the beginning of the 

written disclosure, the '562 patent states that "[t]he present application is related to U.S. patent 

application Ser. No. 10/345,420 and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/345,366, both filed on 

]]. See Song, Tr .. at 1138 (emphasis added). 
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Jan. 16, 2003, which are incorporated by reference in their entireties."4 See '562 patent (JX-3), 

col. 1:11-14. This incorporation-by-reference language is similarly repeated three separate times 

in column 5 of the written description. See '562 patent (JX-3), col. 5:30-34, 39-42, 64-67 ("U.S. 

patent application Ser. No. 10/345,420 and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/345,366, which are 

incorporated by reference in their entireties."). The '562 and '344 patents also have overlapping 

inventors and share the same assignee, Cross Match, so a word search likely would have 

identified both patents. 

4The '344 patent issued in April 2007, six months prior to the October 2007 issue date of 
the '562 patent. See '344 patent (JX-2), '562 patent (JX-3). 
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[[ 

]]. Suprema's deliberate avoidance of acquiring knowledge of the '344 

patent is further shown by its failure to obtain the opinion of counsel. Such an opinion 

undoubtedly would have uncovered the '344 patent, the fact that both the '344 and '562 patents 

are assigned to Cross Match, and would have analyzed whether Suprema infringed any of the 

Cross Match patents. See Tr. at 1138-39, 1143-46; JX-40C at 129-30, 182-87; CX-395C at 

SPA0235176 at CMT-T-000582; JX-42C at 148, 154, 361; see, e.g., Broadcom Corp. v. 

Qualcomm Inc., 543 F.3d 683, 698-701 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 

Based on the foregoing, the Commission finds that the record evidences Suprema's 

subjective belief of the high probability that Cross Match's scanner technology was patented, and 

therefore Suprema was aware of the likelihood that the scanner products it was developing would 

be covered by Cross Match's patents, but took steps to avoid learning for certain that they were. 

See Global-Tech Appliances, 131 S. Ct. at 2071-72. Accordingly, even if Suprema did somehow 

fail to learn of the '344 patent at issue here [[ 
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]], Suprema willfully blinded itself to the evidence of the existence 

of '344 patent and therefore deliberately shielded itself from the nature of the infringing activities 

it actively encouraged and facilitated Mentalix to make. Id 

Because we find that the doctrine of "willful blindness" has been satisfied here, it is not 

necessary for the Commission to reach the issue of whether actual knowledge of the '344 patent 

has been shown by the record evidence. 

Regarding aiding and abetting direct infringement, we find that the record is replete with 

evidence of Suprema's efforts to collaborate with Mentalix to import the scanners and to help 

adapt Mentalix's FedSubmit software to work with Suprema's imported scanners and SDK to 

practice claim 19 of the '344 patent. These collaborative efforts between Suprema and Mentalix 

included, but are not limited to, [[ 

]]. 

The record evidence of these collaborative efforts is sufficient to show Suprema's aiding 

and abetting of Mentalix to adapt and integrate its FedSubmit software with Suprema's scanners 

and SDK to infringe claim 19 of the '344 patent. Accordingly, the Commission finds that 

Suprema satisfies the requisite elements for inducing infringement of claim 19 by Mentalix. 
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Contributory infringement 

The Commission finds that the record evidence is insufficient to prove that Suprema is a 

contributory infringer because complainant has failed to satisfy its burden to prove that the 

accused products have no substantial non-infringing uses. To the contrary, the evidence shows 

that Suprema provides the same scanners and SDK to all customers. The scanners and SDK 

may be modified by customers to suit their individual applications. [[ 

]] . However, Cross-Match has not provided evidence to 

show that the Suprema scanners and SDK sold to third parties have no non-infringing uses. See 

Ricoh Co. , Ltd. v. Quanta Computer Inc., 550 F.3d 1325, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2008). Nor has 

Cross-Match shown that the Suprema scanners and SDK are incapable of being used in any way 

other than by infringing claim 19 of the '344 patent. In the instant investigation, Cross Match 

alleged that several third parties directly infringed certain claims of the '562 and/or the '344 

patent based on software written by third parties that use the Suprema SDK but chose not to 

allege direct infringement of claim 19 by any of these third-party customers, and therefore there is 

no finding that this claim is directly infringed by any entity other than Mentalix. See ID at 98. 

Cross-Match's third party infringement allegations in this investigation are inconsistent with its 

argument that Suprema scanners and SDK have no non-infringing uses. Accordingly, we find 
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that Cross Match has not met its burden to demonstrate that there are no substantial 

non-infringing uses for Suprema's imported scanners and SDK. 

Contrary to Cross Match's contentions, there is no record evidence that Suprema is selling 

a unique RealScan scanner and SDK to Mentalix that is specially adapted to infringe claim 19 in 

combination with the FedSubmit software. We find that the evidence Cross Match presents 

regarding Mentalix's efforts to customize its FedSubmit software is irrelevant since the focus of a 

contributory infringement analysis is on the contributory component and whether that component 

has substantial non-infringing uses or is specially adapted to combine only with the components 

of an end-product that infringes. See CR Bard, Inc. v. Advanced Cardiovascular Sys. , Inc., 911 

F.2d 670, 674-75 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (the Court finding that the "critical issue" was " [w]hether the 

ACS catheter has no use except through practice of the patented method[.]"). The focus is not 

on whether the end-product components it combines with are specially adapted to infringe. Also, 

it is undisputed that Suprema is not a system integrator (i.e., it does not provide an integrated 
) 

:fingerprint system with a complete software application), so therefore end-users of Suprema's 

software have to develop and use their own software to operate the RealScan scanners for actual 

applications. See Jones (respondents' expert), Tr. at 1411-16. It is further undisputed 

that [[ 

]]. See Jones, Tr. at 1417-18; RDX-6C-06. Thus, we find 

that the evidence shows that all of Suprema's sales are of RealScan scanners and SDK that require 

development of unique end-user software to operate. Therefore in the hands of third-party 

customers other than Mentalix, these same scanners and SDK are capable of substantial 

non-infringing use. See JX-51C at 51, 104-05, 110-12; JX-56C at 62, 66, 72-74; JX-55C at 

21-23; JX-54C at 46-48, 54, 74-75; Mc Williams, Tr. at 671-73. 
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Based on this evidence, the Commission finds that Cross-Match has failed to satisfy its 

burden to demonstrate contributory infringement with respect to the imported Suprema scanners 

and SDK. See CR Bard, 911 F.2d at 674-75. 

4. Nexus Between Unfair Acts And Importation 

a. Parties' arguments 

Cross Match and the IA submit that the requisite nexus between the unfair acts and 

importation is established by the record evidence here. Cross Match's Submission at 7-14; Cross 

Match's Reply at 13-16; IA's Submission at 7-11; IA's Reply at 6-9. Cross Match contends that 

nexus is established here by either: (1) respondents' knowledge that the imported Real Scan 

scanners would be incorporated into an infringing device; or (2) Suprema's contributory 

infringement of claim 19. Cross Match's Submission at 7-14 (citing Certain Inkjet Ink 

Cartridges with Printheads and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-723, 201 1 ITC LEXIS 

394, Order No. 37, at *6-7 (January 28, 2011); Certain Hardware Logic Emulation Systems and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-383, 1998 ITC LEXIS 64, Comm'n Op. (April 1, 1998) 

("Hardware Logic"). Specifically, Cross Match submits that the record here provides substantial 

evidence that respondents undertook significant software programming efforts to facilitate the 

combination of imported Suprema RealScan scanners and software with Mentalix's FedSubmit 

biometric identification software. Cross Match's Submission at 8-9 (citing CX-366C at 1-3; 

CX-534C at MTX0006136; CX-382C at 1-4). Cross Match argues that respondents' knowledge 

that the RealScan scanners would be combined with the FedSubmit software to produce an 

infringing device establishes the requisite nexus between the unfair act and the importation. Id 
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Cross Match contends that Cardiac Pacemakers, where the Commission found no nexus 

due to lack of indirect infringement, is distinguishable from this investigation. Certain Cardiac 

Pacemakers and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-162, 1984 WL 273827, Order No. 37, at 

*2 (March 21, 1984). Cross Match explains that the "two minor components" at issue in 

Cardiac Pacemakers were general, off-the-shelf ruby tubes and quartz crystals that did not 

infringe, and that the Commission found that these components were "minor" and "staple articles 

used in several non-infringing applications." Cross Match's Submission at 12-14 (citing Cardiac 

Pacemakers, Order No. 37). On the other hand, Cross Match argues, the record here establishes 

that the imported RealScan scanners are not mere "minor components," but rather are 

sophisticated biometric devices with advanced optics that have also been separately adjudicated to 

infringe the '993 patent. Id.; see ID at 77. 

The IA agrees that a nexus exists based on induced infringement, and therefore contends 

that there is no need to reach the issue of contributory infringement. IA's Submission at 7-11. 

The IA asserts that DRAMs is similarly distinguishable from this case because the Commission 

did not fmd induced or contributory infringement in that investigation. Id. at 8-10 (citing 

Certain Dynamic Random Access Memories, Components Thereof and Products Containing 

Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-242, Comm'n Op. at 90-92 (Sept. 21, 1987). The IA further submits 

that other Commission precedent found a nexus based on similar facts, i.e., integration of U.S. 

components with the imported article to assemble the infringing system, and provides authority to 

also find a nexus here based on Suprema's inducement ofMentalix's direct infringement. Id. 

(citing Certain Fluidized Supporting Apparatus and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 

337-TA-182/188, Initial Determination at *143-44, 1984 ITC LEXIS 70 (June 16, 1984) ("there is 

a sufficient link between the alleged unfair acts and the assembled article if the importation of 
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components of the article is an important step in the production and sale of the article."); Certain · 

Personal Computers and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-140, Comm'n Op. at 36 (March 

9, 1984) (the Commission found a nexus existed when a computer chip containing infringing 

software was added to an imported computer after importation because the computer chip was an 

"integral part" of the infringing computer system when it was sold)). 

Respondents argue that there is no nexus between importation and respondents' unfair acts. 

Respondents' Submission at 18-29; Respondents' Reply at 25-38. They contend that under these 

circumstances, where the complete infringing article is not imported, but rather assembled in the 

United States, the Commission's authority to find a section 337 violation (and issue a remedy) is 

limited to articles that indirectly infringe, either contributorily or by inducement. Id (citing 

Cardiac Pacemakers, Order No. 37; DRAMs, Comm'n Op. at 90-92). They submit that the facts 

of this investigation are precisely like those in Cardiac Pacemakers and DRAMs where a lack of 

indirect infringement prohibits a finding of a violation of section 337. Id 

b. Analysis 

The Commission finds respondents' nexus argument moot in view of our modification to the final 

ID, as discussed supra, that there has been direct infringement of claim 19 of the '344 patent by 

Mentalix and indirect infringement of claim 19, via inducement, by Suprema. See DRAM.s, 

Comm'n Op. at 90-92; Cardiac Pacemakers, Order No. 37, at *2. 

IV. CONCLUSION ON VIOLATION WITH RESPECT TO THE '344 PATENT 

For the reasons discussed herein, the Commission has determined to modify-in-part the 

subject ID such that: (1) Mentalix is found to directly infringe claim 19 of the '344 patent; (2) 

Suprema is found to indirectly infringe claim 19 via induced infringement; and (3) Suprema is not 
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found to indirectly infringe claim 19 via contributory infringement. These actions result in a 

finding of a violation of section 337 by both respondents. Also, the Commission affirms all the 

ALJ's factual findings underlying the issues that are on review. 

V. REMEDY, PUBLIC INTEREST, AND BONDING 

For the reasons set forth below, the Commission has determined to adopt the ALJ's 

recommended determination ("RD") on remedy and bonding. See ID at 158-66. We have also 

determined that the public interest does not preclude the ALJ's recommended remedy. 

The Commission is authorized to issue a limited exclusion order when the Commission 

determines that there is a violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 

§ 1337). The ALJ recommended that ifthe Commission were to determine that there has been a 

violation of section 337, a limited exclusion order should issue that prohibits the importation into 

the United States of infringing articles, regardless of brand name, "that are manufactured abroad 

or imported by or on behalf of either respondent, or any of its affiliated companies, parents, 

subsidiaries, or other related business entities, or their successors or assigns." Id Also, the 

ALJ recommended that the order should not be limited to specifically-identified products, but 

rather should extend to all infringing products. Id The ALJ further recommended, as to 

software associated with any infringing article, that any exclusion order extend only to the 

importation of software on fixed media. Id He rejected Cross Match's argument that any 

exclusion order should block the electronic transmission of such software into the United States 

because previous investigations have found that this proposed remedy is impractical. Id (citing 

Hardware Logic, Comm'n Op. at 19-20 (refusing to bar electronic transmissions out of deference 

to Customs' limitations in its ability to enforce the order); Certain Systems for Detecting and 
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Removing Viruses or Worms, Components Thereof, and Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 

337-TA-510, Comm'n Op. at 4-5 (August 8, 2005)). 

Further, with respect to the '993 patent, the ALJ recommended that any exclusion order 

contain a reporting requirement for Cross Match. [[ 

]]. Accordingly, the ALJ found that Cross Match 

should be required to periodically certify that it is continuing to exploit the '993 patent. Id 

(citing Certain Variable Speed Wind Turbines and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-376, 

Comm'n Op. at 18, USITC Pub. 303 (Nov. 1996); Certain Wire Electrical Discharge Machining 

Apparatus and Components Thereof, Inv. No, 337-TA-290, Comm'n Op. at 20 (March 16, 1990); 

Certain Caulking Guns, Inv. No. 337-TA-139, USITC Pub. 1507, Comm'n Op. at 3 (March 

1984)). 

The ALJ also found that a cease and desist order directed to Mentalix is warranted because 

respondents admitted that [[ 

]]. Id (citing JX-44C at 124-25); see Certain Crystalline 

Cefadroxil Monohydrate, Inv. No. 337-TA-293, USITC Pub. 2391, Comm'n Op. at 37-42 (June 

1991). 

Regarding bonding, the ALJ found that, [[ 

]]. Therefore, the ALJ recommended a bond of 100 percent of the 

entered value of the covered products during the period of Presidential review. Id 
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A. Remedy 

The Commission agrees with the ALJ that the appropriate relief includes a limited 

exclusion order covering infringing biometric scanning devices, components thereof, associated 

software, and products containing the same that are manufactured abroad or imported by or on 

behalf of Suprema or Mentalix, or any of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other 

related business entities, or their successors or assigns. We also agree with the ALJ that Cross 

Match has provided specific evidence that Mentalix maintains a "commercially significant" 

inventory of accused, infringing scanner systems using the FedSubmit software products such that 

issuance of a cease and desist order directed against Mentalix is warranted. See JX-44C at 

124-25. 

The Commission also agrees with the ALJ that any exclusion order should include a 

reporting requirement with respect to the '993 patent. The record evidence establishes that [[ 

]], we view a reporting requirement as warranted in this case to that 

Cross Match continues to exploit the '993 patent while the remedy is in place. 

We further find that a cease and desist order directed to Suprema, a foreign entity, is not 

warranted. Under long-standing precedent, the Commission does not issue cease and desist 

orders directed to foreign respondents who do not have inventories in the United States because of 
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the difficulty in enforcing such an order. See, e.g., Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Products 

Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, USITC Pub. 3046, Comm'n Op. at 25, (July 1997) ("It is 

our practice to issue cease and desist orders only to domestic respondents, particularly in light of 

the difficulty of enforcing such orders against foreign entities."). Cross Match has not 

established that Suprema itself, or through an agent, maintains inventories in the United States. 

See, e.g., Certain Cast Steel Railway Wheels, Processes for Manufacturing or Relating to Same 

and Certain Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-655, Comm'n Op. at 9 (March 19, 2010) 

("the record evidence shows that respondents [including foreign respondents] maintain 

commercially significant inventories of wheels in the United States"); Certain Abrasive Products 

Made Using a Process for Powder Preforms, and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 

337-TA-449, USITC Pub. 3530, Comm'n Op. at 7-8 & n.16, (Aug. 2002) (foreign respondent's 

agent maintained a domestic inventory on respondenfs behalf). 

In addition, the Commission finds that complainant has not established evidence 

demonstrating the need for a provision in any remedial order excluding electronic importation. 

Unlike the facts of Hardware Logic where electronic importation was barred by the cease and 

desist order, Suprema's SDK software, by itself, was not found to directly or contributorily 

infringe here. See Hardware Logic, Comm'n Op. at 39-42. Moreover, we agree with the ALJ 

that enforcement of such a provision would be impractical. Id at 19-20. Accordingly, the 

Commission has determined not to issue a cease and desist order directed to Suprema or include a 

provision in any remedial order excluding electronic importation. 

B. Public interest 

When issuing an exclusion order under section 337(d) or a cease and desist order under 

section 337(£), the Commission must weigh the remedy sought against the effect such a remedy 
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would have on the following public interest factors: (1) the public health and welfare; (2) the 

competitive conditions in the United States economy; (3) the production of articles in the United 

States that are like or directly competitive with those subject to the investigation; and (4) United 

States conswners. See 19 U.S.C. §§ 1337(d)(l), (f)(l). 

The Commission finds that its remedial orders are not contrary to the public interest since 

U.S. demand for biometric scanning devices, components thereof, associated software, and 

products containing the same can be met by other entities, including Cross Match. We also find 

that respondent has not presented evidence that an exemption for repair parts is necessary in this 

case for any remedial order. See Certain Liquid Crystals Display Modules, Products Containing 

Same, and Methods Using the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-634, Comm'n Op. at 8 (Nov. 24, 2009) 

("LCD Devices"). Tellingly, unlike LCD Devices, there have been no third-party submissions 

regarding remedy, the public interest, and bonding. Also, respondents have not made clear 

exactly what "replacement parts" are necessary to import here, what burdens and expenses would 

be imposed on third parties in the absence of such a "repair parts" exemption, and how long such 

an exemption is necessary to be in effect. 

Also, we specifically find that our remedial orders with respect to claim 19 of the '344 

patent are not contrary to the public interest because the record evidence fiI:mly establishes that [[ 
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]]. 

C. Bonding 

Section 337G) provides for entry of infringing articles during the sixty (60) day period of 

Presidential review upon posting of a bond and states that the bond is to be set at a level 

"sufficient to protect the complainant from any injury." 19 U.S.C. § 13370)(3); see also 19 

C.F.R. § 210.50(a)(3). · 

The Commission has determined that the posting of a bond is warranted in this case 

because Cross Match has proven that it exploits all of the patents at issue in the United States, and 

therefore any infringing importation undercuts the domestic industry and results in injury to Cross 

Match. See 19 U.S.C. § 13370)(3); ID at 142-44 (finding that Complainant satisfies technical 

prong) (unreviewed by Commission). The Commission also agrees.with the ALJ that [[ 
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]]. Accordingly, the Commission has determined that a bond of 100 percent of 

the entered value for the covered products is appropriate during the period of Presidential review. 

See Digital Multimeters, Comm'n Op. at 12-13. 

D. Request for a Hearing 

The Commission has determined that no hearing pursuant to Commission Rule 210.45(a) 

is warranted here because this case does not present any special circumstances that can be 

resolved only by holding a hearing on the issues of remedy, the public interest, and bonding. 

Again, tellingly, no third-parties filed submissions in this investigation. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Commission has determined that there has been a violation of section 337, and has 

further determined that the appropriate form of relief is a limited exclusion order prohibiting the 

unlicensed entry of biometric scanning devices, components thereof, associated software, and 

products containing the same that infringe one or more of claims 10, 12, and 15 of the '993 

patent or claim 19 of the '344 patent, and that are manufactured abroad or imported by or on 

behalf of Suprema or Mentalix, or any of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other 

related business entities, or their successors or assigns. The Commission has also determined to 

issue a cease and desist order directed to Mentalix prohibiting it from importing, selling, 

advertising, distributing, marketing, consigning, transferring (except for exportation), offering 

for sale in the United States and soliciting U.S. agents or distributors for the subject products. 

The Commission further has determined that the public interest factors enumerated in 

section 337(d)(l) (19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(l)) and (f)(l ) (19 U.S.C. § 1337(f)(l) do not preclude 

issuance of the limited exclusion order and cease and desist order. Finally, the Commission 
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determined that there should be a 100 percent bond of the entered value of the covered products 

during the period of Presidential review. 

By order of the Commission. 

es R. Hol ein 
ecretary to the Commission 

Issued: November 10, 2011 
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(57J ABSTRACT 

Leas systems for use ia fingerprint detectioo systems 
employing frustrated total internal reJlcction are provided. 
The sysiems include an aperture stop aad three lens uaits. 
The first lens unit has a positive power, is located oa the 
object side o[ the aperture stop, and forms a te\cceatric pupil 
for the lees system. The second lens uail bas a positive 
power, is located on the image side of the first lens unit, aad 
forms a real image of the object. lo certain embodiment<;, the 
third lens unit is located between !be first and second lens 

and has substaatially afocal cyliadrical power. lo other 
embodimcalS, the third lens unit serves to correct the field 
curvature of the image contributed by lhe fust and second 
lens units. 

18 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets 
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LENS SYSTEMS FOR USE IN FINGERPRINT 
DETECTCON 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to lens systems and, in panicular, 10 

lens syslems for use in fingerprinl detection where an image 
of fingerprint ridges is produced by means of frusirated to1al 
internal reflection at the tilted face of a prism. 

BACKGROUND OF TIIE INVENTION 

2 
(b) an aperture slop which is separate from or a part of a leos 

elcmen1; 
(c) a first lens unit comprising one or more leas elements, 

said first lens unit having a positive p0wer and being 
located between the aperrure stop and the prism for 
forming a tclecenlric entrance pupil; 

(d) a secood leos unit comprising ooe or more lens elements, 
said second lens unit having a positive power and being 
located on the i01age side of lbe apce1urc 6top, said second 

10 lens unit forming a real image of the object, e .g., an image 
A description of some of the problcros involved in fin· which can be viewed with an electronic detector such as 

gerprint detection usiog frustrated total internal reflection ° video camera; aod 
can be found io Stoltzmann et al., "Versatile anamorphic (e) a third lens unit comprising one or more lens elements, 
electronic fingerprinting: design and manufacturing said third lens unit being located between the first and 
considerations," SPIE, Vol. 2537, pages 105-ll6, August second lens unilS and having a cylindrical optical power 
1995. These authors conclude that the optical system used 10 

15 which is substantially afocal, i.e., the I bird leas unit has a 
form the image of the fingerprint ridges should include very long focal length but nol an infinite focal length so 
prisms for correcting oplical distortioo. In practice, 30 that 1he uoil can provide sorne correction for field c11rva-
op1ical system employing prisms is expensive to maoufac· ture. 
ture lo 30 oplical system employing oaly leas The first lens uait is preferably a single lens clement 
elemeo , bolh because prisms themselves are e xpensive and 20 wbicb is composed of eitber a bigb index glass or ;i plastic 

material, in wbich case, at least one surface of the lens 
because collimaling optics arc required to avoid introducing element is :I.Spherical. The second Jens unil is preferably a 
aberrations. single lens element which is composed of either a high index 

Significantly with regard to the present invention, Stoll.x- glass or a plastic material, in wbicb case, al least one surface 
maon el al. specifically teach away from the use o( aa oplica l of 1he leas e!emenl is aspberical. 
system employing ooly leas clements to produce an image 25 The third Jens unit having cylindrical power is preferably 
of fingerprint ridges. In particular, I.hey state that a system a single molded plastic leas element having a substanlial 
employing cylindrical lenses cannot successfully correct for thickness, e.g., the lens element preferably bas a thickness 
high levels of borizoataVvertical compression. wbicb is about equal to tbe leas element's maximum clear 

As an alternative to distortion correcting prisms, Babu- aperture. Preferably, one of the optical sutfaccs of tbc !bird 
guna et al., "Prism fingcrprinl sensor that uses a holographic 30 lens unit is adjacent to the system's aperture slop, e.g .. one 
optical element," Applied Optics, Vol. 35, pages 5242-5245, of the optical surfaces of the third !cos unil is substantially 
September 1996, describe using a holographic optical cle- iJi oootact with a mechanical aperrure stop. AJteroatively, the 
rneat lo achieve total iolernal rcOectioo without tilting tbc aperture slOp can be formed directly on a surface of 1be lhird 
object (lingerprinl ridges), thus allowing a rectilinear image lens unit. 
of the object to be produced using only leas eleOlcnlS. 'lbc 35 The cylinddcal power of the third lens unit is used 10 
use of a holographic optical elemeol, of course, increases tbe reduce the size of the image in one direciion only. Io 
cost and complexity of lbe optical system. particular, the combination of tbe tilled first surface of the 

Hebert, Robert T., "Off-axis optical clements in prism and the teleoentric entrance pupil formed by the first 
integrated, injection-molded assemblies/ SPIE, 2600, leas unit causes the image of the object to be foreshortened 
pages 129-134, December 1995, describes another approach 40 in the direction of tbe till of the first surface. The cylindrical 
to the fingerprint detection problem, namely, lhe use of power of the third leas unit serves to eliminate Ibis effect by 
olI-axis optics to avoid tilting lbe object. lbis approach reducing tbe size of tbe image in the direction orthogonal lo 
requires the use of complex optical surfaces which are the direction io which the image has been foreshortened. lo 
difficult to manufacture economically. this way, 1be final image magnification (image reduction) al 

45 tbe detector is the same in both the direction of the lilt aod DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION the direction orthogonal to the lilt. 
lo view of the foregoing, it is an object of the i.a.veotioa 

to provide improved lens systems for use io fiogerprint 
detection. lo particular, it is an object of the invention to 
provide lens systems which employ oaly lens elements aod 
do nol employ distortion correcting priscas. holographic 50 

optical elements, or olf-axis optics. 

lo addjtion lo reducing the size of tbe image in the 
direction onhogonal to lbe tilt, i.e., in addition to reducing 
tbe anamorph.osis of the image, the cylindrical power also 
helps in correcting the field curvature of the image. To 
achieve this result, the first and second lens Wlits arc 
preferably designed to compensate for astigmatism in a 
direction perpeodicular to the cylindrical power plane. A further object of the inveoeion is to provide inexpensive 

leas systems for use io fingerprint detection systems. ln 
particular, it is an objea of the invention to provide leas 
systems for use in fingerprint detection which comprise 
molded leas elements which can be produced in large 
quantities al low cost. 

To achieve these aod other objects, ·the invention in 
aocordaocc with a first of its aspects provides an optical 
syslem having an optical axis, said system forming an image 
of an object, e.g .. fingerprint ridges, and comprising: 
(a) a prism having a surface for contacting tbe object 

and a second surface, said first surface being oriented with 
respect to the optical axis al an angle greater than the 
angle of total internal reflection of the surface, e.g., at an 
angle greater than about 42° for a prism composed of BK7 
glass; 

In accordance with a second of its aspects, tbe ioventioo 
provides an optical system baviog ao optical axis, said 

ss system fonniog an image of an object and comprising: 
(a) a prism having a first surface for cootacriog 1be object 

and a second surface, said fust surface being orieoted with 
respect lo the optical axis al an angle greater tbao the 
angle of total internal reflection of lhe surlaoe; 

60 (b) an aperture stop which is sepan.te from or a part of a I cos 
element; 

( c) a fust lens unit comprising one or more tens clements, 
said firsl lens unit having a positive power and being 
located between tbe aperture stop aod the prism for 

65 form.iog a teleceotric entrance pupil; 
(d) a second lens unit for forming t real image of the object, 

said second lens unit comprising one or more lens 
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cleroeots, bavioga positive power, aod being oo tbe image 
side of the first lens unit; aad 

(e) a third leas unit comprising one or more lens elements, 
said third lens unit correcting the field curvature of the 
image contributed by the first and second lens units. 
For this second aspect of the invention, the first and 

second tens units arc again each preferably a single lens 
element which is composed of either a high index glass or 

4 
from the exit surface of the prism to the image. "Maximum 
Field" is the maximum linear half length of the tilted object 
projected onto a vertical surface. "Primary is the 
monochromatic wavelength used in designing the leas sys-

S tcm. 1be tables are constructed oa the assumptions that light 
travels from left to right in the figures and that the object and 
the image satisfy the Scbleimpfiug condition. 

The aspheric coefficients set forth ia Tables 1, 3, and 5 are 

10 
for use in the following equation: 

ci 
t: +Dy"'+-£{'+ Fl+ Cy10 + lly'' +- ly14 

a plastic material. As with the first aspect of the invention, 
when a single lens element composed of plastic is used for 
the first and/or the secood lens unit, that element will have 
at least one surface which is aspherical. 

The third lens unit for cocrecting field curvature is pref-
erably a single negative meniscus leas element composed of 
plastic, e.g., & molded plastic element, which is located IS 
either io the vicinity of the aperture slop or in the vicinity of 
the image. The third lens unit preferably includes at lea.st one 
aspherical surface. 

I + {t-(l +kJc2rl" 

where z is tbe surface sag at a distaace y Crom the optical 
axis of the system, c is the curvature of the lens at 1bc optical 
axis, and k is a conic constant, whicb is zero except where 
iodicated in °tbe tables. Instead of using the above equatioo, 
tbe asphericsurface for the leas system of Table 2 is defined 

For Ibis second aspect of the invention, correction for the 
forcsborieniog introduced by the tilted object as seen from 
the telecentric entrance pupil can be acbieved by processing 20 
the image after detection either witb electronic hardware or 
with computer software. 

by an even power polyaomial having tbe coefficients shown 
in the table, where r is the distance from tbe optical axis. 

FlG. 1 and Table l iUustrate a lens system consU11cted in 
accordance with the inveotioa which employs a cylindrical 
lens (l2) for distortion correction. As shown in FIG. lC, the 
lens system produces a rectangular image of a rectangular 
objecL In particular, the crosses in this figure ue calculated 
image points while the grid repceseots the ideal rectilinear 
image. The field used in producing this figure was 185 
millimeters wide and 26.2 millimeters high, while the image 

1be above lens systems ace preferably used with rooao-
cbromatic light sources, e.g., witb LEDs, and thus do not 
provide CQ\or correction. However, color correction can be 25 
added lo the lenses if desired. For monochromatic 
illurninalioa, it may be desirable to dye oae or more of the 
lens eleroentS to reject ambient ligbt while traasmilliog the 
monocbror:nalic iUuroination. 

BRIEF DESCRf PTION OP THE DRAWINGS 
flG. 1A is a schematic drawing of a Jens system con-

structed in accordaooc with the lin;t aspect of tbe invention. 
(FIG. 1B is} FIGS. 1B·1 aod lD-2 are schematic drawing 

drawings of the Leos system of FIG. lA illustrating the 
orientation of the cylindrical lens element of this system, as 
viewed from the side aod tbe top, respectively. 

FIG. lC is a plot of grid distortioa for the lens system of 
FIG. lA. 

AG. 2A is a schematic dtawiag of a Jens system con-
structed in accocdaoce with the secoad aspect of the inveo-
tioo. 

FIG. 28 is a plot of grid distortioa f.or the leas system of 
FIG. 2A. 

FIGS. 3-S are schematic drawings of further lens systems 
constructed in accordance with the secoad aspect of the 
ioventioo. 

Tue foregoing drawings, wbicb are incorporated in and 
coostitute part of the speciJicatioo, iUustrate the pceferrcd 
embodiments of the invention, aad together with the 
description, serve to explain the priDciplcs of the invention. 
It is to be understood, of course, that both the aod 
the description ace explanatory only and are not restrictive of 
the inveation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIGS. lA. lB, 2A, and 3-.S illustrate various lens systems 
coostrueted in accordance with the iaventioo. Correspond-
ing prescriptions and perfonnance characteristics appear in 
Tables l to 5, respectively. · 

SCHOTr designatioas &re used for the glasses employed 
in the lens systems. Equivalent glasses made by othet 
manufacturers can be used in the practioe of the ioventioa. 
Industry acceptable materials are used for the acrylic ele-
ments. 

All dimensions given in the tables are in millimeters 
exoept where indicated. "Total Track" refers to the distance 

30 was 3.6 millimeters wide and 5.1 millimeters high. 
FIGS. 2-S and Tables 2-5 illustrate various lens systems 

constructed in accordance with the invcation which employ 
only rotatiooaUy symmetric Jens elements, as opposed to a 

35 cylindrical element as in FIG. l and Table l. As illustrated 
in FIG. 28, these lens systems produce a square image of a 
rectaagular object. la particular, the field used in producing 
this figuce was 18.5 millimeters wide and 26.2 millimeters 
bigb, as in FIG. lC, but the image, rather tbao being 

40 rectaagular, is a square 3.5 millimeters oo a side. As dis-
cussed above, rectangular data can be obtained from this 
square image by processiag the image after detection either 
with electronic hardwace or with computer software. As in 
FIG. lC, the crosses in FIG. 28 are calculated image points 
while tbe grid representS the ideal rectilioear image. 

45 The lens syscems of FIGS. 2-5 illustrate the following 
features of tbe invention: FIG. 2 illustrates the use of a conic 
first lens element, a spherical glass secood leas element, aod 
a molded plastic third lens element having oac aspberical 
surface; FIG. 3 illustnues an all plastic system where each 

so lens clement bas one aspberical surlace; HG. 4 illustrates a.n 
all glass spherical !iystem; and FIG. S illustrates a system 
having a short object to image di.slaace. 

Table 6 shows the correspondeace bctweeo the leas 
elements of FIGS. 1-S and the first, second, aod third lens 

SS units referred to above and in the claims. 
Pcefecably tbe first leas uait of both the first and second 

embodimeats of the inveatioa bas a focal length f1 which is 
less than about 0.75 times the total track for lens systems 
which include an aspherical surface and less than about 1.25 

60 times the total track for systems employing spherical lens 
clements. Table 7 sets forth the f1 aod total track values for 
the Jens systems of Examples 1-5 

Although preferred aad other embodiments of the iaveo-
tioa have been described herein, further embodiments may 

65 be perceived by those skilled in tbe at1 without departing 
from the scope of the invention as defined by the followiog 
claims. 
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Surf Type 

OBJ TILTSURF 
I STANDARD 
2 STANDARD 
J EVli.NASPH 

STO STANDARD 
s TOROIOA.L 
6 TOllOIO/\L 
1 STANDARD 
8 l!VENASPH 

IMA TIJ.:rSURF 

Surf. 0 

J 1 12304"/l!·S 

5 

TABLE l 
SYST£M DATA 

Total Tmdt 
WorlWlg F/I 
ObJ. Spocc N.A. 
Maxi.o:u01 Field 
Primaty Wave 

107593 
S.10882 
o.on 

13.1 
0.65()()00 CliclOOI 

SURFACE DATA SUMMARY 

!Udtus Thickne<s Gius 

2S BK7 
lnliAity 2 
25.70843 S.2 ACRYUC 

231.1318 Sl.10056 
lnlillity 0 
Cofullty s BK? 
lnfi.aity 20.21059 
IJ.64298 S.8 ACRYLIC 

-18.10471 17.62166 
0 

SURFACE OX!'A OEYJL 

Object Sutl'ace Ttltcd 4S degrees 
linage Surface Tilted 6.S degrees 

ASPHERICAL SURFAC1! DATA 

I! p G 

-1. 7388111'!-ll 

D1amelcf 

26.20408 
26.09679 
26.0-4222 
2S.203J 
2.487769 
2.SS6231 
4.734597 

13.95049 
13.S8SJ6 
6.167979 

H 

Conic 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-S.661331 

6 

8 3.9S42S7E·S J.313741!·7 4.1642351!·8 -U>6S281E-9 4.1328211!·11 -3.018"71!·13 

S111facoS TOROIDAL RMJius Of revdulioL -J.967406 
Sudacc 6 TOROIDAL Radim of revolutio.L -6.046119 

lS 

TABLE 2 TABLE 2-cootinued 

SYSlllM OnA STAN· KIO 6.598144 

40 OARD 
STAtl· 3.073549 2.831673 3.660189 

135.915 OARD 
Wortillg F/# 4.36037 STO STAN· ln6.oity 8.328321 3.o99801 
Muimwn 1'"16ld lS.89 OARD 
Primary Wave 0.650000 microns 4S 7 SfAN· 250.2192 s ACRY- 7.829303 

OARD UC 

SURFACI! DAXA SUMMARY 8 EVEN- -9.010055 20.3TnS 9.061809 
ASPll 

IMA TUX· 0 6.1.14792 
Sud 1)pe Radius Thicbas Glass Dialll<l<I Cook so SURF 

01)) 111:1' '2.S BIO 31 .1S003 SURFACE DATA DETAIL 
SURF 

I STAN· lallaily S.190437 3U!6J97 0 SS 
Object Sur!a.ce Tilted 4S degrees 

OARD Im.ls- Surfaco Ttlled 7.21 degrees 

2 STAN- 136.3678 6 ACRY· 33.13347 0 SwUcc 8 A&pbcrial for powers of r 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

DARO UC r2: -4.02235599; r': S 6363441!-S; t°: 9.3.S07SJE·6; r*: - 1.1630311!-6; 
J l>TAN· -66.82181 83.18716 32.97939 -l.393647 

60 r'0 : 8.182n4E-8: r'': -2.9JS787E·9; r": 4.16231!-ll 
DARO 

6S 
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5,900,993 

Sur( 1)'pc 

OBJ TILTSURF 
I STANDARD 
2 EVENASPH 
3 STANDARD 
4 STANDARD 
5 EVENASPH 

sro STANDARD 
1 EVEN AS PH 

IMA ncrsuRF 

Surf. D 

7 

TABLE3 
SYSTEM DATA 

70 
4.30765 
0.022 

13.102 

'Ibi..I T,.ck 
Worlciug F/# 
Obj. N.A. 
Maximum Field 
Primary Wave 0.650000 micteo• 

SURFACE DATA SUMMARY 

Radius Thiele• ... 01 ... 

II DK7 
lafulily 0.2 

39.89135 4.473029 ACRYUC 
-48.18966 S3.S63Sl 

- 2906349 1.339289. ACRYUC 
-2.656021 0.2 

2.184049 1.523577 ACRYUC 
2191862 8.700297 

0 

SURFACE DATA OET/\ll.. 

Obje<:t Swfia: 11lted 45 degr.._. 
Imago Surfac.: Tilted 6.8 dcgre .. 

ASPHERICAL SURFAC1! DATA 

F 0 

2 -1.67692.sE-6 5.3682151!·9 
s 0.004577371 0.0007814665 -.0004157694 0.0001039365 

DiAmt:t<r 

26.20408 
27.90575 
28.21343 
28.J9i67 
2.914914 

• 3.107117 
2.657442 
2.213909 
4.932881 

H 

8 

Cooic 

0 
-5.826537 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 0.004622665 0.008402386 -0.005215569 -.0002330626 0.006666924 -0.0032Sl7!3 

TABLE 4 
35 

TABLE 5 

SYSTEM DATA SYsrEMDATA 

TotalTtac:lt 40.1763 
lbtal Tn.ck 70 Worl::i"3 P/# 4.33983 
Worki.ng F/# 4.31084 Obj: Spaa: N.A. 0.022 

40 Maximum rield 13.102 Obj. Spaa: N.A. 0.022 
Primary Wave 0.650000 miaon.a Muimum rield 13.102 

PrU...ry Wave 0.650000 cnlcrons SURFACE DATA SUMMARY 

SURFA<:e DATA SUMMARY 45 
Surf 1)'pc Radilla Thiclmess Glass OiAmeter 

OBJ TILT· 11 BK7 26.20408 
Surf 1)'pc Radius Thiclmess 01 ... Di.&mc:tcr SURF 

STAN· Infinity 0.2 22 
OBI tu:rSURF 11 BK7 26.2()-1()8 DARO 

I STANDARD Infinity 0.2 27.48681 0 so 2 £VEN· 20.65035 J..5 ACRYUC 22 

2 STANDARD 43.31 3.5 SFl 27.77$74 0 ASPH 
STAN- -31.72422 29.02133 22 

3 5LO.NDARD -111.85 49.17685 27.58l0S 0 DARO 
4 STANOAlW -3.2340SI 0.8 BK7 s 0 4 !!VEN· -1.10406 ACRYUC 26 
s STANDARD 6.522 0.25 s 0 ASPH 
6 STANDARD 12474 1.4 SFl s 0 SS s STAN· -2198759 0.1 2.6 
7 STANDARD -7.133 0.2 s 0 DARO 

sro STANDARD l.r!Mily 1.3 SF6 s 0 STO STAN· 1.547474 I ACRYUC 2 
OARD 

9 STANDARD -6.522 13.17316 . s o. 1 EVEN· 1.829054 0.4824209 2 
!MA nusuRf 0 4.9432 

60 ASPH 
STAN· J.7SS336 1.11nu ACRYUC 2.6 

SURFAa; DATA Df:I"All. DARO 
9 l!VEN· 2..020989 3.694845 26 

Object Surfa<:e: 1l1Lcd 4S dcgl"US 
ASPH 

lMA 'JTlX. 076063 
lmogo Swfaae: Tl11ed 6.2 degtoco 65 SURF 
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9 
TABLE S-<:ootinued 
SURFACE DATA DETAil. 

Object Surfa.:e: Tiiled 45 degr-
Image Surfocc: Ttllcd S.02 deg.cc• 

ASPHERICAL SURFACE DATA 

Surf. 0 E F 

2 - 4.629466E·S - 4.629466E.S 
4 0.01786009 0.0319493 -O.OSS70782 
7 0.0600!SS7 0.0J78S6JJ -0.03016861 
9 0.013198:>3 0.001277422 0.001882929 

TABLE 6 

Enrnplc Unit l Uoit2 

1 Ll L3 
2 Ll L3 
3 Ll u 
4 w IA s u W,IA 

TABLE 7 
Ex.I Ex.2 Ex.3 Ex.4 

c, 58.6 92.6 45.6 71.1 
ToUI track 107.6 135.9 70.0 70.0 

C.flbtal trad: 0.54 Q.68 0.6S 1.0 

Whal is claimed is: 

5,900,993 

0 

0.03130791 
O.OJSS2276 
0.001614795 

Unil 3 

u 
u 
L3 

1..2, L3 
l2 

Ex.S 

26.1 
40.2 
0.65 

s 

10 

IS 

20 

2S 

30 

10 
4. The optical sy:stem of claim 1 wherein the second leos 

unit comprises at least ooe aspherical surface. 
5. The optical system of claim l wherein the second lens 

unit consi.s!s oC a single lens element. 
6. The optical system of claim 1 wherein the third lens 

unit comprises ao optical surface which is adjac:eol to the 
aperture stop. 

7. Tile optical sySlem of claim 1 wherein the third lens 
unit consists o( a single lens element. 

8. The optical system of claim l wherein tile cylindrical 
power of the third lens unit is used 10 reduce the size of the 
image in one direction only. 

9. The optical system of claim I wherein the cylindrical 
power of the third Jens unit serves to reduce the field 
curvature of tbe image coatribu1ed by the first and second 
lens \!nits. 

10. An optical system having an optical axis, said system 
forming an image of an object and comprising: 

a) a prism having a first surface for contacting the object 
and a second surface, said first surface being oriented 
with respect to the optical axis al an aogle greater than 
the angle of total internal rellectioo of the surface; 

b) an aperture stop; 
c) a first leas unit having a positive power between the 

aperture stop and the prisw for forruing a telcccotric 
entrance pupil; 

d) a second lens unit having a positive power for forming 
a real image of the object, said second lens unit being 
oo the image side of the first lens unit; aod 

1. An optical system having an optical axis, said system 
forming an image of an object and comprising: : 35 

e) a third lens unit for correcting the field curvature of the 
image oontributed by the fi.rsl aod second lens uoits. 

11. The optical system of claim 10 wherein 1be first lens 
unit comprises at least one aspberical surface. a) a prism having a first surface for a>ntacting tbe object 

and a secood surface, said first surface being oriented 
with respect lO tbe optical axis at an angle greater than 
lbe angle of total internal reflectioo of the surface; 

b) an aperture stop; 
c) a first lens unit having a positive power between the 

aperture stop and the prism for forming a teleceotric 
enua·nce pupil; 

cl) a second lens unit having a positive power oo lbc image 
side of the aperture stop for forming a real image of the 
object; aod 

c) a lbird lens unit between the first and SCGOod lens units, 
said lhird lens uoit naviog cylindrical power, said 
cylindrical power being substanliaUy afocal. 

12. Tbe optical system of claim 10 wherein the first lens 
unit consists of a single leas element. 

13. 1bc optical system of claim 10 wherein.the second 
40 lens unit comprises al least ooe aspherical surface. 

14. The optical system of claim 10 wherein the secoad 
lens unit consists of a single lcos element. 

15. The optical system of claim 10 wherein the third lens 
45 unit bas a negative power. 

16. The optical system of claim 10 wherein the third lens 
unit bas ao overall meniscus shape. 

17. 1be optical system of claim 10 wbereio the third lens 
unit comprises an i!Spllcrical surface. 

2. The optical system of claim 1 wherein the first lens unit so 
comprises al least ooe aspberical surface. 

18. The optical system of claim 10 wherein the third lens 
unit coosisls of a single lens element. · 

3. The optical system of claim 1 wherein the first lens unit . 
consists of a single leas elemeol. • • • • • 
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BlOMETR!C IMAGING SYSTEM AND 
MF.Toon 

2 
What is needed is a fingerprint workstation that can 

capture plain impression fingerprints. What is also needed is 
an atfordable fingerprint workstation with reduced complex-
i1y relative to a convemional rolled prinl workstation, which CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATIONS 

The present applica1ioo claims the benefit of U.S. Provi-
sional Patent Application No. 60/348,678, filed on Jan. 17, 
2002, wh.ich is incorporated by reference herein in its 
eatircty. 

5 can provide data and fingerprinl image integrity based on 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) certification stan-
dards. What is further needed is a fingerprint workstation 
that can: capture up to four simultaneous fingerprint impres-
sions as a single image, segment the single image to create 

The present application is related to U.S. patent applica-
1ion S1:r. No. I 0/345,366, filed concw-r.:u1ly ben.'Witb, wbi"b 

10 four separate images, and aulomatically detc1D1ine whether 
the single image is a left or right hand image. 

is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 
The present application is related to U.S. patent applica-

tion Ser. No. 10/050,046, filed Jan. 17, 2002 (now U.S. Pat. ts 
No. 6.954.260 1ha1 issued Oct. 11. 2005), and eutitlod 
''Systems and Methods For Illuminating A Platen ln A Print 
Scanner," and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/047,983, 
filed oo Jan. 17, 2002 (now U.S. Pal No. 6,809,303 that 
issued Oct. 26, 2004), and entitled "Platen Heaters For 20 
Biometric Image Capturi.ng Devices," which are both incor-
porated by reference herein in their entireties. 

BACKGROUND OF THB INVENTION 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF TiiE JNVENTlON 

Embodiments of the present invention provide a ten-print 
plain impression fingerprint workstation system and method 
that can ensure data and fingerprint image integrity and 
adhere to FBI certification standards. The system and 
method can be used to capture up to four simuliaueous 
fingerprint impressions as a single image and segment the 
single image to create four separate .images. The system and 
method also can distinguish whether fingerprint impressions 
from a left or right hand were captured. 

Embodiments of the present invention are dirocted to a 
l. Field of the Invention is ten-print plain impression fingerprint scanner system and 

method. The ten-print scanner has a finger guide and a platen 
The present invention is generally related to biometric that assists in positioning four finger slaps onto the platen. 

imaging systems. More particularly, the present invention is The ten-print scanner also includes at least four indicators 
related to a fingerprint imaging system. that provide real-time feedback for each fui,ger of a finger-

2. Bac.k.ground Ar1 JO print image of !he four finger slaps. In another embodiment 
Biometrics is a science involving the analysis of biofogi- of the present invention, the ten-print scanner can be a part 

cal characteristics. Biometric imaging captures a measurable of a fingeqirint workstation. The fl.!lSerprint workstation also 
characteristic of 8 human being for identity purposes. Print includes a computer that is interfaced to the ten-print scan-
capture and recognition is ao important biometric tcchnol- ner vi3 3 communication link. 
ogy. Law enforcement, banking, voting. and other industries JS 
increasingly rely upon prints as a biometric to store, recog- Embodiments of the present invention provide a method 
nizc or verify identity. See, e.g., Gary Roethenbaugh, Bio- including scanning a prin1 image, processing the scanned 
melrics Explained, International Computer Security Asso- image, and separating the processed image into individual 
ciation, Inc., pp. 1-34, (1998), which is incorporated herein images. method also inclu_des _comparing ';he 
by reference in its entirety. Generally, a biometric is a 40 pnnt_ to a unage,, quality 
measurable, physical characteristic or personal behavior trait the unages, 111dica1Jog quality. cl_as-
used to recognize the identity, or verify lhe claimed identity, sification of the Llll3ge based on class1f)'lng 
of a person who has a biometric reference template (e.g., step'. and whether lhe pnnl unage is of a good 
data that represents a biometric measurement) on file. quality. . . . . 

One type of biometric imaging .system is an Automatic 45 • of the mvenllo_n provide. a 
Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS). Automatic Finger- scan.rung a pn_.ot unage, filtenng the image, 
print Identification Systems can be used for law enforcement the fiitei:oo image. The 
purposes to collect print images from criminal ruspects deteclJng a fiogerpnnt area based on the b1oanz.ed image, 
wheo they are arrested. detecting a. shape based the binarized image, 

One type of AFIS input device is a ten-print scanner. 50 and dctenrurung whether !he fingerpnnt area aod shape are 
Typically, ten-print scanners require each finger to be . . . 
imaged using a roll print technique. Each finger is identified of the. 
prior to imaging (e.g., right band thumb, right hand ring for process10g fingcrpnnts 10cluding scanrung a pnnt 
finger, left hand middle finger, etc). This enables the device of at least one finger a platen and 
to know whether the left or right hand is being imaged and ss whether the scanned pnnt data 
to know wb.ere to place the imaged print on a fmgerprint of at least one finger positioned at a diagonal relative to a 
card. Unfortunately, the process of rolling each finger to section of the platen. 
obtain prints during an arrest or background check is a Embodiments of the present invention provide a system 
relatively complex and tiroe consuming process. Also, ten- including a platen that receives a fmger or tbumb, a scanner 
print scanners are usually custom-made consoles. Such 60 that scans the finger or thumb on the platen, and a processor 
consoles contain built-in equipment, such as a mon.itor, a that processes the scanned .image. The system also includes 
keyboard, a pointing device, and at least oue processor for a separator that separates the processed image into indi-
processing and viewing fingerprint images. Custom-made vidual fingerprint images and a oomparator that compares 
consoles arc very expensive and are manufactured at low the print image to a previously scanned print image. The 
volume l'lltes. Custom-made consoles are also burdened with 6S system furthec includes a quality classifier that quality 
high maintenance oosts. When the console malfunctions, the classifies the separated images and an output device that 
entire system is inope.rable. indicates a quality classification of the print image based on 
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the classifier. The system further includes an image quality 
detennutlng device that determines whether tbe print image 
1s of a good quality. 

Further embodiments, features, and adva01ages of the 
present invention, as well as the structure and operation of 
the various embodiments of the present invention, are 
described in detail below with reference to the accompany-
ing drawings. 

4 
FIG. 16 sbows a section of the four finger slap image in 

FIG. 14. 
FIG. 17 show images of thumbs according to embodi-

meuts of the present invention. 
flG. 18 shows a system that captures and processes 

biometric images according to embodiments of the present 
invention. 

The features and advantages of the preseru invention will 
bec)omc more apparent from the detailed description set 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FlGURES 10 forth below when taken io conjunction with the drawings in 
wruch ltke reference characters identify corresponding ele-
ments throughout. In the drawings, like reference numbers 
generally indicate identical, functionally similar, aud/or 

Tue accompanying drawings, which are incorporated 
herein and fonn part of the specification, illustrate the 
present invention aud, together with the descriptiou, further 
serve to explain tbe principles of the invention and to enable IS 
a person skilled in the pertinent art(s) to make aud use the 
invention. · 

PIG. lA shows a fingerprint workstation according to an 
cmboclimcnt of the present invention. 

FIG. JB shows an exemplary computer system. 
FIG. lC shows an exemplary electrical for a 

fingerprint workstation according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

20 

structvrally similar elements. The drawings in which an 
element first appears is indicated by the leftmost digit(s) in 
the corresponding reference number. 

DBTAJLED DBSCRJPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

While the present invention is described herein with 
reference to illustrative embodiments for particular applica-
tions, it sbould be understood that the invention is not 
limited thereto. Those skilled in the art(s) with access to che FIG. 2 shows a ten-print scanner according to an embodi-

ment of the present invention. 
FIG. 3 shows a finger guide and a platen of a fingerprint 

workstation according to an emlxxliment of the present 
invention. 

2s teachings provided herein will recognize additional modifi-
cations, applications, and embodiments within the scope 
thereof and additional fields in which the present invention 
would be of significaut utility. 

FIG. 4A shows left-band positioning on a finger guide of 
a fingerprint workstation acconling to an embodiment of the 30 

present invention. 
PIO. 48 shows rigbl-band positioning on a finger guide of 

a ftngerprint workstation according to an embodiment of the 
present inventiou. 

FIG. 4C shows thumb positioning of a finger guide of a 35 

fingerprint workstation according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. S shows feedback indicators for a fingerpriut work-
station according to an embodiment of the present inventiou. 

40 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram depicting a method that deter-
mines a quality of individual fingerprints according to an 
embodimeut of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram depicting a method for process-
ing four finger slap images according to an embodiment of <IS 
the present invention. 

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram depicting a method for deter-
mining whether a scanned four finger slap is a right hand or 
a left hand according to an embodiment of tbe present 
invention. so 

FIG. 9 shows an electrical/optical system of a ten-print 
scanner according to an embodiment of the preseut inven-
tion. 

FIG. 1 O shows a pla<:ement of fingerprints onto a finger-
print card. SS 

PIG. 11 shows a 90 degree cross section of an exemplary 
optical system according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 12 sbows an exemplary illumination system accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention. 60 

FIG. 13 is a flow diagram depicting a method of capturing 
nnd proccssi.qg print images acoording to embodiments of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 14 shows a four finger slap image according to 
embodiments of the present invention. 6S 

FIG. 15 shows a four finger slap image according to 
embodiments of the present invention. 

Tcrminoloizy 
Overview 

Sections 

The Electrical System 
The Optical System 
Finger Guide and Platen 
Rcal-Time Feedback Quality Indicators 
Overall Method of Capturing and Processing Prints 
Method for Detennining Quality of Captured Fingerprints 
Slap Image Processing 
Left Hand/Right Hand Determination 
Print Images 
Overall System 

Tcnnioology 
To more clearly delineate the present invention, an effort 

is made throughout the specification to adhere to the fol-
lowing temi definitions consistenlly. 

The term "finger" refers to any digit on a band including, 
but not limited to, a thumb, an index finger, llliddle finger, 
ring finger, or a pinky finger. 

The term "print" can be any type of prim including, but 
noc limited to, a print of all or part of one or more fingeis. 
palms, toes, foot, hand, etc. A print can also be a rolled print, 
a flat print, or a slap priut. 

The term "data" or "information" throughout the speci-
fication can be representative of a biomeuic, a digital or 
other image of a biometric (e.g., a bitmap or other file), 
extracted digital or other information relating to the biomet-
ric, etc. 

The term "live scan" rcfeis to a capture of any type of 
print image made by a print scanner. A live scan can include, 
but is not limited to, a scan of a finger, a finger roll, a flat 
finger, slap print of four fingers, thumb print, palm print, or 
a combination of fingers, such as, sets of fingeis and/or 
thumbs from ooe or more hands or one or 1I10re pal.ms 
disposed on a platen. 
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capture plain impression fingerprints provides a reduction in 
complexity relative to a rolled print design. Another factor 

In a live scan, one or more fingers or palros from either a 
left hand or a right hand or both hands arc placed on a platen 
of a scanner. Different types of print images are detected 
depending upon a particular application. For example, a Hat 
print consists of a fingerprint image of a digir (finger or 
thumb) pressed flat against the platen. A roll pri.nt consists of 
an image of a digit (finger or thumb) made while the digit 
(finger or thumb) is rolled from one side of the digit to 
another side of the digit over the surface of the platen. A slap 
print consists of an image of four flat fingers pressed flat 
against the platen. A platen can be movable or stationary 
depending upon the particular type of scanner and the type 
of print being captured by the scanner. 

· can be the employment of an improved illumination· system 
within the fingerprint workstation (e.g., an illumioation 
system that provides excellent unifomtity). The illumination 
system can also be thermally stabilized and generate litllc or 
no heat, thus creating a more efficient light source. Also, the 
illumination light wavelength can be selected to maximize 
fingerprint information and definition, thereby improving 

10 lhe quality of a fingerprint when dealing with any color 
pigmentation, overly wet, dry, or oily fingers, etc. to be 
fingerprinted. 

Other factors that contribute to an affordable cost can 
include the ability to produce lite workstation in high The tenns "biometric imaging system," '.'scanner," "Jive 

scan.oer," .. live print scanner," "fingerprint scanner," and 
"print scanner" arc used interchangeably, and refer to any 
type of scanner which can obtain an image of all or part of 
one or more fingers, palms, toes, foot, hand, etc. io a live 
scan .. The obtained images can be combined in any format 
including, but not limited to, an FBI, state, or international 
tCn·print format. 

is volume, a custom set of electronics and optics, the iocor· 
poration of a magnetic card scanner into the workstation for 
reduced enroll mcnt times and less data errors, a replaceable 
silicone pad platen for reducing image rejections, a real-time 
quality control feedback system for reducing the time spent 

20 in fingerprint acquisition, and/or an ergonomic case and 
platen design for facilitatiag fingerprint capture aad ease of 

Overview 
Embodiments of the present invention provide a finger-

print worlcstation system and method. Although ten-print is 
capture and four finger slap capture are preferred systems 
and method described throughout the specification and/or 
claims, it is to be appreciated that any available number of 
fingers and/or thumbs are also contemplated within the 
scope of the present invention. Thus, even when the above 30 
terminology is used, it includes less fingers and/or lhumbs. 

The fingerprint worlcstation can provide a simple way to 
caprure fingerprints co perform background checks by allow-
ing four finger slap impressions to be captured in a single 
image. A simultaneous impression of che four fingers from 35 
one hand captured as a single image can automatically be 
segmented to create up to four separate images. After the 
fingerprints from the fingers from both bands are captured, 
thumb prints from both bands can be captured simulta-
neously. Each individual extracted image can then be plauxl 40 
within the corresponding finger and/or thumb print box on a 
fingerprint card. These processes, as further described with 
reference to FIGS. 6-8, can be performed using che systems 
shown in FIGS. 1-5 and 18. 

Proper sequencing of the placement of the finger a.ad/or 4S 
thumb prints can be performed using software analysis 
and/or physical properties of a platen having a finger guide. 
As seen in FIGS. 14-17, discussed in detail below, each 
scanned ·image can have predetermined image sizes. For 
example, in an embodiment (I) the image size for four so 
finger slap images can be 1600 by I 000 pixels; (2) the image 
size for two fingers positioned on each side of physical 
barrier 302 (FIG. 3) can be 800 by 1000 pixels; (3) the image 
size for each finger can be 400 by 1000 pixels; and (4) the 
image size for each thumb can be 500 by HJOO pixels. ss 
Fingerprint images can be presented on a workstation 
screen, such as a monitor coupled to ·a personal computer, to 
provide real time quality checks and ease of correction. The 
fingerprint workstation uses slap impressions rather than 
conventional rolled impressions to speed up the process of 60 
applicant processing and simplify the task of capturing' 
quality prints. 

The fmgerprint workstation can provide loog sustained 
use at an affordable cost The alfordable cost can be achieved 
through many different factors. For example, one factor can 65 
be the mecharucal simplicity and reduced complex.ity of the 
worl<:statioo. Hence, dc:signing the fingerprint workstation to 

use. 
FIG. lA is a high level block diagram illustrating a 

fingerprint workstation I 00 according to one embodiment of 
the present invention. Fiagerprint worlcstation 100 includes 
a ten-print scanner 102, a computer 104, and an interface 
cable 120. lnterface cable 120 can be a 1394 serial interface 
bus that couples ten-print scanner 102 lo computer 104. 
1394 is an IEEE standard for a high performance serial bus 
designed to provide high speed data transfers. 1394 is a 
cost·cffoctivc way to share real-time information from data 
intensive applications, such as cameras, camcorders, VCRs, 
video disks, scanners, etc. The present invention is not 
limited to a 1394 interface. Any type of interface can be used 
to couple scanner 102 and computer 104. 

Computer 104 may be any commercial off-the-shelf com-
puter. For example, computer 104 may be a personal com-
puter (PC). An example implementation of computer 104 is 
shown in FIG. 18. Various embodiments are described in 
teans of this exemplary computer 104. After reading this 
description, it will be apparent to a person skilled in the 
relevant art bow to implement the invention using other 
computer systems and/or computer arch.itectures. Computer 
104 may iuclude one or more processors, such as 
122. Processor 122 is connected to a communication bus 
124. 

Computer I 04 also includes a main memory 126, prefer-
ably random access mcmoiy (RAM), and may also include 
a secondary memory 128. Secondary memory 128 may 
include, for example, a hard disk drive 130 and/or a remov-
able storage drive 132, representing a floppy disk drive, a 
magnetic tape drive, an optical disk drive, etc. Removable 
storage drive 132 reads from aod/or writes to a removable 
storage unit 134 in a wcll·known manner. Removable stor-
age unit 134, represents a floppy disk, magnetic tape, optical 
disk, etc., which is read by and written to by removable 
storage drive 132. As will be appreciated, removable storage 
unit 134 includes a computer usable storage medium having 
stored therein computer software and/or data. 

Lo embpdiments, secondary memoiy 128 may 
include other similar means for allowing computer programs 
or other instructions to be loaded into computer 104. Such 
means may include, for exrunple, a removable storage unit 
136 and an interfa<:e 138. Examples of such may include a 
program cartridge and cartridge interface (such as that found 
in video game devices), a removable memory chip (such as 
an BPROM, or PROM) and associated socket, and other 
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removable storage units 136 and interfaces 138 which allow 
software and data to be transferred from the removable 
storage unit 136 to computer 104. 

Computer 104 may also include a comrourucations inter-
face 140. Communications interface 140 allows software 5 

and data to be transferred between computer 104 and 
external devices. Examples of coaunuaications interface 
140 may include a modem, a network i11terface (such as an 
Ethernet card), a conununicatioo.s port, a PCMCIA slot and 10 
card, a wireless LAN (local area network) interface, etc. 
Software and data transferred via communications interface 
140 are in the form of signals 142 which may be electronic,' 
electromagnetic, optical, or other signals capable of being 
received by commullications interface 140. These signals ts 
142 are provided to cornmu11ications interface 140 via a 
communications path (i.e., channel) 144. This channel 144 
carries signals 142 and may be implemented using wire or 
cable, fiber optics, a phone line, a cellular phone link, a 

8 
gerprint images are preseoted oo a monitor associated with 
computer 104 for real time quality checks and ease of 
correction. 

Ten-prim scanner 102 comprises an electrical system 
102A and an optical s.yslcm 1028. The combinalioo of 
electrical system 102A and optical system 1028 provides 
electro-optical technology for capturing plaio impressioo 
fingerprints. Electrical system l02A can provide p0wer to 
ten-print 102, control status signals for various 
components internal to ten-print scanner 102, control input/ 
output signals between com1x:inents internal to ten-print 
scanner 102, and conrrol inpul/outpu1 signals berween ten-
print scanner 102and computer 104 via IEEE I 394 interface 
cards 108 and 106, respectively. Optical system 1028 can 
allow scanner 102 lo illuminate an area of a platen for 
receiving a futger or fingers and capture information from 
the area of the platen, and convert the captured informatioo 
into a fingerprint image. The captured infonnation can be 
based on I ight reflected off the platen. wireles.s link, and other commWJications channels. 20 

1.n this document, the term ucomputer program product" The System 
refers to removable storage units 134, 136, and signals 142. FIG. IC shows electrical system 102A nccording to an 
These computer program products are means for providing embodiment of the present iovention. Electrical system 
software to computer 104. The invention is directed to such 102A can include an interface board 150, two sensors (e.g., 
computer program products. is digital camera boards) 152, an illuminatorlprism heater 

Computer programs (also called computer control logic) board 154, au indicator boaro 156, and a magnetic-stripe 
are stored in main memory 126, and/or secondary mcwury reader 158. Interface board 150 can be coupled to digital 
128 and/or in computer program products. Computer pro- camera boa.eds 152, illuminator/prism heater board 154, 
grams may also be received via oommunicatioos interface indicator board 156, and magnetic-stripe reader 158. lDter· 
140. Such computer programs, when executed, enable com- JO face board 150 also can interface each of boards 152, 154, 
puter 104 co perform the features of the present invention as aod 156 and 01agnetic-stripe reader 158 to computer 104. 
discussed herein. Jn particular, the computer programs, Interface boaro 150 can include a controller 160, a sensor 
when executed, enable processor 122 to pecfo!Ul the fearures (e.g., a digital camera) interiace 162, a magnetic-stripe . 
of the present invention. Accoroingly, such computer pro- reader RS-232 serial interface 164, a 20 barcode RS-232 
grams represent controllers of computer 104. JS serial interface 166, IEEE-1394 interface 108, aoo a power 

In an embodiment where the invention is implemented supply interface 168. Co.ntroller 160 can be coupled to 
usiog software, the software may be stored in 8 computer digita! interface I6i, heater board 
program product and loaded ioto computer 104 using 154, mdicator board 156, n:ader RS-232 
removable storage drive 132, bard disk drive 130 or com- senal Ulterface 20 barcode RS-232 scnaJ Ulterface 166, 
mu.nications interface 140. The control logic (software), 40 and IEEE· 1394 mterface 108. . . 
when executed by processor 122, causes processor 122 to 1.60 IEEE-1394mtei:ace108 can provide 
perform the functions of tbe invention as described herein. a commuwcatton link between teo.-pnnt scanner 102 and 

computer 104. In some embodiments, controller 160 may be 
any one of a microprocessor, a microcomputer, a microcon-
troller, etc. In an embodiment, controller 160 may be used to 
control seosors (e.g., digital cameras) mounted on digital 
camera boards 152, a light source 170 used in optical system 
1028, a prism heater 172 used to remove unwanted moisture 
from a platt:n, iudii;ulors ustod to indicate power status, aml 

ID another e1X1bodiroent, the invention is implemeoted 
primarily in lwdware using. for example, bardware com-
ponents such as application specific integrated circuits 45 

(ASICs). Implemeotation of hardware state machine(s) so as 
to perfonn the functions described herein will be apparent 10 
persons skilled in the relevant art(s). 

In yet another embodiment, the invention is implemented 50 swipe status, 3lld quality of fingerprint status, magnetic-
usiog a combination of both hardware and software. stripe reader 158, and an external 20 bari:<Xle reader 174 that 

In the embodiments using ten-print scanner 102, com- may be attached to scanner 102 via 20 barcode RS-232 
puter 104, and 1394 serial bus 120, the overall system costs serial interface 166. In another embodiment, both controller 
less than.11 console configurn.tioo for o.o AFIS system, while 160 and computer 104 are used to control the digital 
providing high-speed data transfers. Current 1394 interfaces ss cameras, light source 170, prism beater 172, power/card 
support serial transmission speeds up to 400 Mbps. swipe/fingerprint quality indicators, magnetic-stripe reader 

Returning to FIG. IA, ten-print scanner 102 provides four 158, and external 20 barcode reader 174. In yet another 
finger slap impressions in a single image. Simultaneous embodiment, computer 104 is used to control the digital 
impressions of up to four fingers from one band are captured cameras, light source 170, prism heater 172, power/card 
as a single image and automatically segmented to create up 60 swipe/fingerprint quality indicators, magnetic-stripe reader 
to four separate images. After the from both hands 158, and external 20 barcode reader 174, and controller 160 
are captured, thumb pcints from one or both hands are is used as a conduit. 
captured simultaneously. Each individual extracted image The 20 barcode reader 174 and magnetic-stripe reader 
can then be inserted within a conesponding print box on a 158 may be any off-the-shelf serial devi<:es used to scan bar 
fingeiprint card. Proper sequencing of lbe placement of the 6S codes and data from documents, respectively. Bar codes aad 
prints can be performed using software analysis and/or documents may include, but are not limited to, identification 
physical properties of a platen having a finger guide. Fin- information, account information, fiogeiprint code informa-
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lion, elc. 20 barcode reader 174 is coupled to controller 160 
via 20 barcode RS-232 serial interface 166. Magnctic·stripe 
reader 158 is coupled to controller 160 via m;ignctic-stripe 
RS-232 serial inteiface 164. 

Using 20 barcode reader 174 and magnetic-slripe reader 
158 can reduce enrollment time and can substantially reduce 
data errors. For example, 20 barcode 174 and/or magnetic· 
stripe reader 158 may be used in conjunction with 3 user 
io1erfacc to simplify demographic data entry. Demographic 
infonn:11ion swiped from magnetic-stripe reader 158 or 20 10 
barcodc reader 174 may be sent to controller 160 via 
interfaces 164 and 174, respectively, and oontroller 160 will 
tmnsmit the information to computer 104 via IBEE-1394 
interface 108. 

Although not specifically shown in FIG. lC, power sup- 1s 
ply interface 168 supplies power to all of the compoaents 
withia ten-print scanne; 102 and can be coupled to an 
extemal 12-volt power supply 180. 

Digital cruncra interface 162 can be coupled to controller 
160 via a serial connection. Digital camera interface 162 can 20 
also be coonocted to digital camera boards 152 to provide 
electronics for clocking data to and from dig.ital cameras 
mouotcxl onto digit.al camera boards 152. Although two 
digital camem boaids are shown, any number of digi!al 
Clllllera boanls and digital cameras may be used. Controller u 
160 may scad control signals to each camera serially via 
digital camera interface 162. Digital camera interface 162 is 
also connected to IEEE-1394 interface 108 for sending 
16-bit image data from the cameras mounted on digital 
camera boards 152 to computer 104. JO 

llluminator/prism heater board 154 can be coupled to 
controller 160 via a serial interface. Controller 160 can 
control different woes oflight source 170 in the illwnin.ation 
system of optical system 102B. The light source can be an 
illumination source array. The illumiaatioo source array can 1s 
be divided into :rones. lo one embodiment, a plurality of 
sources arc divided into at lean three groups in at least three 
respective zones. The intensity of each group of source$ cao 
be independently controlled by controller 160 relative to 
other groups such that a flat, unifonn illumination is pro- 40 
vidcd to the platen. Use of such 7.ones simplifies control, 
while still retaining sufficient flexibility to adjust the relative 
intensity of the light source groups to ensure flat, uniform. 
illumioation is provided to the platen. An example of a more 
detailed description of an illumination source array and its 4S 
division iolO zones can be found in U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. J0/050,046, filed on Jan. 17, 2002(now U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,954,260 that issued Oct. 11, 2005), eDtitled MSystcms 
and Methods For lllwninatingA Platen In A Print Scanner,·• 
to Attlold ct al., which is in<:orporated herein by reference in so 
its entirety. 

Water vapor condensing onto a fingerprint platen surface 
of a prism may cause an undesirable fingeq,rint image called 
a halo. One way to prevent th.is from occurring, the finger-
print platen of scanner 102 can be heated to remove water ss 
vapor that condenses onto the platen surface of the prism or 
to prevent such water vapor from forming. An example 
'ystem and method that can be used IO heat the platen using 
beating clements attached to the sides of a prism is described 
in "Platen He:iters For Biometric Image Capturing Devices," 60 
U.S. patent No. 10/047,983 (now U.S. Pat 
No. 6,809,303 that issued Oct. 26. 2004), by Carver et nl., 
filed on Jan. 17, 2002 and incorporated by reference herein 
in its entirety. In one embodimeot, controller 160 can control 
trip point limits for IW11ing heating elements ON and OF'F 65 
wbeo heating the fingerprint platen. Controller 160 can also 
monitor the temperature of the fingerprint platen via a 

10 
tbennostal controller. In one embodiment, this infonnation 
UllJY be lrJosmimxl to computer 104 via IEEE 1394 interface 
108. 

lo some embodiments, ten-print scanner 102 can provide 
real-time feedback of fingerprint quality. This can be accom· 
plisbcd using fingerprint quality indicators (shown in FIG. 
2). which provide feedback to the user to indicate whether 
an appropriate level of fingerprint quality bas been achieved. 
Fingerprint quality indicators include four indicators, one 
for each finger of the four finger slap being scanned. 
Fingerprint qualiry indicators and the process used for 
determu1ing the quality of e<1ch fingerprint is diS<:ussed in 
more detail below. 

Indicator board 156 can be coupled to controller 160 via 
a serial inpulfoutput connection. Controller 160 can provide 
control signals to indicator booed 156 for illuminating indi· 
cators, such as LEDs (light emitting diodes), to indicate 
whether the quality of a particular fwgerprint for a particular 
finger is acceptable or unacceptable. Controller 160 can also 
provide a control signal for indicating that the system is 
powered·ON and control signals indicating whether a card 
swipe from magnetic-stripe reader 158 or 20 barcode reader 
174 is successful. For ellample, if a card swipe is not 
successful, 11 CARD LED located on scanner 102 wi!J be 
illuminated RED indicating that the can! must be swiped 
agai.11. Alternatively, if the can! swipe is successful, tbe 
CARD LED will be illuminated GREEN. 
The Optical System 

FIG. !l is a block diagram illusuating scanner optical 
system 1028 of ten-print scanner 102 according to an 
embodiment of the presem invcotion. Scanner optical sys-
1em 1028 can include an illumination system 902, a prism 
904, optical systems 906 and 908, and two cameras 910 and 
912. Although two optical systems and digital cam.eras are 
shown, any number of optical systecns and digital cameras 
may be used. As previously stated, one side of prism 904 is 
used as platen 204 and includes finger guide 206, as can be 
seen in FIG. 2. Illumination system 902 illuminates the 
undcrsido of platen 204. As shown in FIG. 3, finger guide 
206 is separated into lefi side 304 and right side 306. Io one 
embodiment, camera 910, in combination with optical sys-
tcw 906, is used to detoct llil image of the fingers placed on 
the lefi side 304 of finger guide 206 and camera 912, in 
combination with optical system 908, is used to detect an 
image of lbc fingers placed on the right side 306 of finger 
guide 206. Digiuil cameras 910 aad 912 can be any solid 
state digital camera, such as a CCD or CMOS camera. rn one 
ellarople, digital cameras 910 and 912 may be provided on 
digital camera boards 152 described in FIG. lC. 

FIG. I 1 shows a 90 degree cross section of an exemplary 
optical system (e.g., optical system 906 or 908) according to 
an embodiment of the present invention. Optical system 
1100 c1111 include prism 904, an optical housing 1102, and 
camera 910 or 912. Optical housing 1102 can be coupled to 
prism 904 at one end and to ca.cnera 910 or 912 using a focus 
mount 1116 at lhe opposite end. Optical housing 1102 can 
include:, inter alia, a first lens element 1104, a fold mirror 
1106, a second lens clement 1108, a third Jens clement lllO, 
a fourth lens element lll2, and an aperture stop lll4. 

A biometric object, such as a finger or fingers, placed on 
prism 904 for imaging, is focused through fust !cos element 
1104 and reflected off of fold mirror ll06. Aperture stop 
1114 is used to limit light passing through optical system 906 
or 908 such that ooly light rays traveling within a range of 
angles at or near a direction along an optical axis are 
detected. Aperture stop 1114 helps maintain telecentricity in 
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optical system 1100. The reflected image is then focused 
through second, third, and fourth Jens elements 1108, 1110, 
and 1112 for detection by camera 910 or 912. 

In an embodiment, first lens element 1104 has two convex 
surfaces and ismadeofSF3 glass. Second lens element lt08 
has two convex surfaces and is made of LaKIO glass. Third 
lens element 1110 has two concave surfaces and is made of 
SF8 glass. Fourth lens element 1112 has a concave surface 
and a convex surface and is made ofSKI6 glass. Although 
tens elements 1104, 1108, 1110, and 1112 are discussed as tO 
being made of glass, they are oot limited to glass. In fact, 
lens 1104, 1108, 1110, and 1112 can be made of any 
transparent material that can focus light rays and fonn 
images by refraction, such as plastic, or the like. 

FIG. 12 shows an exemplary illumination system (e.g., is 
illumination system 902) according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. In one embodimeot, illumination system 
902 includes an illumination source array 1202, a light 
wedge 1204, and a diffuser 1206. llluinination source array 
1202 illuminates an end region of light wedge 1204. Light 20 
wedge 1204 !hen internally reilects light and sends it to 
diffuser 1206 prior to entering prism 904. The light from 
illum.ination source array 1202 can be any single wavelength 
or narrowband of wavelengths such as infra-red, visible or 
ultraviolet light. In one example, blue/green light having a 25 
wavelength of approximately 510 nm is used. An example 
illumiaation system is described in "Systems and Methods 
For lllumioatiag A Platen !n A Print Scanner," U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/050,046, by Arnold et al., filed on 
Jan. 17, 2002{oow U.S. Pat No. 6,954,260 tbat issued Oct. JG 
11. 2005), which is incorporated herein by reference in its 
eOlirety. In some embodiments, the light wedge 1204 can be 
Used to aid io capturing print information for individuals 
with smaller bands and/or smaller fingers. It is to be appre-
ciated that although a diffuser 1206 is shown aod described, J S 
in various embodiments wedge 1204 can cause dilli.tsing of 
the light without requiring diffuser 1206. 

12 
faces for Biometric Print TIR Prisms," filed Apr. 26, 2002, 
and incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

flinger guide 206 can be located along the sides and the 
top of fingerprint platen 204. Finger guide 206 is a mecha-
nism for locating and separating the four finger slap to 
provide accurate and efficient placemen1 of fingers. l'inger 
guide 206 also provides a physical ba.rrier that facilitates the 
identification of either a right or lei\ hand using software 
analysis of the four finger slap fingerprint images. 

FIG. 3 shows finger guide 206 and fingerprint plnten 204 
of fingerprint workstation 100 according to an embodiment 
of the present invention. As previously stated, one side of a 
prism is used as fingerprinc platen 204. Fingerprint platen 
204 can include an optical quality silicone rubber sheet 
attached to the side of the prism used as the platen. The 
optical silic0nc pad may be easily removed and replaced by 
operating personnel when needed. The size of the active 
fingerprint platen area 204 can be about 2.05 by about 3.6 
inches at 500 dots per inch ("dpi"). 

Finger guide 206 includes a physical barrier 302 posi-
tioned along the middle of the top of finger guide 206. 
Physical barrier 302 is used to separate the four finger slap. 
Two fingers of the four finger slap are placed on a left side 
304 of physical banier 302 while the other two fing<:rs of the 
four finger slap are placed on a right side 306 of physical 
barrier 302. 

FIG. 4A shows placement of up to four fingers on a left 
hand on fingerprint platen 204 and finger guide 206 accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention. As is shown 
in FIG. 4A, when the left hand is placed on platen 204, finger 
guide 206 physically separates a ring finger and a middle 
finger of the left hand. Finger guide 206 is designed so that 
when the tips of the middle and ring fingers make contact 
with finger guide 206, the four fingers are positioned cor-
rectly in the viewing area. This the four fingers to 
have a diagonal orientation with respect to section 207 of 
finger guide 206. This is also true when a right hand is 

Finger Guide and Platen positioned on fingerprint platen 204, as shown in FIG. 49. 
Based on the orientation of the four fingers on the viewing 

FIG. 2 shows a ten-print scanner 102 according to an 40 area and the separation of the ring and middle fingers on 
embodiment of the present invention. A housing 202 for finger guide 206, a determination can be made as to whether 
ten-print scanner 102 can be constructed of impact resistant the left or right hand is placed on fingerprint platen 204. The 
injection molded polycarbonate. One skilled iu the relevant process for determining whether a left or right hand is being 
art(s) would know that other types of housings could be used imaged is di=scriboo below with referemx to FIGS. 6, 7, and 
without departing from the scope of the invention. Ten-print 4S 8. 
scanner 102 can include a fingerprint platen 204, a finger 
guide 206, fingerprint quality indicators 208, a power indi-
cator 210, and a card indicator 212. Ten-print scanner 102 
can also include magnetic-stripe reader 158 locaced at the 
top of ten-print scanner 102. Fingerprint quality indicators so 
208 are located directly above finger guide 206. Power 
indicator 210 is illuminated when power is applied to 
scanner 102, for example via external 12-volt power supply 
180. Card indicator 212 can be illuminated green when a 
card swipe is successful and red when a card swipe is ss 
unsuccessful. 

FIG. 4C shows placement of thumbs onto fingerprint 
platen 204 according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. When thumb prints are captured, the left thumb is 
placed on left side 304 of fi.nger guide 206 and the right 
thumb is placed on right side 306 of finger guide 206. 

Real-time Feedback Quality Indicators 
The present invention can provide feedback of real-time 

individual fingerprint quality to an operator and/or a user. 
Providing real-time fingerprint quality feedback simplifies 
the use of fingerprint workstation 100 and facilitates cap-

Fiogerprint platen 204 receives the four finger slaps and turing of the best possible fingerprints. Jo general, feedback 
the thumbs during fingesprioting. In an embodiment, platen cail indicate to an operator and/or a user an acceptable scan 
204 is a surface on one side of a prism (not shown). In condition of each individual finger scanned. An acceptable 
another embodiment, platen 204 is a surface of an optical 60 scan condition can include, among others, ao. indication of 
quality silicone rubber sheet placed on top of one side of a acceptable finger placement relative to the platen, and/or an 
prism. The optical quality silicone rubber sheet can be indication that aa acceptable image of a print of the finger 
replaceable. Optical quality silicone robber platens provide was captured. 
adequate sutface quality to optimize image enhancements as fIO. 5 shows feedback indicators 208 for fingerprint 
well as protect the optical surface. Example optical quality 6S workstatioa 100 according to an embodiment of the present 
silicone rubber platens are described in U.S. patent appli- invention. An indicator(502, 504, 506, and 508) is assigned 
cation Ser. No. J0/132,719, entided "Silicone Rubbcc Sur- to each finger of the four finger slap being scaWled. For 
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example, if a left h:lnd is placed on fingerprint platen 204, herein with respect to flow diagram 600. Rather, it will be 
indicator 502 corresponds to pinky finger 510, indicator 504 apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) after rea<Jing 
corresponds to ring finger 512, indicator 506 corresponds to the teachings provided herein that other functional flow 
middle finger 514, and iodicator508 corresponds to pointer diagrams are within the scope oftbe present invention. TI1e 
finger 516. If a right band is placed on fingerprint platen 204, s process begins wilh step 602 and iounediately proceeds to 
indicator 502 corresponds to pointer finger 516, indicator step 604. 
504 corresponds to middle finger 514, indicator 506 corre- In step 604, a four finger slap image is scanned. lo an 
spends to ring finger 512, and iodicator 508 corresponds to embodiment of the present invention, a signal may be sent 
pinky finger 510. to indicators 502, 504, 506, and/or 508 (see FIG. 5) to 

Eacb image frame can be processed to determine a quality 10 indicate whether or not fingerprints are being scanned. For 
of the individual fingerprint. After determining the quality of example, ifinclicators 502, 504, 506, and 508 are green, then 
each individual fingerprint, the corresponding indicators fingerprints are being scanned. If indicators 502, 504, 506, 
502, 504, 506, and 508 provide feedback to the user to and 508 are red, then fingerprints are not being scanned. la 
indicate possible corrections or the need to re-position step 606, the scanned image is processed. The procedure for 
fingers 510, 512, 516, and/or 518 on fingerprint platen 204. ts processing the scanned image according to an embodiment 
This assures that an appropriate level of fingerprint quality of the present invention is further described with respect to 
can be achieved. Jn an embodiment, multi-color LEDs can FIG. 7. In step 608, each finger of the four finger slap image 
be used for indicators 502, 504, 506, and 508. In that is separated into its own image. Jn decision step 610, it is 
embodiment, a red LED may indicate poor quality, a green determined whether the processed image is the first image 
LED may indicate acceptable quality, and an ambec LED 20 scanned. If yes, the process proceeds back to step 604 to 
may indicate possibly acceptablequality. In anotherembodi- scan another image. If no, the process proceeds to step 612. 
ment, indicators 502, 504, 506, and 508 may be bar graph In step 612, each individual fingerprint is compared to a 
LED indicators, wherein the level of the bar indicates quality corresponding previously scanned fingerprint. In step 614, in 
acceptance. In still further embodiments, indicators 502, one embodiment each fingerprint is qua I ity classified as 
504, 506, and 508 can be any electrical, mechanical, or audio 2S being ·either acceptable, possibly acceptable, or unaccept-
dcvice or signal know to alert a user of a condition, as would able according to the results of the comparison. In an 
be known to one skilled in the alt. altemative embodiment, in step 614 each fingerprint is 

Quality indications can also be displayed at a separate quality classified as being eith1"r acceptable or unacceptable. 
display on the fingerprint wolkstation. for example, an ln various embodiments, quality classification caa be based 
extemal PC 104 can output a variety of displays indicating JO on if an area and shape of currently imaged fingerprints arc: 
quality of fingerprint scan for each finger of equal size and shape, within a previously determined 
Overall Method of Capturing and Processing Prints 

FIG. 13 is a flowchart depicting a method 1300 for 
capturing and processing prints according to embodiments JS 
of the present invention (steps IJ02- 1328}. After starting in 
step 1302, in step 1304 fingers of a first band (e.g., one of 
the right or left band) are positioned upon a platen within a 
finger guide. This can be so that a barrier separates a ring 
finger from a middle finger. In step 1306, a four finger slap 40 image of the first hand is scanned_ In step 1308, fingers from 
the fii;t hand are removed from the platen. 

In step 1310, finger from a second hand (e.g., the other 
hand} arc positioned upon the platen within the finger guide. 
This can be so that the barrier separates a ring finger from 
a middle finger. In step 1312, a four finger slap image of the 4

S 
second ruind is scanned. In step 1314, fingers from the 
second hand are removed from I.he platen. 

threshold a<sociate<l with an acceprnhlc qu:ility fingerprint, 
etc. In these cases, 3Jl indicator light can be i.lluminated 
green to indicate the currently sea Med fingerprint image is 
an acceptable quality iroage. If the size and the shape of the 
cwrently imaged scanned fingerprint image are below the 
predetermined acceptable· quality threshold, but above a 
previously determined threshold associated with a unaccept-
able quality fingerprint, then the indicator light can be 
illuminated amber to indicate the currently scanned finger-
print image is an possibly acceptable quality image. Finally, 
if the size and shape of the currently imaged fingerprint is at 
or below the previously determined threshold associated 
with an u.oacceptable quality, then the indicator light can be 
illuminated red to indicate that the currently scanned fin-
gerprint image is an unacceptable quality image. 

It is to be appreciated that all threshold levels are change-
able and may be based on custom.er requirements. For 
example, one customer's requirements may be to set the . \n step 1316, each thumb is positioned on the platen 

within the finger guide. The can be so that the barrier 
separates the thumbs. In step 1318, thumb images are 
scanned .. In step 1320, the thumbs are removed from the 
platen. 

In an embodiment, in srep 1322 various types of image 
processing method can take place. Several types of image 
processing 1hat can take place arc described in relation to 
FIGS. 6-8 described in detail below. 

so acceptable quality threshold at 90% and the unacceptable 
quality lhresbold at 10%. Another customer's requirements 
may not be as stringent, only requiring the acceptable quality 
threshold to be at 800/o and the unacceptable quality thresh-
old to be at 20°A>. 

In an embodiment, in step U24 an output representing 
first and second four finger slap images, individual finger-
print images, and/or thumb images can be associated (e.g., 
printed) onto corresponding areas of a fingerprint card. 

In step 1326, process 1300 ends. 
Method for Determining Quality of Captured Fingerprints 

ss In step 616, each indicator is illuminated according to the 
quality classification of the fingerprint. In decision step 618, 
it is determined whether all fingerprints for the four fioger 
slap arc of occeptablc quality. If yes, the process proceeds to 
step 620, where a determioation is made as to whether a left 

60 or right hand is being imaged. This process is described with 
reference to FIG. 8. lf no, the process then retums to step 
604 to scan another image. 

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram 600 depicting a method for 
determining the quality of individual fingerprints according 6S 
to an embodiment of the present invention (steps 
Tue invention is not limited to the description provided 

This above process is repeated until either fingerprints of 
acceptable quality for all fingers are achieved or a time-0ut 
has occurred. In step 622, a determination is made whether 
a time-0ut has occurred. If a time-0ut occurs, in step 624 a 
message is displayed to the operator indicating that lhe 
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operator rony switch from an automatic detection mode to a 
manual mode for the image capture operalion and repeat the 
process manually, if necessary. Alternatively, the operator 
may use a modified version of the program for special 
circumstances (e.g., a person having less lban four fingers or 
having Jess than two thumbs). If no time out has occurred, 
process 600 returns to step 604. 

FIG. 10 shows a fingerprint receiving device (e.g., a 
fingerprint card) 1000 for a right hand according to embodi-
ments of the present invention. Jn this embodiment, once 10 
Acceptable quality scanned fingerprint ii:nages are achieved 
for two four linger slaps and rwo thumbs, four linger slap 
prints 1002, thwnb prints 1004, and segmented fingerprints 
1006 are output to fingerprint card 1000. 

16 
skilled in the relevant art(s) after reading the teachings 
provided herein that other functional flow diagrams are 
within the scope of the present invenlion. The process begins 
with step 802, and immediately proceeds to step 804. 

As previously stated, the orientation of tbc up to four 
fingers on the viewiog area or fingerprint platen 204 and the 
separation of the ring and middle fingers by pbyoical barrier 
302 of finger guide 206 are used to detennioc whether the 
left or right band is placed onto fingerprint platen 204 for 
imaging. For optimal perfonnaoce, a person must place their 
fingers onto fingerprint platen 204 in a manner such that the 
largest arr.a possible of we fingerprint image is obtained, 
while also capturing all four fingers. In order for this to 
occur, the person must place the four finger slap at a 

Slap Image Pr<X:essiog 15 diagonal with the tips of the middle finger and the ring finger 
making contact with finger guide 206. Other positions may 
also be possible. FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating method 606 for 

processing the four finger slap image according to an 
embodiment of the present invention (steps 702- 716). The 
invention is not limited to the description provided herein 
with respect to flow diagram 606. Rather, it will be apparent 20 
to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) after reading the 
teachings provided herein that other functional flow dia-
grams are within the scope of the present invention. The 
process begins with step 702, and immediately proceeds to 
step 704. 

lodcc.ision step 804, it is determined whether I.he detected 
fingerprints are at a diagonal. If yes, in step 806 it is then 
determined whether the diagonal is less than 90 degrees or 
greater than 90 degrees with respect to the base of fingerprint 
platen 204. If the diagonal is more than 90 degrees, i11 step 
808 it is determined that the right hand is being imaged. If 
the diagonal is Jess than 90 degrees, in step 810 it is 

25 
determined that the left hand is being imaged. 

It is to be appreciated that although the person positioning 
fingers at a diagonal may be an optimal position, the 
invention is oot limited to diagonal positioning of the four 
finger slap. Other positions may be possible. 

In step 704, the scall.lled fingerprint image is filtered to 
remove all high frequency content, which corresponds to 
ridge and valley transitions of a finger. Thus, the scanned 
fingerprint image is filtered to remove all of the ridge and 
valley traositioos to indicate the outlying of the fingerprint JO 
area. 

In step 706, a binarii.atioo process is performed. The 
binarizatioo process can remove al I of the gray areas and 
replace them with either black or white pixels based on a 
black and wh.ite threshold point. Io one embodiment, the 35 binarizatioo process begins by taking an average gray scale 
value of the filtered image. In this instance, the average gray 
scale value is the black and white threshold point. In this 
embodiment, all of the pixel values above the ave!'llge value 
are replaced with white pixels and all tbe pixel values equal 
to and below the average value are replaced with black 40 

pixels. The resultiog image is comprised of all black and 
wh.ite pixels. 

In step 708, a fingerprint area is dete<:ted. Usually, the 
black areas of the image are concentrated around the fin. 
gerpriots. Thus, the dete<:tioo step detects the areas conceo- 4S 
trated by black pixels. In step 710, fingerprint shapes are 
detected. Tue fingerprint shapes can be oval-like shapes. The 
fingerprint shape detection step detects the areas concen-
trated by black pixels 1hat are comprised of oval-like shapes. 
Io step 712, it is determined whether the detected areas and so 
shapes are representative of a four finger slap and accept-
able. This can be based on historical data of a four finger slap 
image. For example, a previously determined Acceptable 
quality four finger slap image can be stored and used in 
comparison to the presently detected image'to determine if ss 
the presently detected areas and shapes are representative 
and/or acceptable. If no, then the process returns to step 604 

Returning to decision step 804, if it is determined that the 
fingerprints are not at a diagonal, then tlte process proceeds 
to decision step 812. In decision step 812, it is determined 
whether 1he longest finger (i.e., the middle finger) is on right 
side 306 of physical barrier 302. If the longest finger is not . 
on right side 306 of physical barrier 302, then in step 814 it 
is determined that the right-hand is being imaged. If the 
longest finger is oo right side 306 of physical barrier 302, 
then in step 816 it is determined that the left-hand is being 
imaged. 

In an alternative embodiment, decision step 812 may be 
altered to dctennioe whether the pinky finger (i.e., .the 
smallest finger) is on right side 306 of physical barrier 302. 
If the pinky finger is on right side 306 of physical barrier 
302, then the right-hand is being imaged.. If the pinky finger 
is not on right side 306 of physical barrier 302, then the 
left-hand is being imaged. In another alternative embodi-
ment, decision step 812 may left side 304 of physical 
barrier 302 to determine whether the longest finger or the 
shortest finger can be found. 

Print Images 
FIGS. 14-15 are images (e.g., a four fioger slap image) 

1400 according to embodiments of the present invention. 
FIG. 14 shows a left hand image 1400, while FIG. 15 shows 
a right hand image 1400. Image 1400 can be 1600 pixels by 
1000 pixels. lo this embodiment, as seen in FIG. 16, an 
image of two fingers on either side of barrier 3·02 can be 800 
pixels by I 000 pixels and an image of each individual f10ger 
(not shown) can be 400 pixels by 1000 pixels. Also, in this 
embodiment, images of thumbs, as seen ia FIG. 17, can be 
500 pixels by 1000 pixels. · 

in FIG. 6 to scan another image. If yes, then the process 
proceeds to step 608 in FIG. 6 to separate the image into 
individual fingers. 

Left Hand/Right Hand Determination 
FlG. 8 is a flow diagram 620 depicting a method for 

determining whether a scanned four finger slap image is of 

60 . In the FIG. 8 described above, a method 620 for deter-
mining which hand is being scanned is discussed.. FlGS. 
14-15 show bow the image analysis works. lo one embodi-
ment, an angle of a diagonal line is used to determine which 

.a right hand or a left band according to an embodiment of the 
present invention (steps 802...Sl6). The invention is not 65 
limited to the description provided herein with respect· to 
flow diagram. 620. Rather, it will be apparent to persons 

hand is being scanned. lo this embodiment, an angle of a 
diagonal line is with respect to a Y axis 1402 and an X axis 
1404. If the diagonal line is an axis of symmetry of a left 
hand 1406, the diagonal line is at an angle a less than 90°. 
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In contrast, if the diagonal line is an ax.is of symmetry of a 
right hond 1500, the diago.ruil line is :it on :ingle a greater 
than 90° degrees. 

18 
(e) comparing each of the separated individual fingerprint 

images to a corresponding previously captured accept· 
able fingerprint image; 

(1) quality classifying the separated individual fingerprint 
images as being either acceptable, possibly acceptable, 
or unacceptable according to the comparing step (e); 

(g) indicating the quality classification of each of the 
individual fingerprint images based on the quality clas· 
sifying step (f); and 

ln another embodill).ent, a highest fingerprint image is 
used to determine which hand is being scanned. For 
example, in FIG. 14 a highest fingerprint image 1408 is on 
a right side of an image of barrier 302. This that a left 
hand was scanned. In con1ras1, in FIG. 15 a highest finger· 
print image 1502 is on a left side of the image of barrier 302. 
This rueaus that a right hand was scanned. to (h) determining whelher the processed combined image is 
Overall System 

FIG. 18 shows a system 1800 that captures and processes 
biometric images according to embodiments of the present 
invention. System 1800 includes a scanner 1810 coupled 
between a platen 1820 and a processor 1830. Platen 1820 IS 
can be used to receive one or more fingers and/or one or 
more thumbs to be scanned by scanner 1810. Processor 1830 
can be coupled to various devices, which can include: an 
output device 1832, an image quality device 1834, a band 
determining device 1836, a quality classifier 1838, a sepa· 20 
rator 1840 tbat separates aii overall four· finger slap image 
into individual finger images, aod a comparator 1842. Each 

of a good quality. 
2. The method .of claim 1, further comprising: 
(dl) determining· whether the combined image is a first 

image captured, wherein when the combined image is 
the first image captured, the method repeats steps 
(a)-(d)and the determining step (di) before performing 
steps (c)-{g). · 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
detennioing whether the combined image is a first image 

captured, wherein when the combined image is not the 
first image captured, the method continues onto steps 
(e)-{g). 

4. method of claim 1, wherein step (c) comprises: 
(cl) filtering the combined image; 

of tbe devices 1834-1842 can be used to perform the 
corresponding functions described in process 600 as 
described above in FIGS. 6-8. Also, each of the devices 
1834-1842 can b.ave its own output or output device 
1844- 1852. Processor 1830 can include a filter 1854 and a 
binarizer 1856. A biuariz.ed signal from binari7.Cr 1856 can 

25 (c2) binarizing the filtered combined image; 

be used by an area determining device 1858 and/or a sbape 
determining device 1860. Again, each of the devices 
1858-1860 can be used to perform the corresponding func- 30 
tioos described in process 600 as described above in FIGS. 
6,-8. 

(c3) detecting the individual fingerprint areas based on the 
concentrations of the black pixels in the binarized 
combined image; 

(c4) detecting the individual fingerprint shapes based on 
arrangements of the concentrated black pixels in oval-
like shapes in the binarized combined image; and 

(c5) determining whether the individual fingerprint areas 
and shapes are acceptable. 

CONCLUSION S. The method of claim 4, wherein when the determining 
35 step (c5) detc.:rmim::; whether each of the individual finger· 

Control functionality described above can be carried out print areas and shapes are acceptable, then the method 
in a ten print scanner, a computer coupled to the ten print continues on.to step ( d). 
scaoiler, or distributed between both the ten print scanner 6. The method of claim 4, wherein when the determining 
and the computer. Embodiments of the system have been step (c5) determines each of the individual fingerprint areas 
described above with regard .to a calJlera, including but not 40 and sb.apes arc unacceptable, then the method returns to the 
limited to a digital camera. This is not intended to limit the · scanning step (a). 
present invention because any type of sensor, detector, or 7. Tue method of claim 1, wherein when the determining 
camera can be used to capture a print image as is known in step (b) determines the combined image is of the good 
the a11. quality, the method further comprises: 

While specific embodiments of the present inve.ntion have 4S (i) determining whether the combined illlllge is captured 
been described above, it should be understood that they from a left or a right band. 
been presented by way of example only, and not limitation. 8. The method of claim 7, wherein the determining step (i) 
It will be understood by those skilled in the art that various 
changes in fonn and details may be made therein without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as 
defined in the appended claims. Thus, the breadth and scope so 
of the present invention should not be limited by any of the 
above-described exemplary embodiments, but should be 
defined only in accordance with the foUowing claims and 
their equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
SS 

comprises: 
(il) determining whether the combined image represents 

at least one finger that is positioned at a diagonal with 
respect to a section of a .Platen included in a scanner. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein when the determining 
step (i I) determines the finger is at a diagona.I, the method 
further comprises: 

(i2a) determining whether the diagonal is at an 
greater than .90". 

1. A method for capturing and quality classifying finger· 
print the method comprising: 

(a) scanning a plurality of fingers substantially 
oeously; 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein when the determining 
step (i2a) del!!rmines the is at an angle greater than 
900, an output indicates the combined image is from a right 

60 band. 
(b) capturing data representing a combined image of a 

corresponding plurality of fingerprints; 
(c) using con.centratioos of black pixels arranged in oval-

like shapes in the combined image to determine indi-
vidual fingerprint areas and shapes; 

(d) separating the combined image into individual finger-
print i.r.nages; 

6S 

11. The method of claim 9, wherein when the determining 
step (i2a) determines the diagonal is at an angle less than 
900, an output indicates the combined image is from a ten 
hand. 

12. Th.e method of claim 8, wherein when the determining 
step (i I) determines the finger is not at a the 
method further comprises: 
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(i2b) determining whether a longest finger is on a right 

side of a finger guide coupled to the plateo. 
13. llie method of claim 12, wherein when the determin-

ing step (i2b) determines the longest finger is on the right 
side of the finger guide, an output indicates the combined s 
image is from a lefi hand. 

25. The method of claim 24, wherein when the detenuin-
ing step (cl) determines the diagonal is at an angle greater 
than 90°, an output indicates the fingerprint image is from a 
right hand. 

14. The method of claim 12, wherein when the determin-
ing step (i2b) determines the longest finger is on a left side 

26. The method of claim 24, wherein when the determin-
ing step (c I) detennines the diagonal is at an angle less !han 
900, an output indicates the fingerprint image is from a le.ft 
hand. 

of the finger guide, an output indicates the combined image 27. The method of claim 23, wherein when lhe dctennin-
is from a right band. 10 ing step (c) determines the image is not at a diagonal, the 

IS. 111e method of claim 1, wherein when lhedetermining method funher comprises: 
step (h) determines the image is of a bad quality, the method (c2) determining whether a longest finger is on a right side 
further comprises determining whether a predetermined of a finger guide coupled to the platen. 
time period has expired. 28. The method of claim 27, wherein when the determin-

16. The method of claim 15, wherein when the predeter- is ing step (c2) determines the longest finger is on the right side 
mined time period has expired, an output is generated of the finger guide, an output indicates the fingerprint image 
indicating that a user can switch to a manual mode. is from a left hand. 

17. The method of claim 15, wherein when the predeter- 29. The method of claim 27, wherein when the dete!Ulin-
m.ined time period is unexpired, the method returns to the ing step (c2) determines the longest finger is on a left side 
scanning step (a). 20 of the finger guide, an output indicates the fingerprint image 

18. The method of claim 4, wherein the determining step is from a right hand. 
(c5) compares previous acceptable images to the binarized 30. A system for capturing and quality classifying finger-
image to determine acceptability. print images, the system comprising: 

19. A method for capturing and processing a fingerprint means for scan.o.iog a plurality of fingers substantially 
image, the method comprising: 25 simultaneously; 

(a) scanning one or more fingers; means for capturing data representing a combined image 
(b) capturing data representing a corresponding finger- of a corresponding plurality of fingerprints; 

print image; means for determining individual fingerprint areas and 
(c) filtering the fuigerprint image; shapes based oo concentrations of black pixels 
(d) bioarizing the filtered flllgerprint image; 30 arranged in oval-like shapes in the combined image; 
(e) detecting a fingerprint area based on a concentration of means for separating the combined image into individual 

black pixels in the binarized ftogerprint image; fingerprint images; 
(I) detecting a fingerprint shape based on an arrangement means for comparing each of the separated individual 

of the concentrated black pixels in an oval-like shape in 
35 

fingerprint images to a correspondi.og previously 
the binarized fingerprint image; and obtained acceptable fingerprint image; 

(g) determining whether the detected fingeq>rint area and means for quality classifying the separated individual 
shape are of an acceptable quality. fingerprint images as being either acceptable, possibly 

20. The method of claim 19, wherein when the dctermin- acceptable, or unacceptable according to the compari-
iog steps (e) and (f) detect a plurality of acceptable finger- 40 sou; 
print areas and shapes in the binarized image, then the means for indicating a quality classification of each of the 
method further comprises: (h) separating the binarized individual fingerprint images .based on the means for 
image into individual fingerprint images. quality classifying; and 

21. The method of claim 19, wherein when the determin- means for determining whether the processed combined 
ing step (g) determines the fingerprint area and shape are 45 image is of a good quality. 
unacceptable, then the method returns to step (a). 31. The system of claim 30, further comprising: 

22. The method of claim 19, wherein the determining step means for determining how many of the combined images 
(g) compares previous acceptable images to the binarized have been captured. 
fingerprint image to determine acceptability. 32. The system of claim 30, wherein the means for 

23. A method of processing fingerprints, tb.e method 50 determining individual fingerprint areas aod shapes com-
comprising: prises: 

(a) scanning at least one finger placed on a platen of a means for filtering the combined image of the plurality of 
scanner, fingerprints; 

(b) capturing data representing a corresponding finger- means for bioarizing the filtered combined image; 
print image; and 55 means for detecting. a fingerprint area based on the 

(c) detcnnining whether the fingerprint image includes concentrations of black pixels in the binarized image; 
data of an acceptable quality representative of at least means for detecting a fingerprint shape based on arrange-
ooe finger positioned at a diagonal relative to a section ments of the concentrated black pixels in oval-like 
of the platen to thereby determine if the fingerprint shapes in the binarized image; and 
image is from a left hand or a right band based on 60 means for determining whether the individual fingerprint 
detcctiog areas with concentrations of black pixels areas and shapes are acceptable. 
arranged in oval-like shapes in a binarized image. 33. The system of claim 30, further comprising: 

24. The method of claim 23, wherein when the determin- means for determining whether the combined image is 
ing step ( c) determines the finger is at a diagonal, the method captured from a le.ft or a right hand. 
further comprises: 65 34. Tue system of claim 33, wherein the means for 

(cl) determining whether the diagonal is at an angle determining left or right hand comprises means for deter-
greater than 90°. mining whether the combined image includes an image 
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represen1ative of at least one finger posi1iooed al a diagonal 
relative to a seclion of a platen included in a scanner. 

35. The system of claim 33, wherein I.he means for 
determining left or right hand comprises means for deter-
mining whelhcr a longest finger is on a right side or a left s 
side of a finger guide coupled to the platen. 

36. A system for capturing and processing data represen-
tative of a fingerprint image, the system comprising: 

means for scanning one or more fingers; 
means for capturing the data representing lhe fingerprint 10 

image; 
means for filtering the fingerprint image; 
means for binarizing the filtered fingerprint irnage, 
means for detecting a fingerprint area based on a conce.n-

tration of black pixels in the binarized fingerprial JS 
image; 

means for detecting a fingeJtlrint shape based on an 
arrangement of concentrated black pixels io oval-like 
shape in the binarized fingerprint image; and 

means for detennini ng whether the detected fingerprint 20 
area and shape are of acceptable quality. 

22 
a scanner that substantially simultaneously scans the 

plurality of fingers or thumbs on the platen; 
an image caprurer that captures data representing a cor-

responding combined fingerprint image of the plurality 
of fingers or thumbs; 

a processor that processes the combined fingerprint 
image; 

a separator that separates the processed combined finger-
print image into individual fingerprint images; 

a comparator that compares the captured fingerprint 
image to a previously obtained acceptable fingerprint 
image; 

a classifier th.at classifies each of the scpnrated individual 
fingerprint images as beiog either acceptable, possibly 
acceplable, or unacceptable according to results of the 
comparison; 

an output device that indicates a classification of each of 
I.he individual fingerprint images based on lhe classi-
fier; and 

an image quality determining device that determines 
whether the captured combined fingerprint image is of 
a good quality. 

42. The system cf claim 41, wherein the processor com-
37. The system of claim 36, further comprising means for 

separating the bi.oarized fingerprint image into individual 
fingerprint images, if a plurality of acceptable fingerprint 
areas and shapes are detected. 

38. A system for processing fingerprints, the system 
comprising: 

prises: 
2s a filter that filters the combined fingerprint image; and 

a binariror that bioarizes the filtered combined fingerprint 
image. means for scanning at least one finger placed on a platen; 

means for generating data representative of a fingerprint 
image associated with the at least one finger; aad 

43. Tue system of claim 42, wherein the processor further 

30 comprises: 
an area detennioing device that deterrni nes an area of 

each of the individual fingerprint image based on a 
concentration of black pixels in the binarized combined 
image. 

means for determining whe1her the at least one fulger is 
from a left or a right band, based on concentration.sand 
arrangements of black pixels in a binarizcd fingerprint 
image. 

39. The system of claim 38, wherein the means for 
determining comprises means for detennioing whether a 
longest fmger is on a right side or a lefi side of a finger guide 
coupled to the platen. 

44. The system of claim 42, wherein the processor further 
comprises: 

40. The system of claim 38, wherein !be means for 
detennioi.ng comprises means for determining whether the 40 
captured fingerprint image includes an image representative 
of at least one finger positioned at a diago.nal relative to a 
section of the platen. 

41. A system, com.prising; 
a platen that receives a plurality of fingers or thumbs; 

a shape determining device that determines a shape of 
each of the individual fingerprint images based on an 
arrangement of concentrated black pixels in oval-like 
shape in I.he bioarized combined image. 

45. The system of claim 41, further comprising a hand 
determination device that detenn.ines which hand(s) the 
plurality of fingers or thwnbs belongs to. 

• • • • • 
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Page 3 of Title Page, Item [56], FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS section, please 
replace"JP 0 623 890 A2 11/1994" with--EP 0 623 890 A2 11/1994-. 

Signed and Sealed this 

Twelfth Day of June. 2007 

JONW.DUDAS 
Director of tire United States Patent and Trademark Ojftt:e 

Copy provided by USPTO from the PIRS Image Database on 03/09/2010 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Darryl M. Woo, hereby certify that on August 12, 2014, I caused the 

foregoing [CORRRECTED] APPELLANTS’ NON-CONFIDENTIAL 

OPENING EN BANC BRIEF to be served on the following parties as indicated 

below: 

Maximilian A. Grant 
Gabriel Bell 
LATHAM &WATKINS LLP 
555 Eleventh Street, NW, Ste. 1000 
Washington, DC 20004-1304 
max.grant@lw.com; gabriel.bell@lw.com; 
By Electronic Mail (paper copies to follow 
after brief is accepted by the Court)

Clement Naples 
LATHAM &WATKINS LLP 
885 Third Avenue, Suite 1000 
New York, NY 10022-4802 
clement.naples@lw.com 
By Electronic Mail (paper copies 
to follow after brief is accepted 
by the Court)

Clark S. Cheney (clark.cheney@usitc.gov) 
Andrea Casson (andrea.casson@usitc.gov) 
Dominic L. Bianchi 
(dominic.bianchi@usitc.gov) 
Office of General Counsel 
U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
500 E Street, SW, Suite 707 
Washington, DC 20436 
Fax: (202) 205-3111 
By Electronic Mail (paper copies to follow 
after brief is accepted by the Court)

John D. Haynes 
ALSTON &BIRD 
1201 West Peachtree Street 
One Atlantic Center 
Atlanta, GA 30309 
john.haynes@alston.com 
By Electronic Mail (paper copies 
to follow after brief is accepted 
by the Court) 

Daryl Joseffer, Esq. 
KING &SPALDING LLP 
1700 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20006 
djoseffer@kslaw.com 
By Electronic Mail (paper copies to follow 
after brief is accepted by the Court) 

Adam Conrad 
King & Spalding LLP 
100 N. Tryon Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
aconrad@kslaw.com 
By Electronic Mail (paper copies 
to follow after brief is accepted 
by the Court)

Dated: August 12, 2014 By:  /s/ Darryl M. Woo  
Darryl M. Woo 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH 
TYPE-VOLUME LIMITATION, TYPEFACE REQUIREMENTS, 

AND TYPE-STYLE REQUIREMENTS WITH FRAP 32(A)(7)(B) AND 
FEDERAL CIRCUIT RULE 32 

 1. This brief complies with the type-volume limitation of Federal Rule of 
Appellate Procedure 32(a)(7)(B) and Federal Circuit Rule 32. 
 

√ This brief contains 13,990 words, excluding the parts of the brief 
exempted by Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 32(a)(7)(B)(iii), 

 
 2. This brief complies with the typeface requirements of Federal Rule of 
Appellate Procedure 32(a)(5) or Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 28.1(e) and 
the type style requirements of Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 32(a)(6). 
 

√ The brief has been prepared in a proportionally spaced typeface using 
Microsoft Office Word Version 2010, in 14pt., Times New Roman. 

 

 /s/ Darryl M. Woo  
(Signature of Attorney) 

 Darryl M. Woo  
(Name of Attorney) 

 Respondents-Appellants  
(State whether representing appellant, appellee, etc.) 

 August 12, 2014  
(Date) 
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